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THE PROPOSITIONS
Agreed on by the Associated Ministers
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We Ministers of the Gospel whose Names are underwritten, after our seeking of God's direction, and our most serious consultations about the discharge of our Duty, for the Reforming and right Guiding of the Congregations committed to our charge, and for the right Managing of God's Worship therein, Do Agree and Resolve as followeth:

I. In general, We do Agree and Resolve, not to addict or engage our selves to any Party, nor to set up the Dictates of any as such, but at present only to Practice unanimously those known Truths which the sober and godly of each Party are agreed in, as near as possibly we can, that so we may neither give occasion to any such sober and godly persons to divide from us; nor yet proceed ungroundedly, doubtfully, and uncomfortably in our Work, nor attempt any thing but what we know to be of God, and may
cheerfully bear all labour, and sufferings that we may meet with in carrying it on.

II. We agree, and resolve by God's help, That so far as God doth make known our duty to us, we will faithfully endeavour to discharge it, and will not desist through any fears of losses in our Estates, or the frowns and displeasure of men, or any the like Carnal inducements whatsoever.

III. Particularly, We are all convinced that it is the duty of each Minister to endeavour to know (it possible) each person of his charge, that so he may know where his special duty lieth, and how to perform it.

IV. We are also convinced, That it is the duty of Ministers and people, according to their several opportunities, to admonish and reprove those that live in any known sin, through wilfulness or negligence (laying aside the ordinary infirmities that the most godly are subject to) and this must be with tender love, and yet with great seriousness, and with discretion; and not with malice, bitterness, or disdain, yet variously according to the quality of the person and offence. And if the offender heed not, that is, obey not the admonition, by Repenting and Reforming, he must be admonished before witnesse; This therefore we Resolve by God's assistance faithfully to practice according to our opportunities, and to acquaint our people with their duty herein, especially in great Congregations, where through the greatness of works, lest some of this can be expected from Ministers.

V. If any after this admonition shall yet refuse to Repent and Reform, those that can prove it, must tell the Church-Officers, who must hear the case, and admonish them with Authority. The like must be done by those that have been oft admonished by others formerly, and not Repented and Reformed; and those whose sin is notorious, and hainously scandalous. But for private persons to accuse others in the publick Congregation before the Officers, have heard the case, may breed dangerous illwinters and quarrels. We Resolve
...solve therefore to appoint some certain times for the hearing of such cases.

VI. In Corporations, or other places that have Magistrates, we judge it convenient, if we can so far prevail with them, that they would grant us their presence at these meetings, both to be witnesses of our right proceedings, and to countenance them so far as by Law they may; and especially because it is necessary that they have the full cognisance of our proceedings, before we can expect they should assist us against any that will violently intrude into our communion or disturb us: and also that they may at the same time first censure offenders according to Law, and so we may know their proof of the fact; yet do we judge their presence a matter rather of convenience then of necessity.

VII. If any after this refuse to Repent and Reform, or if any have sinned hainously with publick scandal of the Church, it is the duty of Ministers to rebuke such before all the Church, and to call them publickly to repentance: This therefore we are resolved in both these cases to practice.

VIII. Yet where any mans sin is such, as to expose him by the Law of the Land to death, or imprisonment, or great mulcts, or other penalties; We resolve not to anticipate publick Justice, nor to call out such to accuse themselves by their Church confessions, but shall wait to see what Justice will do with them: but after mulcts and corporal penalties imposed by Justice upon proof of guilt, we may and must require open repentance, if the person do survive.

IX. We Resolve (that we wrong not others or our selves) not to mention any mans sin publicly (by this personal application) before we have full proof beyond all exception, both of the fact and the faultiness, and not to traduce men in doubtful or controverted cases; and most commonly we must have the parties own confession of the matter of fact.
X. If after this publick admonition the sinner shall obstinately refuse to manifest Repentance, or to Reform; it is the duty of the Ministers to make a personal application to him of those threatenings which Christ hath denounced in Scripture against such as he is; and especially to declare in the Name of Christ, that he is one whose communion the Church is bound to avoid; and to require him to forbear usurping that communion, and to charge the Church in Christ's Name to avoid all familiarity with him, not only in God's Worship, but in common conversation, further than natural and civil relations bind us.

XI. When the Church or Officers are orderly acquainted that any man is obstinate in sin, after private and lesse publick admonition, or that his sin is notorious, and of publick scandal, it is unmeet to admit him to publick communion at the Lords Supper while he is under just tryall; for while the Church is necessarily in doubt whether he be such a scandalous or obstinate sinner or not, and so whether they may lawfully communicate with him or not (being forbidden communion with such) they must needs forbear his communion for that time (till his clearing or Repentance resolve their doubt) or else they must act doubtingly and not in Faith: Yet this is only a suspension of actual communion at present (no duty being a duty at all times to be performed) and not a proper denial of his right till he be cast out. The trial of his justly questioned right, will not fitly consist with his actual, full, and present exercise and use of such privileges.

XII. We are all agreed likewise, That where men are thus notoriously scandalous, or obstinate in known sin, we may not content our selves with a meer debarring such from the Lords Supper (which multitudes do willingly forbear of themselves, who yet are taken for as good Christians as others, and not avoided in regard of any other communion) but we must proceed to the forementioned publick reproof, and casting
ing them out of our communion, else their remaining members of our Church will harden themselves, offend the godly, occasion the weak to separate, and will be a scandal to our Profession, and an offence of God: We resolve therefore to discharge the foresaid duties in faithfulness, as God shall enable us.

XIII. It must not be a slight, unwilling, meer verbal Repentance that must satisfie the Church, either for preventing or taking off a Censure of casting out, but only such as seemeth free and serious, answerable in some measure to the quality of the fault. Such therefore we Resolve to require and expect that we delude not mens souls, and provoke not God by making a formality or Jest of his Ordinances.

XIV. If after once or twice scandalous or obstinate sinning, a man do once and again profess a serious Repentance, we shall admit him to Communion: But if after oft professing of Repentance he return again to willful or scandalous sinning, we shall delay his re-admission till his actual Reformation do manifest the truth of his Repentance, else Gods Ordinances will be frustrated by illusion: Yet cannot we punctually resolve just how oft such mens professions alone may be taken as satisfactory, nor just how long we must delay his re-admission, if he forbear sinning, seeing these are to be varied according to the quality of the sin, and the seeming seriousness of Repentance, and therefore must be prudentially determined, when the individual Case with its circumstances is considered.

XV. Though the people have not Ministerial or governing power, yet they are to have a judgement of discretion, and thereby to try and discern, whether they that do cast out, or Absolve by Ministerial Authoritative Declaration, do proceed according to Gods word or not, and are not to obey any sentence or injunction that is contrary to that word; yet must they not on that pretence disobey or refuse to execute such injunctions and Censures without manifesting their proofs of its Error.

B X VI.
XVI. If people will not avoid communion and familiarity with such as are publicly cast out, they are to be dealt with by admonition, as in case of other sins. But if it should be a greater part of the Church that shall obstinately after admonition own and maintain a notorious scandalous sinner in his sin; or so far profess communion with him, that they make his sin their own, and continue obstinate therein, the rest of the Church are not only bound nevertheless to shun communion with the offender, but with them that so adhere to him, provided that it be not about lesser sins, or in a disputable doubtfull case, wherein they want full evidence against the offender. Yet do we agree for the avoiding of several dangerous consequents, before we attempt this work, to acquaint our Brethren of that Association, and hear their Judgements.

XVII. It having been the custom of the Church in the Apostles' days, to have ordinarily many Officers in a Church, and the private part of the Ministerial duty being so exceeding great, and of indispensible necessity where it can be performed, and also because it is lesse satisfactory and convenient for one Minister alone to try cases, where more may be had; we therefore judge it needfull to use all lawfull means to procure more Ministers or Elders than one in each Church, even proportionable to the number of Souls, and greatnesse of the work; and if for want of men or maintenance, there cannot Learned men be obtained, we judge it fit to take the assistance of sober Orthodox judicious persons of competenct ability for private instruction and over-sight, and ordained to this work, though defective in learning, and lesse able publickly to teach, and who may leave publick speaking to him that is more able, and do the more of the lesse publick work, and that such if other maintenance be wanting, may lawfully, and fitly labour with their hands. And as long as we agree that these Elders are ordained Church-Officers, and what shall be their work, there needs to be no breach among us, though we determined not of their power in Sacra-
ments, and whether their Office be the same with the Teaching Elders: Whilst we agree in Practice, we may leave men several principals in such a difficult controverted point to their own judgements: Also we conceive it meet that where there are fit men, some be ordained to the Office of Deacons.

XVIII. Because all this forementioned Discipline cannot be exercised without the people's consent (the Ministerial power being not compulsive, as by violence, but Nunciateive, Swafory, and directive) and we have at present no full discovery of their consent: And because Ministers should have a particular knowledge of their Charge, which now is uncertain, and for divers other Reasons propounded and debated among us, we judge it very fit, if not of necessity, to desire a more express signification of our people's consent to our Ministry, and Ministerial actions; and in particular to submit to this Discipline, as the members of that particular Church: And because we have reason to suspect that many among us understand not, or believe not the very fundamentals Essentia
to the Christian Faith, We judge it fit withall to require an understanding profession of Affent and Consent to such fundamentals, except any of us should judge that we can better exercise the forementioned Discipline without calling their people to such a profession of consent, in which case we will declare our Reasons to our Brethren of the Ministry in our meetings, and hear their advice when the case is opened.

XIX. In requiring this express consent, We agree to proceed according to these following Rules:

Reg. 1. We will first instruct our people in divers Sermons about the Nature of a Church, its constitution and government, the duty and Authority of Pastors, and the duties of people to God, their Ministers, and to each other as members of such a Church, and the meaning of each branch of that Profession which we call them to, that so they may not do it rashly, ignorantly, or formally.
R. 2. We shall as exactly as God shall enable us, draw up, and agree upon a form of words containing the said Profession, with a brief Preface concerning the reasons, nature, and ends of it; and we will all use the same form of words to a word, except any Brother shall think himself bound to differ in any smaller point, where a difference is tolerable, in which case we will give in our reasons at the meeting of our Brethren of the Ministry, and hear their advise.

R. 3. We shall take these Professions only in publick, and not secretly.

R. 4. We shall deliver to our people a Copy of this form of Profession that they may consider of it before they are called to it.

R. 5. We shall first receive the Profession of all them that are satisfied and most willing, and wait till the rest are satisfied and will freely consent, and not spur them on to do it ignorantly, rashly or unwillingly.

R. 6. If any deny or delay to express their consent, We shall endeavour carefully to discern on what grounds he doth it, and whether it be a flat denial of the matter, or only some scruple at the manner, and accordingly shall distinguish between, 1. Professors of Consent, as being members certain. 2. Or deniers of consent as to the matter, as being no members of that Church: 3. And delayers or deniers to consent to the manner, as being uncertain, or less certain, whether they are members or no, till they further discover it.

R. 7. We shall distinguish between Infant-members, and Adult. And for the former we shall take their Parents' profession, and for the latter we shall expect their own: And though it cannot be determined just to a day or year when any is past his Infant-Church-Estate, yet none must be enrolled or accounted among Adult. and perfect members, till they personally and publicly shall make their profession, whether it be only of their Faith and Obedience to Christ, that they may be esteemed Adult. members of the Universal Church, or
or also their consent to be members of a particular Church.

R.8. If any at full age do offer their Consent to be members of a particular Church, and expect to enjoy its privileges, who yet understand not, or believe not the fundamental Essential points of the Christian Religion, if they be willing to learn, we shall presently instruct them as Catecumeni, and admit them when they are fit: But if they refuse to learn, we must take them for such as refuse to be Christians; and therefore where we have just reason to suspect the ignorance or unbelief of any that offer their profession of the form of words. We judge it our duty more particularly to examine them, yet resolve that we will not refuse any for want of fit expressions, who any way discover that they understand the matter.

R.9. Though we shall receive Professions only in publick for satisfaction of the Church, and other reasons, yet those whose knowledge only is suspected, we may examine in private, because some of understanding are not able in publick to express their minds: and afterwards in publick we shall receive their profession if they are found fit.

R.10. If any shall publickly offer his profession of Consent, who is a confessed or a convicted scandalous or obstinate sinner; We shall immediately require him to profess openly his Repentance, for his former scandalous sins before we receive his profession of duty for the future, seeing in order that must go first; and if he refuse, he must suspend our numbring him with the founder members, and proceed to publick admonition and Censure if he perseveres impenitent.

R.11. If there be not enough in one Parish that will consent (after our sufficient waiting) we shall joyn them to the next Parish by consent; yet continuing still our meetings for preaching to the rest that consent not, and not medling with alterations of the Ministers maintenance; yet in this weighty case,
case, we desire advice may first be had from the Ministers of that Association.

X X. Because all Churches are parts of the Church Universal, and all true Christians are members of that body, and of Christ; and have one Head, Lord, Faith, Baptism; one Rule of Faith and life, one Spirit, and one bond, and common cognizance of entire love to Christ, and one another; and have one Hope, one End, and must be one in blessed union and communion with Christ everlastingly: We judge it therefore of great and indispensable necessity, that we use all good means for the maintaining of this Union and Communion; and to do as much of our work as we can in concord with one another, and as little as may be dividedly, and by ourselves: And therefore we resolve according to our duty to keep constant communion and correspondence; and to that end to hold certain meetings of the Ministry in Association; and that according to these following Rules.

Reg. 1. We judge it convenient to meet in several Associations at several places in this County, viz. at Worcester, Evesham, Upton, Kidderminster, and Bromsgrove, and this once a month on a day to be agreed on (or oftener if need require.)

R. 2. We shall not by dividing the County, presume to limit others to any one of these Associations, but let every Minister according to his own convenience choose to which of these Associations he will join himself, and accordingly subscribe to a Copy of these Articles, which shall be kept at the place of meeting for that Association; and so may any Minister that shall hereafter join with us, who at the present doth not.

R. 3. We shall give notice to all Ministers of Piety, and competent ability, who now are not among us, and desire them to join with us, and offer them a free debate of any thing which they may scruple, and desire them to adjoint themselves to which Association they judge most convenient.

R. 4.
R.4. We shall at these monthly meetings keep up a public lecture for the common benefit.

R.5. At these meetings we shall maintain some Disputations or other Exercise, which shall be found most useful to our own edification, especially for the younger sort of Ministers; or else meet on purpose for this another day.

R.6. We shall here endeavour on consultation to resolve all particular doubts that arise about Discipline, or Worship, or Doctrine, which (for the avoiding of all occasions of division) we have not thought fit to make the matter of this Agreement, or which these general Rules suffice not to determine.

R.7. We shall here also produce and propound to consideration any new point of Doctrine wherein we differ from the most of the Reformed Churches, before we adventure to teach it our hearers.

R.8. We shall here debate all differences in judgement (fit for debate) that may happen among our selves or any of our people.

R.9. We shall here receive any complaint that any people have against any member of our Association, for scandal, false Doctrine, or Male administration; and we all resolve to give an account of our Doctrine and actions, when any offended brother shall so accuse us, both for the satisfaction of the Church and him.

R.10. We shall here make known the Names of all those whom we have put out of our communion; and we resolve all of us to refuse communion with such, and not to receive them into one Church who are cast out of another, except they have given satisfaction, or we first here prove them unjustly cast out.

R.11. We shall here make it known if any member of another Parish shall offer to adjoin themselves to any of our Congregations, as members thereof; and we resolve not to receive any such, except we give here sufficient reasons.
reasons for it; as if they be necessitated through the sin of the Minister, or Parish where they live, to do it, or the like.

R. 12. We shall here make it known if there be any members of another Parish (adjoined to no Church) who desire either Sacrament from us, that we may know from the Minister of that place whether they are fit to be admitted or not.

R. 13. Those who being sole Ministers of particular Churches, do doubt whether they alone may judge any man to be unfit for Church-Communion, and so declare him; or may publicly by name rebuke him, they may do well here to take the advice of the Association for their proceedings.

R. 14. We desire that all young Ministers, or any that are not well furnished with discretion and ability to manage those publick reproofs and censures, would do nothing in it without first consulting these Assemblies, yea in so weighty a case as is excluding from Church-Communion. We judge it convenient that all Ministers advise with their Brethren of that Association for their later proceeding.

R. 15. We shall here consult about the good of neighbour Churches, for helping them where they want teaching, for advising them against Errors, Seducers, or Scandals, and furthering to our power the propagation of the Gospel.

R. 16. We do resolve to frequent these meetings as constantly as we can, and not neglect them and frustrate their ends.

R. 17. We shall once a quarter (and oftner if emergent occasion require it) send Delegates from all these Associations to Worcester (not forbidding any other to be there) where we shall hold a more general meeting for the resolving of greatest difficulties, and the more unanimous carrying on the work of the Gospel.

R. 18. We shall admit into these our Associations the neighbour Ministers also of other Counties, where no such Associations
ations are, or are so remote that they cannot well join in them.

R. 19. Before any of us shall forsake this Agreement and these Resolutions, we shall give our Reasons to the Association, and hear what they can say against it; and not do it without sufficient cause.

R. 20. We resolve in none of our meetings to go beyond the bounds of our Calling, in medling with Secular or State affairs, nor do any thing injurious to the Common wealth; but maintain all just Obedience to Authority; and shall direct all our Consultations to the good of souls, the Propagation of the Gospel, the Unity, Peace, and Reformation of the Church, and the glory and pleasing of God in all.
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S I dare not undertake to give the full
sense of all my Reverend Brethren who
have subscribed to these Propositions,
so I must intreat the Reader to under-
stand that I have no commission from
them for any Explication of their
minds, further than what is done al-
ready in their words: and therefore
that you must not take what I Write as
coming from them, but as my own private thoughts: and
if in anything you dislike my Interpretations, do not there-
fore dislike our Propositions: For it is the Text and not the
Comment that is publickly owned: The Text is theirs, the Com-
ment is mine.

D 2  Yet
Yet I thought it meet to explain some few points according to my own meaning, and according to what I heard from my Brethren in their debates; lest the obscurity should occasion the stumbling of any, that have not had opportunity to understand our intentions.

And first I must intreat you to remember these few Generals following.

1. We never intended these Propositions, for the taking any sober man (of any of the Parties whose Union we endeavour) from his former Principles; nor for the laying down of any middle way, in which the differing Parties may accommodate, by any abatement on each or any side, of their former Opinions. For we know that can be no way of Generall Accord, without a long and full debate of all differences, with all persons, or with all the leaders that can sway the rest. For if we should satisfy all that we conferre with, and joynly agree upon some abatement of our Opinions; we cannot expect that others should be ever the more altered or united, that hear not our reasons: Or if all should hear them, yet mens judgements will be variously wrought on, according to the degrees of their strength or weakness; or according to their former prejudice and apprehensions; and much according to the inclination of their Wills, to Reformation, Holiness, Unity and Peace. We do therefore suppose in these Propositions, that those whom we unite with, do still retain their differing Judgements; And our business is but this: To improve those Points wherein we are all agreed, for unanimous practice. Till we have opportunity to seek after an Accommodation of Opinions, or a conviction of each other, we resolve, by Gods help, to close in an amicable practice of so much as we do Consent in. It is utterly unbecoming any Member of Christ, to make more divisions wilfully, because we are necessitatied to some differences through our weakness: and to unite and associate in nothing, because we cannot do it in all things: and to fly from each others society, as enemies or aliens, because we hold some different opinions: as if we were not the Sons of one God, the Members of one Christ, nor might live in the same family or joyn in the same Churches or Worship, because we are not of the same intellectual com-
plexion in every point, nor all mens knowledge of the same
nature. We are not such strangers to our selves and man-
kinde, as not to know, that we must unavoidably be of vari-
ous Opinions, while we live here in imperfection; and differ
in part, while we know but in part. We suppose the Apostle
never expected that all the Corinthians should in all things
have the same Opinions, when he so importunately perswades
them, by the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ, to speak the
same thing, and that there be no Divisions among them, but
that they be perfectly joined together in the same minde, and
in the same judgement, 1 Cor. 1. 10. We remember his com-
mand, Phil. 3. 15, 16. Let us as many as be perfect be thus
minded; and if in any thing ye be otherwise minded, God shall
reveal even this unto you: Nevertheless whereof we have already
attained, let us walk by the same rule, let us minde the same thing.

2. You must understand, that we have no intent by this our
Agreement to forstall any further means or attempts for
Accomodation, or neerer Unity: but contrarily to prepare
for it; being confident that no way is so likely to accomplish
it, as a concordant practice of what we are agreed in, and
the constant amicable association and familiarity of the dissen-
ters. Nay some of us have much more to propound to the
Churches, for Conciliation and Accord, when ever God shall
call us to it, and let us see that it is likely to be regarded or do
any good.

3. Much less do we take up with what we are now agreed
on, as a perfect, or fully-sufficient way; as if the points which
are laid by, and wherein the several Parties differ, did con-
tain in them nothing of any moment; but all that is usefull
were contained in these Points wherein we are all agreed.
Nor do we intend to yse our selves to take up with these, and
never to go further. But, as Christ saith in another case, If
any man do the Will of God, he shall know, &c. So I verily think,
that conscionable, friendly practising of so much of Christ's
Discipline as we generally know, would have helpt us to
know the rest sooner then our perverse contendings have done;
and would have prevented those sad effects of our Divisions,
which must lie heavy on some mens consciences, here or here-
after.
4. I must therefore especially intreat you to observe, that whereas several things are left undetermined in these Propositions, and you think in the reading, that you are at a loss for our meaning, expecting that all things should be particularly and punctually determined of, that we have done this purposefully and of design; and therefore the error is in your expectation of a more particular determination then will stand with our ends. For seeing we intend but to single out what we know every party may agree to, without deferting his own principles; we must needs leave out those particulars wherein we are not agreed.

5. Understand that we have left many things to be pro re nata upon the emergent occasion when it comes to practice, agreed on at our Association-meetings, which we could not without many inconveniences, agree on in these Proposition before hand: Especially things that vary according to circumstances of time, place, persons, occasions, &c.

6. Understand, that though in many things we have tied up our selves by these Propositions, from acting in a way of singularity. Yet in many Points we have left each party and person to the liberty of their judgement: so that they may go Above this our Agreement, so be it, in so doing they go not Against it.

More particularly

1. Whereas in the first General Proposition we professe, not to addict our selves to parties, but to practice unanimously those known truths that the sober and godly of each Party are agreed in.] We mean only those Parties who acknowledge a Discipline, and are so sober as to disclaim those Principles which are utterly inconsistent with the healing of our breaches, and the Peace and Union of the Churches. Particularly we mean the Presbyterians, Independants, and Episcopal who are Moderate and Judicious. We mean not any Seekers that disclaim Discipline; nor Papists; nor Popish Episcopal Divines, who will have all the world come to the Romish Polity, or else they must have no peace. But it is only the Protestant Episcopal Divines, whose principles I take.
take to be consistent with our Propositions: And if there be any other Party so sober as to depart no further from the ways of Peace, it is such that we mean. But if it had been our intent to have laid by all that any Party will controvert, we should have agreed on nothing.

2. Where in the same Proposition we say [at present only to practice] we intend not that every man of us is tied from practising anything but what is so agreed on: But that we do Agree in and tye our selves [only] to so much; but may notwithstanding privately differ in our practice, so far as we have not restrained our selves in this Agreement, and are not restrained by Gods Word.

3. The eighth Proposition leaves many weighty Cases undetermined about excluding such haynous offenders, whose sinne is either notorious, or generally suspected, and yet for want of accusers and prosecutors are never brought to Justice? and also about persons who are under a long trial, &c. But we take these cases to be such as must be usually determined according to circumstances upon knowledge of the particular case: and therefore fitted to be determined at our Meetings, when it shall fall out: and not to trouble and puzzle our selves with such Cases before they fall; seeing we cannot well make any agreement before hand (except very general) but what will be found defective in the application. Only thus much I should advise, that if it be known that any person is guilty of a capital crime (as for example of Adultery) though we be not bound always to accuse them openly, or to bring them to such a confession or self-accusation as may hazzard their lives; yet 1. The Pastor may suspend them and in some cases require the people to avoid them, when the fact is publicly known (though the party not prosecuted;) and give out a general intimation of the fault, as known already; though perhaps the Evidence will not hold in Law. (As I have known persons that openly confess Adultery at home, but denying it before the Judge, come off as if they were innocent; and yet confess it again when they come home.) And I should think that such persons should not be re-admitted to Communion, till they do manifest publique serious penitence in the Congregation: but only in General termes
Concerning the tenth Proposition (which will be most questioned) I desire it may be observed: 1. That we meddle not with the term [Excommunication.] 2. And therefore they that say we meddle with the Thing, must define Excommunication, and shew that the work that we here agree on doth reach that definition. 3. Which if they do, then they will make Excommunication to be no more then this application of Christ's doctrine to a particular person and case, which every Minister of the Gospel may perform: For we mention in our Agreement no more. 4. I am sure that delivering up to Satan, and the great Anathematizing Excommunication, is commonly taken to go much further and contain more, then we here conclude on. 5. Yet observe, that we here suppose the fact and faultiness proved beyond doubt: and when we speak of Ministers Applicatory requiring the Avoidance of such persons; if any think we wrongfully authorize him to do this without the Presbytery, Congregation, or Bishop; remember that we speak not here of examining Witnesses, much less giving them their Oathes, or the like preparation for discovery of the guilt. How farre people or any others may have a hand in this we do not determine. 6. Nor do we determine whether it must needs be more Ministers then one, that must agree in this, before the publique Application: yet afterward, we have limited ourselves in this for Unity, Peace, and avoiding of rash applications. Though for my own part, I am very confident that it is their Error, whoever they be, that deny the power of Excommunication it self to a single Pastor, at least, where he is the sole Overseer of that particular Church.

The Objections against this tenth Proposition, I will answer anon.
5. The 11th Proposition for Suspension, contains its own sufficient proof, as those that will well observe it, may discern.

6. Concerning the 12th Prop. I must tell you, that we cannot agree to the loose practice of those Ministers and Churches, who think it enough to keep people from the Sacrament, and never proceed further with them in way of Discipline: but let 500, or 1000, live in a Parish without any more, then such a Suspension: when as Suspension is but in order to their Tryall, or their Reformation or Rejection thereupon. Yea they determin not, nor is it known, whether all these persons are members of their Churches, or not? Many Reasons we have against this course, besides what are mentioned in the Propositions.

7. We take it that the 15th Proposition containeth the true mean, between the Usurped Power of some Pastors, to binde the People by a known erring sentence, to go against Gods Word; and the Usurped Power which many pretend to, of Ruling the Church by their Major Vote. But how far the Congregation should first have Cognisance of the matter, or be heard in the debate; or how far the Ministers must endeavour their consent, or suspend their own actions, for want of their consent, we do not determin. And therefore all moderate Presbyterians and Independents may well agree with us in this; because its no Power that we deny the Pastors, but a Power of binding men to go against Gods Word; and it is not any of their Liberty that we deny the People, but only Ruling Ministerial Authority, which God never gave them, we must needs deny them.

8. Concerning the 17th Proposition (which many will stumble at) I desire you to observe these things.

1. That as we avoid the Titles of Lay-Elders and Preaching-Elders, so we do purposely avoid the determination of that Controversie, Whether Christ hath appointed Ecclesiastical Elders, distinct in Office from Teaching-Elders, having no Authority to Preach, Baptize or Administer the Lords Supper, though they have Gifts? I confess my own private opinion is, that neither Scripture nor Antiquity did know any such Church-Officers: But as I so much reverence and value the contrary-minded, as not to expect that my Judgment should stand in any competition with theirs, or in the least to sway any man to my opinion from theirs (though upon the concurrent Judgment of so many Learned men that are of the same opinion with me, I might reasonably expect, that other mens reputation should create no prejudice;) so it is nothing to my Brethren.
Brethren, nor the sense of our Agreement, what my private opinion is. We are not so unconscionably self-conceited or divisive, as to think we must or may reject all those from our Communion, that differ in this Point from us: or that it is a matter of so great moment, that may hinder our fraternal and peaceable Association.

2. We have therefore agreed of the work of Aslifting-Elders, and leave the discussion of their further Authority, and distinction of their Office from Teaching-Elders, to others.

3. And that each party may well agree to this Proposition, without forsaking their Principles, is beyond doubt. For the Presbyterians and the Congregational party, they both are for such Elders, as shall Rule, and not administer Sacraments; and though some of one sort, say, they may preach, 1. They say not that they must preach where the Teaching-Elders are well and present; 2. And perhaps it is because they would allow another gifted member to do the like. And for the Episcopall Divines, their practice and their writings prove what I say: For they have ever since the Reformation allowed great numbers of Readers in England, of far lower abilities then we express in our Propositions, such as never preached, and some that were fain to labour for their livings in secular employments, as this Countrkey knows. And though they allowed them to Baptise and administer the Lords Supper, yet they never affirmed that they must do it, when there was an abler Minister of the same Church to do it. And in their writings they do maintain the lawfulness of placing such Reading Ministers in Chappels or Parish Churches under able Pastors. So that its past doubt, that we are all agreed, that there may be such Officers, or Elders chosen to do the work that is here expressed. And if any think it a matter of so great necessity, that we agree in our belief of these Elders further Power, as that we must not Associate with those that agree not, I would intreat him to tell me, why it is not in our Creed? or why it never was in the Creed of any Church? or whether no Church had ever a sufficient Creed, so large as to contain all Points of absolute necessity to salvation, or without which, we must avoid men's company? or whether he dare yet put it in his Creed among fundamentals, or Points of such necessity [I believe that Lay or meer-Ruling Elders are, or are not pure divino?] Or whether he accuse not the Scripture it self of insufficiency, for speaking so darkly of fundamentals themselves, as that the most Godly and Learned are not able to understand it? And whether he lay not a ground of separation from multitudes of eminent
4. And observe further, that the Elders that we here speak of, are only Assistants to able Preachers: we do not say, that such may be allowed of alone, where there is no other to preach (though what might be done in case of necessity, I will not determin.) But if a great Church have one or two able men to preach publicly, and will moreover appoint some sober, godly, orthodox men to help them in private oversight, Instruction, admonition and reproof; and if one call these Lay-Elders or Ruling-Elders, and another take them to be inferior Ministers, as some sober Chappell Readers were, I would not quarrell about the notions or Titles while we agree about the work to be done. Nor would I dare to reproach them with the name of Dumbe dogges one side, or Lay-Elders (as dumbe) on the other.

5. I thought meet also to tell you thus much of my own opinion; that it seems to me the best way, (at our first ordering of our Churches according to these Propositions,) to take in none but Schoolmasters, Physicians, or other Learned men to be Elders (where such are to be had that are meet;) and for those of our ablest hearers that are unlearned, that it will be fittest first to try them in the Office of Deacons: both because the Office of Deacons is most unquestionable to all sorts and parties, and so it will avoid the reproaches of dissenters; and because the Apostles made Deacons before they ordained any fixed Elders of particular Churches; and they made ablest men Deacons then any of us are; and therefore none may think the Office to be below him; and because it is orderly to ascend by degrees; and the Apostles words in Tim. 4.8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13; together with the constant expressions and practice of Antiquity, do shew that this is a degree to the Eldership; and that Deacons have more power about Word and Sacraments, than is commonly allowed to meer Ruling-Elders; and therefore may be more helpful to us; yea that they joyned with the Presbyters in Consistory, is the common opinion. And the danger of misguiding and dividing our Congregations by men of weak Judgments, is so great, that I think it much fitter to try them first in an Office of known Inferiority (for all confess that Deacons should be Guided by the Elders,) wherein they may be as serviceable to the Church; then to begin them in an Office of meer Power, wherein they will think their Votes to be of equal Authority with the most Judicious Teachers; and so may breed conten-
tentions, or foment Errors or factions in the Church; and yet be less capable of doing service, then the Deacons are (See Mr. Noyes Temple Measured, of the Office of Deacons and Elders.) This course therefore I have propounded to my Brethren of this Association; and they think as I do: But for other Brethren that Joyn with us some living neer 30 miles from us, (so that we have more seldom opportunities to meet,) we could not yet propound it to them. If any shall refuse the Office of Deacons, as too mean for them, they shall thereby discover that Pride that will prove them unfit to be either Elders or Deacons; and you will have cause to thank God, that thereby a mischief to the Church is prevented, which might have followed, if such unhumbled men had crept into Authoritie.

6. But the great Objection against this Proposition will be (by some,) That we allow none to be Elders but those that are ordained, and so overthrow meer-Ruling Elders. To which I answer: 1. These Brethren must consider, that we are forced for unity to speak indifferently of all that are meer Affisting Elders and do not actually preach and administer Sacraments; whether they take themselves to have Authoritie to do more (as other Ministers.) or not: now they will confess, that such inferior or Affisting Ministers must be Ordained: and we cannot now distinguish. 2. I never could learn that it is the Judgment of Presbyterians or Congregational men, that it is unlawful to Ordain meer-Ruling Elders. And if they may do it, why should they not yield to it for peace, though they think not that they must do it? 3. I confess I know of no Elders mentioned in Scripture, without Ordination; and do despair of ever seeing it proved that the Apostles did appoint two sorts of Elders, one Ordained and the other not Ordained. The contrary I doubt not to prove by sufficient Induction. 4. Deacons must be Ordained that are inferior to Elders; why then should not Elders be Ordained? 5. Let our Brethren take heed lest they loose all their hold of that shew they have in Scripture for meer-Ruling Elders (I mean QUAD POTESTatem, not QUAD exercitium ordinarium,) if they once disclaim all those as no such Ruling Elders, who were Ordained. It seems then that when the Apostles Ordained Elders in every Churh, and when Titus was left to Ordain Elders in every City, it was no meer-Ruling Elders that they Ordained, or were appointed to Ordain! 6. I confess I am loath (without more Reasons then I yet know,) to give the Intruders of the Ministry so much encouragement, as to tell them, men may ordinarily be Ruling Elders without Ordination!
nation? For doubtless a man may much more preach up and down in publick occasionally without Ordination: I mean, more may be said for it. Even some of the most Learned Episcopall Divines think, that by the Bishops allowance private men may preach, and that it belongs more to the Pastor to take care what Doctrine is taught his people, then that himself be the Teacher. And most allow the preaching of Probationers. And, if you add to this that there is no need of Ordination to the Office of Church-Governing, I know partly what will follow.

7. Yet a greater doubt is behind, and that is, How we would have these men Ordained? I answer, 1. We have not determined of that: We purposely avoid the point of Ordination; because the distance between the Episcopall Divines and others is well known in that point: and we resolve not to put such controverted Points into our Agreement; left thereby we necessarily exclude the dissenters. Our business is not now (as is said) to Reconcile differences in judgment: much less to divide from those that differ from us: but to practice unanimously so much as we are agreed in: 2. We leave therefore every man in this to his own Judgment. Those that are for Bishops, may be Ordained by them with a Presbytery, if they can obtain it. Those that are against them, may be Ordained by the Associated Pastors of that Association, the President performing the Action. Those that fear danger from the Law of the Land, if they Ordain without Authority, may send men to some neighbour County that hath Authority. Those that will not use the Name of Ordination, may yet use the Thing: which is nothing but the solemn Designation or Appointment of a fit Person to the Office, by Competent men: which is most fitly accompanied with Prayer and Imposition of hands, where they may be had. 3. To avoid some of these contests, if Deacons only be first Ordained, as I before mentioned, it will prevent the quarrels that some may else be drawn to by difference of Judgment. For many moderate Episcopall men will allow Presbyters to Ordain Deacons, that will not allow them to Ordain Presbyters. As for those that will say, These are no true Officers, nor to be acknowledged (whether Deacons or Presbyters) who were not Ordained by a Bishop; and thereupon will take occasion for a schisme in our Congregations; I shall speak more fully to their satisfaction anon.

9. Though I think few will question the Lawfulness of what is in the 18th Proposition, yet I suppose many will question the Conveniency
niency of it: Some will say, It looks like Independency to call our People to such Professions, which are real Covenants. Some will say, We shall occasion Divisions in our Congregations, upon our Peoples scrupling and refusing it. But I doubt some will have a worse Objection in their minds; That they shall hereby diminish their Congregations, or lose the Peoples affections, and thereby lose part of their Maintenance. To this point, I shall first premise some explanation of our meaning, and then give you, those Reasons of our Resolution herein, which were propounded and debated at our meetings.

1. Understand that we are all agreed among ourselves, that our present Parishes (I mean not all in England, but all ours that joyned in these debates) are true particular organized Churches of Christ: and therefore that we require not this Profession as a Church-making Covenant, but for Reformation of those that are Churches already; and as a means for our more facile and successful exercise of some Discipline and Government of our Congregations.

2. Yet we thought not meet to put these our Principles down in our Agreements: but retain them as our own private thoughts: because being no Fundamentals, nor near the Foundation, we can agree with those that differ from us in this point of Judgment, so they agree in practice: And therefore we have left it so open, that any man may subscribe to it, who yet thinketh that we are no true Churches, for want of a Church-Covenant, or for want of a solemn Call of our Ministers, or be these persons, will but acknowledge us to be Churches and Ministers, after our public Profession, Consent and Association; though they will not acknowledge it before.

3. We have not tied our selves or any Brother, to the use of any one particular Sign to be required of the People in making this Profession? Whether, by subscribing their Names, or lifting up the hand, or speaking their Consent. For we doubt not but this is an Indifferent thing; That which we require is some Expression of Consent and Consent: but how to express it, we leave to the prudence of particular Pastors who are to guide their own Congregations. For my part I intend to have the Names of all the Members in a Church-Book (the Adult in one Column, and the Infants in another) and that the Members shall either write their own Names in it, or consent that I write them, this Profession being prefixed to be subscribed.

4. We have left it undetermined, Whether the Consent shall be expressed particularly man by man, or many together, and whether
they shall repeat each man themselves the words of the Profession, or only Consent to it on the Ministers recitall? We judge that lesser Congregations may be more punctually dealt with than great ones can be: But yet I should advise in the greatest, that it be not so huddled up as to elude the Intent and frustrate all: and therefore that some time be taken in doing it; some families coming in one day, and some another. And for those that we have sufficient cause to suspect of gross Ignorance, we have agreed that the Officers first try their Knowledge in private (because many cannot express themselves openly,) and when they are satisfied in it, that we take the Profession of their Consent only in publick; acquainting the Congregation of our satisfaction; who are bound to acquiesce so far in the judgment of their Pastors, when themselves hear the person profess his Consent though he do not express (himself) the Articles that he consenteth to.

2. Our Reasons debated on for this Practice, were thus given in:

Conclus. We have Reason to require (as things now stand) a more express signification of our Peoples Consent to our Ministry and Ministerial Actions, and their Membership of their particular Churches.

Reason 1. We have now by reason of the Licentiousness and Apostasie of the times, more reason to question concerning many of our Members, whether their hearing signify their Consent. 1. Because many profess the contrary. 2. We know some Infidels and others little better, that come to Church sometimes, meerly to avoid the cenfure of the people, or to please their ears (and this they have acknowledged.) 3. Multitudes in many Parishes will not receive the Lords Supper with us.

Reason 2. The Liberty given in these times hath taken away some other bonds, which formerly were laid on men, to constrain them to acknowledge and submit to the Ministry and Ordinances: and to obey the Church-government that was then in force. We are therefore necessitated to make use of the bond of their own Consent, and to require that it be more express, then formerly it hath been.

Reason 3. Ministers that were studious of the good of the Flock, did (very many of them) heretofore discern the need of an express Consent, that they might have more certainty of the extent of their Charge then the Bounds of a Parish can give them. Only they (truly) maintained that our Churches were true Churches, without a more express Consent then we then had, and that it tended but to the well-
being of a Church, and not to the Being, that the Consent; be more express then formerly: But now the Impediments of those times are so farre removed, as that we have full liberty to choose what way of expressing our Consent we shall judge best; it beseems us to choose the most clear, full and satisfactory.

Reaf. 4. Multitudes will be uncapable of those publique, personall admonitions, which are in several all cases our duties, and we have agreed to perform, except they first know that we resolve on this course and in the general do consent to it. They will take it for an unsufferable injury, to be so dealt with, meerly because they live in our Parishes, when they never consented to such a course. Nay it seems to me, that (at least as things now stand) we cannot without their express Consent effectually use any further Discipline with them as Church-members, then meerly to keep them from the Lords Supper, which is now so common, that it seems to them as no disgrace or penalty. As long as they are continued as Members of our Churches, and have their children baptized, and themselves joyn with us in God's solemn Praises and all other Ordinances, and have freedom from all publique particular Reproofs and Censures, being never noted by the Minister to be avoided, they little care for forbearing the Sacrament; we see thousands will keep away themselves without our exclusion. If any can (now) exercise any more Discipline without their peoples known fore-consent, let the practice of the Congregations in England witness. If it can be done, Why is it not? They will refuse to come near us, answer us, or regard any thing we say or do.

Reaf. 5. Let those that better know the Law of the Land consider, whether it be not necessary to our own peace to free us from Lawsuits, that we have first the peoples express Consent? and whether they may have no Action against a Minister else for naming any man in the Congregation by Reproof, and pronouncing him a person to be avoided? and so no Discipline will be exercised.

Reaf. 6. We have found by long and sad experience, that the people understand not generally the nature of Implicit Professions, and do indeed use them often as no Professions at all; and that their meer Implicit Coveninganting with God, and obscure Professions of Faith, not understood, and dark worshipping of God, have tended much to destroy the life and being of Christianity, with many that content themselves with the name; and that nothing is more easie, then to turn all Professions, Engagements and Acts of Worship, into meer formall shews, and deny the power, and destroy it thereby: Why then shoule
we resolutely choose that way, that hath produced such evils, and is like to continue them?

Reaf. 7. It is evident that the end of a publique Profession and Engagement is a satisfactory discovery of mens mindes, and a firmer obliging them to God and their Superiours, and to each other: that to their duties, as to all these, may be the furelier performed; and they may more easily be convinced of their sin in case of non-performance. Now who knoweth not that the more express and solemn such Professions and Engagements be, the fitter they are for the attainment of their ends? And that which is best fitted to the end, is the best means.

Reaf. 8. It is agreeable to the excellent nature of the Truths and Duties of Christianity, and the great importance of such busineses (as to the Church and the souls of men) to be as open and full as is possible in the owning and acknowledging them. Truth suffers most by being obscured; and Duty, by being but superficially, ignorantly and reservedly owned and performed: And how much must the Church and mens souls hereby suffer! God loves the most open Confessions.

Reaf. 9. Many of the Separation do (on this ground especially) deny that our Parishes are true Churches, because they are not tied by Covenant or any express Consent into a Body Politick. On the same ground also they deny our Pastors to be true Ministers, because they have not the express Call or Consent of the people. Though I doubt not but this is their Errour, yet the satisfying of so many exceptions Brethren, and the removing of that which may still occasion their offence and hurt, and the continuance of Separation and the Churches divisions, is surely a work well worth our performing, and which we should endeavour as far as possibly we may.

Reaf. 10. The same want of express Consent is an offence to our Brethren of the Congregational way, and hindreth our closure with them. And though some think that this is rather a dissuasive, and that we should the rather shun it, lest we should seem to approve of their Church making Covenant, and so to recede from our former principles, yet I think this conclusion is much contrary to the Scripture, and the practice of Paul, in Circumcising Timothy, in Preaching privately to them of reputation, Gal. 2. 2. and becoming all things to all men; a Jew to the Jews, and a Greek to the Greeks. The love of our Brethren, and of the Churches Unity and Peace, should make godly men condescend in a greater matter then this, as long as we all acknowledge it a thing lawfull.
Reaf. 11. We require nothing but what hath been the Ancient practice of the Church: that the People were used Expressly to Consent to their Chosen appointed Teachers, if not to Choose them, (yea even the Bishops themselves;) (yea that they might Reject unworthy Bishops when established,) and that Discipline was exercised before them, expressely and more rigorously then we pretend to, is well known to all that are acquainted with Antiquity. See for one Cyprian Epif. 68. p. 200, 201, 202. (Edit. Conlartij:) and see more in Blondell. de jure plebis in Regim. Eccles. And for solemn profession of the Faith, it hath been of long and constant use, as in all parts of the Christian world, so in our own Congregations in England, where the People were every Lords day to Profess their Faith, by standing up at the Recital of the Creed. And the Sacraments are Seals of the Covenant: and therefore all that receive the Sacraments must enter or renew their Covenant.

Reaf. 12. Those (moderate men) that are most against Church-Covenants, speak only against the Necessity of them; but the Lawfullness they deny not, nor the Convenience in case of liberty; nor the Necessity of the Thing, but only of the Circumstantial, and manner of expression, and ends by some affixed. They require that the People expressly Consent to the Choice of their Minister, and that they be examined before the Sacrament of their knowledge in the Fundamentals. This differs from what we propound, but in circumstances. And I should think it more seasonable and convenient, to be satisfied of our Peoples spiritual sufficiency, and capacity for Church-Communion, at our first Reformation of a disordered Church, or in a well-ordered Church, at their first transition out of the state of Imperfect Infant Members, and admission into the number of Adult members, (and after this, to suppose their Right good to Communion and Church priviledges, till it be on sufficient grounds disproved, excepted against or questioned by any,) then to try them as only for admission to the Lords Supper, suffering them to live quietly in the Reputation of Members, so they will not come to the Table of the Lord.

These are the Reasons, for substance; that were given in; on consideration whereof we resolved on this Practice: which I have therefore repeated, that others may consider of them, who else might through misunderstanding us, question our way.

Lattly, Let me add this: Our first Conclusion was only, of the Necessity (in these times) of the Peoples acknowledging us to be their.
their Pastors; without which 1. We cannot know our Charge. 2. Nor our Duty. 3. Nor therefore will discharge our Duty. 4. And especially cannot exercise any considerable Discipline. But for the Public like Profession and Covenant with God, we take in it, only as very fit to go along with the former; that men might be engaged to God before they be engaged to their Overseers; and might first be clearly discovered Members of the Univerfalk Church, before they profess themselves Members of a particular Church.

We did at the same time answer two great Objections. 1. Of those that say, The Apostles required no such express Consent.

Ans. 1. That Negative cannot be proved, though it were not written that they required it. 2. The Christians of those times gave a most full expression of their Consent to their particular Ministers, and to be Members of their particular Churches.

1. In that before the Church the Apostles appointed them Elders in every Church, whom they openly Accepted and Reverenced.

2. For Deacons, they bid the Church choose seven men whom they might Ordain.

3. The People voluntarily (when no Magistrate did constrain them) did continue in the Apostles Doctrine and Fellowship, and breaking of Bread and Prayer, and submitted to their Pastors as those that were over them, and Governed them in the Lord; and without the Peoples express Consent, none could then have Ruled them, by meer Ecclesiasticall Rule.

4. Remember that all this was done in times of persecution, when it hazarded their lives to acknowledge the Ministry, and to frequent Church Assemblies; which made the Apostle Heb. 10.25. exhort them not to forfake the Assembling of themselves together, as some (for fear) did. Now this is a fuller Signification of Consent to the Ministry and to Church membership, then dwelling in a Parish is; or the meeting to hear a Sermon is, when either Law or Custom brings them, and they discover by many ways, that they either know not what a Church is, or what the Ministers Power is, or submit not, and Consent not to it. Further perufe the Scriptures that we have cited in the Profession.

5. Remember yet, that I maintain that God doth in Scripture require only [Consent signified;] but hath not tied us to this or that particular signe for [signifying it:]; but having given us generall Rules that all things be done to Edification, Decently, &c. he hath left it to humane Prudence to determin of the particular signe (whether voice, subscription,
subscription, &c.) according to these Rules: And herein, the Pastors are to consult with their People about the Convenience; but the People to obey the determination of their Guides. So that if the Apostles had required no other signe of Consent but Actuall Meeting, yet it followeth not that therefore we must require no more.

2. The other great Objection was from the many Inconveniences that may follow; in that it will seem so new and strange to our People. To which I answer: Practice but the Rules which we have agreed on in the manner of doing it, and all the Inconveniences will be avoided, except those that must needs be expected by all that will be faithfull in the Ministry, and will not do the work of the Lord deceitfully.

Yet observe that we have left those Brethren at Liberty to neglect this, who will manifest to the Associated Ministers, that they can better order their Congregations and exercise Discipline, without requiring this express Consent, than with it. Also that we resolve not that those must do it immediatly, whose People are not yet ready or capable, either through prejudice, ignorance or other impediments. Ignatius Ep. ad Polycarp. bids, hold frequent Assemblies, and enquire after all by Name: servants and maids, &c. must not be disclaimed.

10. Concerning the 20th Proposition about Constant Meetings, and the Rules of Association agreed on therein; observe that we meddle not with that great Question, Whether the Ministers of one Church are to exercise a proper Government over another? But laying aside the Question of Classickl Regiment, we only determin of what all neighbour Ministers and Churches are bound to, either in common duty to one another as Christians (as to give a Reason of our Hope to those that ask it: to satisfy an offended Brother, to Love one another, &c.) or else as Ministers; and especially for the Unity and Peace of the Churches; which every man ought to use his utmost skill, industry and power, to attain and maintain.

So much for the explication of the Propositions.

A brief Explication of some Passages in the Profession.

I Intend not an Exposition of this Profession, which would be to write a Body of Theologie. We have put it all in as plain terms as we could, that it might need the less explication. I had once thought
thought to have given you a Syntheticall or Analyticall scheme of it, that by discerning our Method, you might discern our Reasons for the location and order of each part and term: But considering that the People, for whose sake I write, cannot make use of such a thing, and that the Judicious can easily Analyse it all of themselves: I will let that pass.

1. I must give you to understand, that the Reasons of our prefixing the Preface were these: 1. That our People may see the Grounds and Necessity of our Practice. 2. That we may not be thought to go on their Grounds, that take our Churches for no Churches before an express Covenant, superadded to all former signs of Consent; or that we may not be judged to go about the gathering of new Churches where were none before; when indeed we do all this but in Reformation of those that are Churches already. 3. That our People may be the more engaged, while they consent to our Reasons as well as our Articles.

2. Observe further, that yet we shall not refuse Communion or Association with any Church, Pastor or Person that meerly refuseth our Preface, and will join with us in our Profession, though on other grounds: as e.g. if he take our Churches for no Churches before this Profession have made them Churches.

3. We shall not therefore be peremptory in urging the Preface on any of our People (no more then on neighbour-Ministers;) nor urge them to use it as they must do the Profession: though we desire as full a Union as may be had, and therefore that none will causelessly dissent.

4. For the Profession itself, understand, that we distinguish between that which makes a man a Member of the Universall Church, (which must go first) and that which makes or declares a man to be a Member of a Particular Church. And therefore we have first put down so much as is necessary to the former (largely, as being of most weight:) and then put down that which is necessary to the latter (briefly.)

5. That Faith which every Christian must have and profess, consisteth 1. In the Assent of his Understanding to the Truth of Fundamentals. 2. And in the Consent of his Will: 1. To the Relations between God and him. 2. And the Benefits following those Relations; which both are offered. 3. And to the Duties commanded, on the ground of those Relations. 4. Especially those Duties which are made by God, the Condition of our Receiving the said Rela-
tions or Benetits: and so are of flat necessity thereto. Now in the Apostles Creed (commonly so called) both these are implied in the phrase of [Believing in: But because the great Kop now is in mens Wills, for submitting to the Practice of Professed Truths; therefore we have thought it necessary (having so much Scripture warrant) to require distinctly a more expres Profession. 1. Of Assent to the Truth. 2. Of the foresaid Consent: the expresseness being no way inconvenient, but in our judgments very needful.

6. Understand that for the former part, the Profession of Assent to the Fundamentals, we do make use of the common Creed called the Apostles, as our ground and text; and we superadde our own, by way of Comment or Exposition. If any shall charge us with novelty or contempt of Antiquity in making the Ancient insufficient, I shall thus prove the charge to be unjust. 1. We highly esteem Antiquity, and especially the ancient Creed: and we take it to be sufficient to them that understand what it implieth, as well as what it expresseth: And therefore we continue it, and never desire to lay it by: no nor one word of it do we alter; not so much as the questioned word, of descending into Hell. 2. Yet we suppose that a full Creed should express the Fundamentals, and that all things necessary to salvation are not expressed in that ancient Creed. Implicitly the whole Profession is in those three words, Matth. 28. 20. Baptizing them in the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the holy Ghost: Shall we therefore say that no more should be expressed? or accuse the ancient Creed for expressing more? 3. It is the Bible that we take for our present Rule, and we have fully proved both the Unity and Absolute Necessity of what we require, by clear Texts of Scripture. And if the Creed contain not that which the Scripture make necessary to Salvation, is it not as safe to say that the Creed hath too little, as that the Bible hath too much? Though for my part I will say neither: because that Creed might be sufficient for former times, when men understood what was Implied, as well as what was Expresed: and may yet suffice, on supposition that men be taught what it implies, and will profess that Implied Doctrine by it itself as an exposition. 4. You may as well accuse the Universal Church, as us, in this. If they did not accuse the old Creed of Insufficiency, when the Council of Nice formed theirs, and the Council of Constantinople added to that, and when many other Councils have had their proper Confessions, as most of the Reformed Churches also have had; why should we be thought more guilty in this then they? Sure Athanasius thought
thought as low of the sufficiency of the first Creed, as we do: And the Council of Trent thought it much more Insufficient, as their detestable additions witness. 5. Understand, that we are so moderate in this point, and so sensible of the mischief of enlarging our Creed beyond the bounds of Scripture, that we will not break Communion with any (I speak for my self and those whose minds I know) who will take only the Apostles Creed, on these two Conditions: 1. So they will add the following Profession of Consent, without which a bare Assent will do little good, seeing the Devils, faith James, believe and tremble. 2. So be it they make it appear that it is not to hide any Heresie, that they refuse our explicatory Profession; and that they are not ignorant of those necessary Truths which our Profession doth contain: 6. If any say, We should have made use then of some other of the ancient Creeds. I answer, We have made use only of the most ancient and unquestionable; not formed by the Council at Nice; but by the Counsel of the Holy Ghost, and delivered expressly in the Scriptures: not mixed with our conceits, but given you in Gods express words:

7. The things that we thought should be fuller expressed then in the ancient Creed, are these: 1. A man may believe all expressed in the ancient Creed, and yet believe that there is a hundred Gods: For it expresseth not God to be the Only God, yet doubtless this is implied. 2. That Creed may be professed, and yet men deny Gods Infiniteness, his Omniscience, Goodness, Mercy, Justice, Preservation, Government of all, &c. yet doubtless these are all implied in the term [God.] 3. A man may believe all that is expressed in the ancient Creed, and yet deny, not only Original Sin, but that ever man did fall from God and Happiness, or ever stood in need of a Redeemer. 4. The ancient Creed telleth us not that Christ is God, and therefore may be taken by an Arian. 5. It telleth us not that ever Christ was the Redeemer of the world nor of any in it: nor that ever he died for sin. 6. No, nor that he died for us: It only telleth us that he was crucified, dead and buried; but telleth us neither why, nor for whom, nor for what: yet no doubt but it implyeth all these things, which it expresseth not. It telleth us of believing the forgiveness of sins, but it telleth us not whether they are forgiven for Christs sake, or with any respect to his sacrifice as the cause; yet no doubt it implied this. 7. It doth not so much as profess that Christ himself was without sin. 8. It so obscurely mentioneth the Article of the Holy Ghost, not expressing his Relation to us, or works for us; Miracles
or any other, that from thence alone it cannot be known, what a
aving faith in the holy Ghost is. I will add no more: Only, were it
not for interrupting the unlearned Reader, I would here recite many
of the Ancient Fathers Creeds or Principles, that you might see how
we agree with them in the Point here added. One you may see in
Origens Prolog. ante Periarch. Learned Parker (or Sameford) de Des-
censu will direct you to more. One brief one I will venture to let
down, because it is so ancient, and so agreeable to the Scripture. Ter-
tull. de prescript. cap.13. Regula est autem Fides, ut jam hinc, quid
credamus proficiamur: illa scilicet quâ creditur [Unum omnium:
Deum esse, nec alium præter mundi conditorem; qui universa de nihilô
producerit, per verbum suum primo omnium emissum. Id verbvm:
Filium ejus Appellatum, in Nomine Dei varie visum Patriarchis, in
Prophetis semper auditum, postremo delatum ex Spiritu Dei Patrius, &
Virtute, in Virginem Mariam, carnem factum in utero ejus, & ex eâ
natum hominem, & esse Jesum Christum: Exinde pradícasse Novam-
Legem & Novam Prerisionem Regni Cœlorum: Virtutes fecisse: Fix-
um Crucis: Tertia die Resurrexisse: In Cælos ereptum sedere ad dex-
tram Patris: Mississe Vicariam Vm Spiritus Sancti qui credentes a-
gat: Venturum cum charitate ad sumendos sanctos in Vite aeterna &
Prerisionum caelestium fructum; & ad prophanos judicandos igni per-
petuo, factâ Martinâ, partis Resurrecitione cum carnis Resurrectione.]*
Hac Regula a Christo ut probabire institutâ, nullas habeat apud nos quæ-
stonés, nisi quas hæreses inferunt, & quo hereticos faciunt.
Vide & Irenaeum l.1.c.4. & l.2.c.2.

8. We thought it necessary to reduce all the Fundamentals or Ar-
ticles of the Creed to three heads, viz. the Father, Son, holy Ghost,
and their Relations and Works. Because Christ himself in the Baptis-
mall Institution comprizeth all in these three: Mat.28.19,20. And
many Learned men think, that the Churches common Creed was
no larger at first (as Parker de Descensu at large endeavours to
prove; and Lud. Crocius Syntag. &c.) or at least that thence it had
its rise.

9. Our greatest care of all hath been, to give you the Scripture
sense in the Scripture phrase; that so no good Christian may have
any seeming caufe to scruple the Professing it: and none might be
able to deny it, without plain denying Gods own Word. The Ne-
celcity of so doing is so evident, and our Reasons against departing
from the letter of the Text, are so many and obvious, that I will not
trouble you with them. I pray you peruse Learned Dr Staughtons
Form
Form of wholesome Words, Serm. 2. pag. 60, 61, 62.

10. We did it as a work of Necessity, not presuming of our sufficiency so far as to say or think that we have done it perfectly: For we judge it a work fit for a Councill of the ablest men on earth, to do it as it should be done, viz. that there may be no word too little, or too much, or unfit, or out of order.

11. We thought it meet to subjoyn the full proof of every word from the Scripture, that it might be past controversie with all believers. Concerning the Texts cited I must desire you to observe, that every Text doth not express the very words that we have put down, but all express the sense and summe of the words; so that I think scarce two syllables can be found that are not expressly in the words of Scripture, which contain any matter that is liable to controversie. If you finde ten Texts cited for one thing, if the words be not in nine of them, it is sufficient if they be in the tenth; and therefore I must intreat you, if you doubt, to peruse them all. And let not the number offend you: If you need them not, they are no trouble to you: Few of them, I think, or none, are impertinent: A consent of many Texts may convince more then one single Text: at least it will be usefull to have so many Texts at hand, for the convincing any others of any Article of the Faith, though you doubt not your selves. Only the particular Application of some parts of the last Branch, viz. [our Consent that such a man shall be our Pastor, and that we will be Members of this or that particular Church:] cannot be proved in termes from Scripture, but by consequence: For who can expect that Scripture should name the persones of our Pastors, or the places of our habitation?

12. As for the sense of some few of the termes that may possibly be misunderstood, I shall give you my own thoughts, but briefly paffing over all the rest.

1. In the first Part, when we subjoyn [the Father] to [one only God] we do not exclude the Son and holy Ghost: for we afterwards express the contrary. But we speak 1. In the language of the Scripture, as the Texts cited will inform you. 2. And in the ordinary language of Divines, who therefore call the Father Fundamentum Trinitatis.

2. In mentioning Gods Being (which we put first) and his Prima ry Attributes, we apply the word [Infinite] to them all. And by the Infiniteness of his Being, we mean his Eternity and Immensity: (That he is not a Body but a Spirit, not visible, palpable, &c. as bodies are, we
we imply or rather express in the very terms of God. By his Infinite Wisdom, we mean his perfect Knowledge of himself and all things intelligible, past, present or to come; their causes, manners, ends, circumstances, &c. and how all things should be ordered and disposed of for the best. By his Infinite Goodness, we mean all the perfection of his Holiness, Inclination (if I may so speak) to do Good to his Creatures, and in a word, whatsoever it is in God which we may conceive of in Analogie to Morall Virtues in man, which lie in the perfection of his Will (as by Infiniteness of his Wisdom we mean all his Intellectual perfections.) By the Infinite Power of God, we mean his Omnipotency, and all the perfection of that in God, which bears Analogie with the Executive Virtue in man. For as in describing the perfections of man, we must first express his Being as the Foundation, and then reduce all his Principal Virtues to the Perfections of his Intellect, Will and Executive Power; so must we be forced for our weak apprehensions, to do by the Incomprehensible God, while we can know him but in this Glass. Next we thought meet to mention his Principal Works, and Relations thereupon: 1. As to all the Creatures: of whom he is 1. The Maker, 2. Preserver, 3. Disposer: 2. As to the Rationall Creature in particular: of whom he is the Lord: which term we use in the Scripture sense as it comprehends both his Absolute Propriety in us, and his Absolute Sovereign Rectorship over us all: To which Relations of his it is that his perfect Justice is to be subjoined, and his Mercy as to the most eminent exercise of it. God must be considered as Rector, before he is considered as a most Just and Mercifull Rector.

3. In the second Part, We thought meet first to express the Disease and then the Remedy. The first lay in Sin the Cause, and its effects: which as to our loss is, in falling from God and Happiness (our true God:) and the state to which we fell is that threefold misery, God's wrath, the Curse of the Law, and the Power of Satan. Though God hath not wrath as man hath, yet there is some Cause of our sufferings in God, which man can have no fitter conceiving or expression of, then under the notion of wrath: and therefore we must do as Scripture doth, in distinguishing between God's wrath and the effects of it, and not make them all one. When we say, Man is fallen under the Power of the Devil, we include the Power of Sin, and the Flesh, and the World: for these are but Satan's materials, baits or instruments. A double Power of Satan we mean: both as he is the Cause of Sin, and as he is the Cause of punishment, and therefore is said to have the
the Power of Death, *Heb. 2. 14.* 2. The Remedie of this malady we have described in its severall Causes and parts, which I will leave to your observation. By the word *ordained* we have no respect to Eternal Decrees *de rerum eventu*: but to Christ's Legislation, which is in order to be placed before Judgement and its execution, which are next subjoined. So did the Church in *Tertullian* days, as you may see by his *Pradicasse novam Legem.*

In the third Part, we thought it meet to be larger on the Belief of the holy Ghost, then other Creeds are. For doubtles as it is not only the essence and person of the Father and the Son that are to be Believed; but also the Relation and works of the Father as Creator, and of the Son as Redeemer; so is it the Relation and works of the holy Ghost also that must be Believed to Salvation. And if the sin against the holy Ghost be so desperate, 'doubtles Belief' in the holy Ghost is as necessar. And indeed I fear most Christians do not understand or consider well this part of their Creed, what it is to believe in the holy Ghost. I think the ancient Creed which I cited from *Tertullian* expresseth it excellently *Misisse Vicarium vim Spiritus Sancti qui credentes agat.* Its like God would have kept the mystery of the Trinity unknown to us, and never have made it the object of our faith, if the several persons had not stood in those Relations to us, and done those works for us, that must needs be known. I think *Tertullian* terms are an exact interpretation of the work *Paraclete,* tis called *Vim Vicarium,* because Christ being personally in Heaven, hath sent the holy Ghost to do the rest of his work on earth, and carry on his Cause, and maintain his Interest till he return, against the world, flesh and Devil, which is to be Christ's Advocate, or properly his Agent *qui Credentes Agat:* and that is two ways, that he Actuateth Believers: 1. Extraordinarily; by Inspiring the Prophets and Apostles, and causing them to work Miracles and speak with tongues, &c. And doubtles this is a most principall part of our Belief in the holy Ghost; *viz.* To Believe, that the Spirit which spake by the Apostles, and by which Believers did speak with tongues and work Miracles, was the very Spirit of God, even the holy Ghost, and not an evil deceiving Spirit, (which they that affirm blaspheme the holy Ghost:) and consequently that the many glorious works and gifts of this Spirit, are an infallible seal to the Truth of the Testimony and Doctrine of Christ. For you must note the order of each part of our Creed. The Father is to be Believed in as the first Cause and End of man; and as his Happines. The Son is to be Believed in as the only way to
the Father, to Recover man to his favour and to the Happiness which he loft. The holy Ghost is to be Believed in as the eminent Principall way to the Son, by inspiring the Prophets to foretell him, but specially by the wonderfull Gifts and frequent evident uncontroled Miracles which were brought by the Disciples; and also by animating and sanctifying his people: This is Christs last and great witnesses, which must convince the world, or else they shall have no greater to convince them. 2. And the holy Ghost must also be believed in, in regard of his more ordinary [Actuuting of Believers; and that is, as our Guide, Illuminator, Sanctifier and Asister against our spiritual enemies in our Conflicts, and Comforter in our distresses.

In mentioning the Spirits indwelling and working (which because they are more undoubted Scripture terms, we put in Head of Tertulliains [Qui credentes agat]) we make Believers the subject: Because though faith it self be the gift of God, yet there is so much greater and more eminent grace given after faith, and on condition of believing, then the Grace is which enableth us to believe, that it is only the giving of that greater measure (and extraordinary Gifts) which in the New Testament is usually called the Giving of the Spirit: For (as Mr Th. Hooker and others express it) the Spirit in working Faith doth but, as it were, make his way into the soul, and then dwelleth and worketh there afterwards; as (faith he) some Birds first make their way into a hard tree by stockeing a hole in it, and afterward make their nests and lay their young there. Here note well, that we thought meet before we expressed the particular works of the Spirit in Believers, to mention first the relative change of their states, which in order goeth between their believing, and their further sanctification: These we have expressed in four terms. The first in order is our conjunction to Christ as our Head, called by Divines, our Union with him. The second is our Membership in the universal Church which is his body. The third is our Pardon or Justification. The fourth is our Adoption: Where note 1. That we call not these [the Works of the Spirit] but put them in as in a Parenthesis, between our believing and the works of the indwelling Spirit. 2. Yet we choose rather to put them in this part of our Profession then the former, because as no man hath right to these benefits but through Faith, so though they are not the effects of that Faith (which the Spirit worketh) yet are they consequents of it by virtue of Christs Promise or New Law; and though faith be not the cause of them in strict sense, yet it is the condition of our Right in them. And therefore,
fore they seem here to be placed; as Divines commonly do, between Faith and Sanctification.

Note also that by being [sanctified to Christ as a peculiar people] we intend first the real change, commonly called Sanctification; and also the Relation that thence follows, of being a separated, sanctified, dedicated, peculiar people. And we take sanctification, not for that first work commonly called Vocation, whereby Faith and Repentance are first wrought; but as the Scripture takes it for the following effect of the Spirit dwelling in us. How the Spirit dwells or work-eth in us, we presume not to define. Further note that we describe the exercise of this sanctification: 1. In respect to the state from which we are changed, where we judged it necessary to imitate the Church, which hath always in Baptistism required a renouncing of the world, flesh and devil; and therefore (Scripture making it necessary to salvation) we think it requisite that this be in our Creed: Also we rather put in [Mortifying the flesh, and overcoming the world and the devil] then meerly striving against them, both because the first is the common Scripture language, and because it is not all striving, but that which ends in overcoming that is saving. 2. As for the state to which sanctification brings us, we thought meet 1. To put down the manner and nature of the inclination itself, in the Apostles words [Zealous of good works] left any should think that the external work is all. And for the exercise of it, we distribute it according to the Decalogue: 1. Into serving God in holiness, which hath chief respect to the first Table. 2. And in righteousness, by which we specially mean the duties of the second Table. 3. Yet we thought it necessary to add [the special love of the Saints, and communion with them, and the hope of Christ's coming and Everlasting Life] not as if we thought the Decalogue extended not to these, but because Christ in the Gospel hath in a singular and eminent sort required them, and made them duties so specially Evangelical, and necessary in particular: and the ancient Creed had [the Communion of Saints] which therefore we ought not to leave out.

Note also, that though Faith, Love and Obedience be mentioned both in the second part and in the third, yet it is no vain repetition. For in the second part they are mentioned, as they appertain to Christ's Legislation and Judgement, and are required of man in order to his happiness: but in the third part they are mentioned as actually conferred by the holy Ghost. So Everlasting Life is mentioned in the first part, as given (quod jus) by the Promise, and as that...
which Christ will adjudge us to: But in the third part it is mentioned as the object of Christian Hope.

Concerning the Profession of Consent, note 1. It was necessary that we repeat the same things which were before expressed in the Profession of Assent, because it is (mostly) the same things which the Understanding receives as true (together with the truth of enunciations concerning them) and which the Will receives as Good. 2. I take the Truth and Authority and Sufficiency of Scripture, to be plainly included in the Article of our Believing in the holy Ghoft (as I have said) and therefore we may well require that it be consented to.

Lastly, Understand also that when you promise to God, to take his Word and Law as your Rule, you shew hereby, that this Law must be studied that you may understand it: For how can it be the Rule of your Faith and Life which you understand not, nor meditate on, that you may understand it? Psal. 1, 2, 3. And therefore you may see, that it is not enough to learn this Creed or Profession, but you must study the Bible, whence this is taken.

Especially remember that it is here supposed that you understand the ten Commandments, which shew you what is your duty, and also the great Commands of the Gospel, for Faith, Repentance, forgiving wrongs, loving the brethren, and loving enemies, &c. which Christ hath eminently set his signature on. All this is implied also, in your Promise of sincere Obedience. Also the duties of hearing the Gospel preached, of instructing your families, Deut. 6. 6. of constant and fervent Prayer, of the use of the Lords Supper, &c. are here implied: Those that promise Obedience, and yet live ungodly, with untaught, ungoverned prayerless families, and in the neglect of known duties, do but aggravate their sins by the addition of Promise-breaking. It is therefore very necessary that the Creed or Profession of Faith, the ten Commandments, and the Lords Prayer (which is the Directory for Prayer) be learned of all men: and it is necessary that they understand the Doctrine of the Sacraments.

As for the last (our Consent to particular Ministers and Church-membership,) we have given you those Scriptures from whence you may see it proved, that such a Consent there must be; though the particular places and persons (as is said before) are not there named, nor will any wise man expect they should.

To conclude; I will tell you in a word more, what use we intend to make of this Profession. 1. When any Infants are to be baptized, I shall
I shall expect that the Parents do both profess their own faith (of Affent and Consent) that we may see they are such whose Children have right to that Privileedge; and that they engage their Children into the same: and therefore I shall repeat to them the Apostles Creed, with our annexed Profession of Consent, omitting our explicatory Profession of Affent, as implied in the old Creed (because we would in Baptisme be as contracted as may well be.) 2. When any Person doth signifie his desire to pass out of the Number of Infant-members, into the state and number of Adult-members, I shall require of them an open Profession of the whole (both of the old Creed, and our larger Scripture Profession.) 3. At the first Reforming (now) of our present Congregations, I shall desire all to Profess the whole, and endeavour to see that they competently understand the sense of those words which they speak. I will not affirm every word in this Profession to be of absolute Necessity to Salvation. But I will say this, that I know not many (if any) Doctrines in it, which I dare say a man may deny, and yet be saved (among our ordinary hearers.) And we thought it far safer to put in a word more then is of absolute Necessity (seeing even that may be yet of inferior necessity,) then to leave out one word, which may prove of such Necessity; and so mens salvation may be hazarded by the not receiving it. Yet where it is clear that any word was not of absolute Necessity, we were very studious of omitting it, desiring much in a Creed all possible brevity, that may not hazard mens souls. 4. Understand that for our Profession of particular Church-membership, and submission to our Guides, we intend never to offer it to our People; but this one time (without some necessity which we do not foresee;) it being not matter to be so oft made use of: But the Profession of our Faith for Affent and Consent, we shall frequently make use of, as is expressed. So much for Explication.

Objections Answered.

Besides what is said that way in the foregoing Explication of our Agreement; I shall briefly answer such Objections, as the several differing parties may raise against our course, and their joyning with us.
I. Some there are (of what party I know not, except of the Worlds as opposed to Christ's) that resolve they will make no alterations, nor exercise any Discipline till they see what the Parliament will establish: I think for fear of being engaged against what they may establish. And so if the Parliament will never establish Discipline, they will have none at all. If these men pray for the discovery of the right way of Discipline, it must be but as a Gentleman that I have heard of in the Warres, prayed every day that God would open his eyes to shew him which side would get the better, and that he would take for the better side. I confess I take not these men to be fit for our Association, and therefore will not argue the case with them, but leave them to the Parliament for their reward, seeing the Parliament is esteemed as their chief Lord and Master. If the Parliaments License or Toleration may serve all dividers for the executing of their designs against the Unity and Peace of the Church, and for setting up of false ways, and yet will not serve these men (without a command) for Uniting and Reforming: It seems others are fatter friends to Satan and Heresie, then they are to Christ and Verity.

2. Others (of the same neft) think, that it is in vain to attempt any thing without the Authority of the Magistrate, for people will but despise us. What will they care for our avoiding them? or who will avoid them at our persuasions? It will be but 

I take these men also to be not only unworthy an answer, but unworthy to be Ministers of the Gospel; who have so base an esteem of the Gospel, and the power which they have received; and dare think that it is such a leaden or wooden Sword which Christ hath put into their hands; when both the Scriptures which they preach, and the Churches experience might have taught them that these spiritual weapons are powerfull and mighty? or if they prove at any time ineffectuall, let them suspect the ill managing of them. For ought I know these men might as well on their own grounds give over Preaching, till the Magistrate will force men to Pray, Meditate, Believe, Repent, and do every duty that they persuade men to (were it not for a more effectuall argument called Lucrum.) What did the poor Church do for so many hundred years, when Magistrates were against them? and yet Discipline was acted in such rigour, as would not now be endured to be once attempted? Hath Christ given you the Keyes of the Kingdom of Heaven, and cannot you use them without
without the arm of Magisterial Authority? I desire God to change your mind, or else to rid the Church of you and all such, and put his Keyes into such hands as can use them; and to give his people such Pastors, as take Christ's Authority to be valid for enabling them to their work, and do not make the Magistrates their God. Though yet I shall as freely acknowledge the usefulness of the Magistrates power in seconding Christ's commands, as another; and doubt not but it is a very easy task to manifest the sinfulness of their neglect herein.

3. Others Obiect, that we shall but disturb and discompose our people, and occasion many to hold off from joyning with us, and others to separate when they finde themselves touched by our closer proceedings: and is it not better to let them go on in peace, as they do?

Anf. 1. When the strong man armed keeps the house, the things that he possesseth are in peace. Satan maintains his interest in Souls, and States and Churches, most effectually, when he can establish it in peace. Most sinners are quiet in the state of sin, if you would let them alone and not disturb them. The house that's fallen down, lieth still; and will you not re-edifie it for fear of stirring it? 2. Are our Congregations in a state to be rested in, or no? That is the Question to be determined. And I prove that they are not: 1. Our people live in the constant practice of apparent sin, by having and holding Communion with those, whose Communion the Scripture commandeth them to avoid. 2. This is become a Church-sin, which is more hainous and dangerous then private and personall sins. 3. Ministers live in constant apparent sin, not only in continuing the same Communion, but in neglecting of a great part of their duty; never once acquainting the vilest whoremaster, drunkard, or other evil doer, of his duty to forbear Church-communion, and his danger in usurping it (I mean personally, that he may apply it;) or never acquainting the Church with their duty to avoid all familiarity and communion with that man, nor once requiring them to do it. 4. Hereby multitudes of evil doers are not only encouraged or hardened in sinning, but also deluded to think their state good enough for salvation, as long as they are admitted into Christian communion, or taken for Members of the Church. 5. Hereby all the great necessary duties of private and open Reproof and Admonition are neglected also by our people: For when they see that they cannot proceed in it to tell the Church, that he may be admonished by the Pastors, they think it
almost as good say nothing; and so men do not plainly rebuke their neighbours, but suffer sin to lie upon them. 6. Also hereby the Lords Supper is abused, and Receiver and Giver made guilty, and judgements drawn down on the Church. 7. Hereby God is provoked to estrange himself from our Assemblies, and less to own our Prayers, Prayes, Sacraments, &c.: and to withdraw his grace, I do not say that this guilt lies on Church or Minister for the presence of a wicked man at the Sacrament, when we have discharged our duty, to prevent or hinder it; For it is not bare presence that makes Communion: In a moral sense it is no Communion, if we disclaim and disown the person, though he sit among us; for this breaks familiarity as well as local removal. If I be constrained to eat privately, with a drunkard (either through necessity of hunger, or others violence, &c.) I break not Paul's precept [With such a one not to eat.] if I do but declare that I renounce communion or familiarity with him. But when we do not our duty the case is otherwise. 8. Hereby many Ministers, (that do keep them from the Lords Supper, and do no more,) do give occasion to the enemies of the Ministry to say we deal self-contradictingly; to deny the Sacrament to those whom we take for Church-members, or suffer to continue Church-members year after year; and to whom we grant all other privileges of Communion: When as we are as much bound to avoid all private familiarity with them, and to require the Church to do the like. 9. Hereby we do hainously reproach and disfigure our Christian profession, by suffering obstinate rebels to go under the name of Christians and Church-members. 10. Hereby we occasion the infection of our flocks, and the increase of wickedness, by keeping up the credit of the wicked, or keeping them from that discredit which Christ would have them undergo: and by suffering good and bad to have equal familiarity, converse and society; and so a little leaven may leaven the whole lump. 11. Hereby we hinder the recovery of the wicked, which by Christ's means of shaming them might be furthered. 12. Lastly, Hereby we cause not only our Churches to be reproached, as having in them constant drunkards, whoresmongers, railers, &c. (nay we know not well, who is a member and who not) but also multitudes of tender well-meaning Christians to separate from them, as common sinks of all pollution. It is because we will not make that meet and necessary separation, which Christ requires regularly, and authoritatively as Guides of the Church, that so many do make irregular sinful separations. The great fault is in us, and we do but
but condemn ourselves in crying out against Separatists, as long as we continue the occasion by our neglect.

Thus I have briefly given you some of my reasons, for a necessity of further Discipline, and why we may not content our selves with that state that our Churches are now in: no though we do keep open ungodly ones from the Lords Supper. (I speak not of those Churches that are well ordered, and know their members, and exercise Discipline.)

More particularly, 1. Some Brethren of the Classical way may possibly object, that joyning with us in this way, may seem to signify a dislike of the Resolutions of the Assembly, or a Consent to the undoing of what they have done. Anf. There is no ground for this scruple: For we do not disclaim or condemn the judgement or way of any party, by taking up at present with what all are agreed in. A present forbearance of the use of full Classical Government, is no rejecting it. We did in this County seek for Authority from the Parliament many years ago, for the establishing of the Presbyterian Government; and all our endeavours were frustrate. And many Brethren that make this Objection, do Preach themselves without the exercise of the Presbyterian Government. For because they live not in London, Lancashire, Shropshire, where that Government was authorized by Parliament, therefore they will not use it: And so some of them for many years have forborne all administration of the Lords Supper, and others administer it without any exercise of Discipline: And may not we as lawfully exercise so much, as all are agreed in, as they may forbear all?

Obj. But why may not you as well set up the Classical Government punctually, as do what you do? Anf. We are not all of one minde; and those of us that are for the Classical Government, do not think those parts of it which we here omit and forbear, to be of so great necessity or moment, as for the present use of it, to disjoyn and divide from all our Brethren of a different Judgement. We take our selves bound to do much for the Unity and Peace of the Churches: Besides, being many of us at a losse in several controverted Points of Discipline, we think the Amicable Union and Association of Brethren, where all things may be frequently and plainly debated, will be the likeliest way to satisfy and rectifie us in those controverted Points. In the mean time, you may joyn with us in going so far as we can go Unanimously, without disclaiming; yea or forbearing

your
your own way. For I think the constant exercise of the Presbyterian Government may well consist with our Propositions and Associations: part of it being indeed above, but not contrary to our Agreement, and therefore may be done by those that will overgo us, without dividing from us.

As for the Objection about the Necessity of Ordaining Elders, it is answered before.

And whereas it may be Objected, that we do allow a single Minister to name offenders, and to charge it on the people's consciences to avoid Communion with them, which only a Presbytery is authorized to do, I answer, 1. We desire each Church may have a Presbytery, and then we are agreed. 2. The Brethren of the Classical Way do allow a single Pastor to pronounce the sentence of Excommunication it self, to be it he have the advice and consent of a Presbytery. And to avoid all possibility of breach upon this ground, we have agreed to take the advice of the Association of Ministers, before we require the people to avoid Communion with any. Only we resolve not to do this all on the same reasons and principles: One may think it of flat necessity in a Regimental way: Another may think it of necessity in a way of Union: Another may think it convenient to avoid miscarriages and rash censures in so weighty a case: Another may think it fit to be yielded to, for Peace with those Brethren that judge it necessary, seeing it is unquestionably lawful to take advice in cases of such weight. And why must we needs agree in our Reasons, as long as we agree in our practice? 3. It is only a Preaching power that we exercise, applying Christ's doctrine to particular persons and cases: supposing the evidence of the fact and guilt to be beyond question, we do but apply the word to the person hereupon. The Word faith that with such we must not eat, we must not bid them Good speed, we must turn away from them, &c. Now I have neighbours that go mad-drunk about the streets sometime once a week, sometime once in three days, sometime but once a fortnight; Where hath God made it the prerogative of a Presbytery to name this man openly? or to say, With such a man you must not eat? Or if I have a neighbour that would openly perjure others that Scripture is a fable and no Word of God; Why may not I say, Bid him not good speed. Have not Pastors a charge of particular souls, but only of people in general? Is not the Old Testament and New full of examples to warrant us in this? Take heed of crying down duty, under pretence of questioning Authority. If a single Pastor (that hath no Presby-
Presbytery) shall all his time neglect the personal, publique reproof of such men, or warning the Church to avoid them? Dare you warrant him and answer for him at Gods barre? and for all the wrong that the Church may sustain by his neglect? If publique naming men be a Classical Presbyterial, or Episcopal prerogative, then it will be as unlawfull for me to make so close an application, as to note out the person without naming him; for the case is all one. And then I may not answer a Separatist that will publiquely contradict my doctrine: or that will step up and Preach lies in my Congregation; because I cannot answer or reprehend him, without naming him, or personally applying my speeches to him. And then it seems a Minister may not out of the Pulpit name or describe any particular offenders openly, either in the Church or elsewhere: For the Pulpit makes not the difference (nor have we agreed there to do it.) What a deal of unscriptural invention is here? tending to the overthrow of all Ministerial power and duty. For if you will prove that one man may not name or particularize a sinner in reproof in publique, I will prove by the same reason, that he may not as a Minister do it less publiquely before any witnesses; nor yet may persuade such particular persons to believe in Jesus Christ; which Paul durst do to a Felix or Agrippa.

Obj. But the offended Brother is bid [Tell the Church] and not Tell a particular Minister. And it is the Church that he is to hear. Anf. And dare you say, he must not hear a particular Minister? Suppose it were granted you, that one Minister cannot be a Representative Church (as you interpret this Text) nor yet that it is the Congregation that is here meant; Doth it follow that because unkindly the offended person must tell the Presbytery or Classis, that therefore he must not tell a single Pastor? or yet that a single Pastor must not without such telling, take notice of open abominations in the streets, nor personally reprove men? Thrust nothing on the Church without Scripture. It seems I may not go into the streets to reprove a railer, or part a fray, or reprehend the breakers of the Lords day, because it is a Classical or Episcopal prerogative to name men openly. Whether Let offended in rebuking the Sodmites, will then be a hard question: For its like there was a greater Assembly then we have ordinarily at Worship: And if a Pastor may not do it, much less may any private man do it: and so farewell all brotherly open admonition, by any but a Classis or Bishop.

Obj. But, at least, one man may not sit in Judgement, nor examine
the evidence of the fact when it is doubtfull. Anf. 1. A Pastor must endeavour to know the state of every particular soul in his charge, and therefore use all fit means to finde out all scandalous sins. May not he go to, or send for one of his people, and ask him whether such things be fo or not? or ask others whether they know it? What is that Question which a Claslocal Bishop may put, and a Pastor may not? 2. But for administering Oathes we meddle not with it. 3. And where the case is doubtfull, we disclaim all Determinations or Censures: Those we leave as others, prorogative, confessing it belongs not to us. I do not think that fo high a penalty as exclusion from Church-Communion, must passe upon dark and doubtfull Evidence.

Let me add this much of my own private Opinion (wherein all my Brethren here agree not with me,) I confess I take it for a very clear truth, that one single Pastor may not only do what we have agreed in, but may properly Excommunicate, and may Govern a Church, where there is no other Governor of that Church with him: Nay more then that, I think he may and must do all that we agree in (in this point,) though there were a Presbytery in that Church, and the major Vote were against him. I would willingly give you my reasons for these Affertions; but only for fear left you should think by my reasoning for them, that these were any part of our Agreement, or that our Propositions had any necessary dependance on these.

I will lay no more to any Objections that may possibly be made by my Brethren of the Classical way, because I finde by experience it is needless (if others be as those with us,) For they are the forwardest men to our Union and Association, of any others (here.) The Lord grant the like spirit of Unity and Condescension in other Parts.

As for the Objections that may be made by our Brethren of the Congregational way, I shall but touch them briefly.

1. Some may Object, that tying our selves to the observation of Parish bounds, and one Minister not to receive Members from another Congregations, doth hinder the free gathering of Churches, and may force a man to submit to a weak Minister, when he might have a better.

Anf. 1. Brethren! Would you have Unity and Peace or no? If you would, must not you condescend as far as may be to others, as well
well as others to you? Let it be the property of the Pope to accept of no Peace with any Church that will not wholly come up to his will and way. And you know that this is the great point which you must yield in; or you cannot have Union with the contrary minded.

2. Did you ever read in Scripture that those were Members of a Church in one City, who lived constantly in another City that had a Church? Shew me where? yea or that ever any were Members of one Church, that lived among the Members of another Church? Shew me that if you can.

3. Doth not Church Association and duty necessarily presuppose cohabitation? Is not natural capacity prerequisite to all duties or enjoyments? Can men in the Country that live in one Parish, do the offices and enjoy the benefits of Members many miles from them, beyond their capacity? 4. Is it not fit that bounds for order and division should be let? And may not the Magistrate do it? And is it not done in most places, as well as you can desire? And where it is not, but Parishes are either too great or too small, get them amended as soon as you can. In the mean time, affect not confusion: turn not all order upside down: God is not the God of confusion, but of order, which he would have established in all the Churches. 5. In the mean time, I pray you observe, that you may join with us in this without contradicting or deserting your own principles. For if there be fit persons enough in each Parish to compose a Church, and they be willing to keep to the ancient Bounds, will you not confess it lawful? Yes, very fit: I know you will. If there be not enough in one Parish, we have agreed to lay two together; but by consent, and upon advice first had with the Association, and not too privately, left it be rashly and unadvisedly. And can you disallow this? And if any particular persons living in one Parish would be Members of the Church in another, we have agreed to examine the case: 1. If that Parish that he lives in, have no Minister, or one as bad as none; or the person produce a just cause of his desire, we agree to admit him. 2. If the person have no sufficient cause, yet by content of the Ministers of both Churches, we deny not but such a case may be dispensed with (as if a man say, I can profit more by a neighbour-Minister.) 3. But if he have no just cause, and they both consent not, we may well resolve to forbear and refute him. For 1. Ministers are Free-men as well as the people, and therefore every man's desire must not deprive them of their freedom, and necessitate their yielding to it. 2. In such a case no violence is offered to the freedom of a Brother. 3. The publick welfare and
Unity of the Churches, is to be preferred before the pleasing, yea or edifying of any single Member. What confusion will follow the plucking up of Christ's and the Magistrates and the Churches bounds? 4. Much more must the temporall commodity of single men, give place to the Churches welfare (which will not stand with disorder.) Should not such remove their dwellings into those bounds where they would be Church-members? If you plead inconveniencies to them: Remember then it is no matter of Conscience, but of worldly commodity: And may not I set the general good of the Churches against any mans commodity? 5. If all the people may lawfully joyn themselves with that Church which hath the Ablest Teacher, then almost all the world must go to a few men, and leave the rest. Then Barnabas may be forlaken, if Paul be the chief Speaker. 6. And then Able mens Churches will grow to that bigness, that they will be no Churches, the Matter being too big for the End and Form. I would know this of you, May not you agree on a way to keep your own Churches from swelling too big? no doubt: and must too: some then must be kept out. And may not you as honestly and orderly resolue to keep out Members of another Parish, that are fitter by habitation to be Members of another Church, then to keep out the fit Members of your own Parish, that live among you? 7. If you may (as you do) agree among yourselves not to receive the Members of another Church that unwarrantably forsake their Pastor, without his consent; and this without any reference to Parish-bounds; why may you not better resolue on the fame course with reference to Parish-bounds, where you have two reasons. The parties reasons for removall we suppose the fame in both (as that he can better profit by another,) 8. Yea if at present there be no reaon to fear the over-greatnes of some Churches, or if there were many discouragements in the Parishes they live in, yet consider that the time to come must be respected, as well as the present; and you should so contrive it rather, that other Churches may in season be bettered. 9. And God hath more means then Ministerial abilities to increase mens graces: He that keeps in Gods order under a meaner honest Minister, is like to be a more humble, thriving Christian, then he that will break that order under pretence of edification. The Lord knows that I speak against my own visible carnal interests in all this: For I am perfwaded, if I would have gathered such a Church out of other Parishes, I could have had so many of the Professors for many miles compass as would have made an over-numerous Church.
But God usually chastiseth men for such disorders, and suffereth those same Professors to be our hearts-grief and scourges (by turning to doctrinal or practical evils) who break God's order and the Church's Unity in the over-valuing of our parts. And they are oft ready to pull out our eyes, that would have pulled out their own for us in a distempered zeal. 10. Christians should not first ask [Where may I have the best Minister, or company, or purest Ordinances? or Where may I receive most good?] But they must first ask [Where lieth my Duty? and where may I do most good?] For God's work must be done before our own. And the laying out souls and propagation of the Gospel, must be preferred before our comforts. Yea let me tell you my observation; The Comfort that Christians have in a suffering, self-denying course of doing good, is a surer and more stable Comfort than that which is drawn from the special advantages of Ordinances. That man that lives among a company of poor ignorant souls, and will set himself night and day resolutely and unweariedly to teach them, perswade them and win them to Christ, till he have bettered the imperfect Church where he is, shall usually be a man of solid settled peace: When he that faith [These are Carnal, Heathens, Wicked; This is a weak Ministry; I will go joyne myself to such an excellent Minister and Church, and lett them alone] this man will likely be soon faddened with his new comforts, and weary of his precious Ordinances, and be as ready to vilifie them and turn to some other; till in this disorder he have run himself out of breath, if not out of all appearance of Grace.

2. Obj. But it may be objected, that by our propounding our Profession to All our Parishes, either as being already Church-members, or at least to be admitted, we shall take in all the unfit again, and make but a meer shew of Reformation; for they will all take and make this Profession, and so be as they were before. I confess I hear some make this Objection; but any considerate man of competent reason, may see how groundless it is. For 1. Though we offer Christ and Church-membership with him, to all, yet we do not admit all to be Church-members: For we admit not them that either refuse Christ or refuse to be Members on his terms. Nor do we admit all that will make this Profession barely with the tongue: For we have agreed, for those that understand not the Foundations, to Catechise them first: And those that are notorious or proved scandalous sinners, we shall first require their serious Profession.
profession of Repentance, and promise of Reformation. 2. We desire to know what you would require of men more than we do, on Scripture grounds? Are not all the Fundamentals in our Profession? Dare you refuse him that owneth them all, as not believing truths enough to salvation? And to know the sincerity of his heart, what can you require more, than we do in our Profession of Content? Can any but a true Christian make that Profession sincerely? I know you dare not affirm it. Will you devise means of your own head to shut out hypocrites, as if you had more care of the purity of the Church, than Christ had, that purchased it with his blood? You'll say, Men may profess all this by rote as a form. I answer, 1. Bless God if Truth have so much friendship as to be professed: I know many Professors that were contempuously unthankfull for this mercy, who have not so much left themselves as a bare profession of the Fundamentals; but are given up to the open denial of them, and to profess opposition to them. It would be taken for a mercy in India, yea in Italy or Spain, yea in France, if all could but be brought to an open Profession of God's pure Truth, though with most it were but formal.

2. But I would know how you will do to know mens hearts? Will you require an account of the manner of their conversion? Alas, you require them but to delude you, or themselves, or to do an impossibility. May not any man of knowledge tell a fair tale of conversion that never had it? Is there not many a thousand Christians that never knew the time or manner of their conversion? And are there not many that do know much of the workings of God's Spirit on their hearts, that have not words of their own to utter it? If you say, you would hear them give some testimony or signes, at least as at present, of the work of Grace on them; I answer, What better signes can they give you then our Profession doth contain? Sure I am, there is the true description of a Christian: I have lately seen a Book of the experiences of Church-members given in (its like, not all at the first admittance, and its like made the best of,) but yet I am sure, had it defective to an understanding eye (many of them,) pretend not to more then your part in searching mens hearts. If you say, These are but words put into their mouthes. I answer, 1. Prove that they come not from the heart if you can. 2. And are not the words of your Church-members learned before hand? Some body taught them, or they could not express their minds.

3. Doubtless our way is full as strict as we can finde any Scripture to warrant us: (and we again desire you if you will go further, to prove
prove it by Scripture.) But if any Pastors will be careless in the execution, we cannot fully remedy that. Peruse our Propositions well, and tell us what you would have more herein? If any Pastor among your selves will be careless in examining Members, and admit men on bare words, you will not blame your own principles for that. I could never see but the Brethren of the Classical way do come up to as much strictness for the qualification of Members, as your own principles do require, or as you can desire them, so be it the execution be but answerable: And that will lie on the persons that manage the work, and not so much on the principles.

4. I pray you observe how eaisie Christ is in Scripture in admitting men to him, and taking Members into his Church, the Acts of the Apostles throughout will tell you: How suddenly after conversion they were baptized, even thousands. But with those that are in his Church Christ is more strict, and requireth that their lives be answerable to their Profession. At first he admitteth them without any further trial, the same day that they profess Repentance and Faith: But afterwards he will cast them out again, if they deny him by their works. If therefore you cannot blame us, in our Propositions for casting out the scandalous; you have less reason to blame us for want of strictness in the admission. Remember also the freeness of Grace; and let not your Pulpit sound with the name of free Grace, when your practice contradiceth it, by shutting the door against those that offer to come in on Christ's own terms. If Christ question you for this, it will be but a cold answer to say, Lord, we could not perceive that they spoke sincerely.] For you must prove the contrary before you exclude him. All that ever I could hear to the contrary was but this much, All men must prove their claim to privileges, and not put another to disprove it. To which I say, Suppose that rule had no exceptions; They prove it thus I am engaged to Christ by my Baptismal Covenant, I stand to that Covenant, believing what is mentioned in this Profession, and consenting to what is here mentioned; therefore I expect the Church-privileges of a Christian.] When he hath thus laid his claim, and shewed his Title, you must have something to prove it insufficient, or you must not dare to deny him his privilege. If you can prove that there is no probability that he is sincere in this Profession, it must be either from his gross ignorance of the meaning of the words which he uttereth, or else by his wicked life; in both which cases we agree with you.

I 2 But
But in the name of God Brethren take heed, as of polluting the Church by loose admissions, so much more of cruelty to poor souls. Remember how ill this befits them, that have tasted so much mercy as we our selves have done: and how prone they should be to cover their Brethren's infirmities, who are conscious of so many of their own; and how backward to uncover their nakedness, and to make the worst of their case, that have need of such gentle handling our selves. Remember Paul's command, Rom. 14.1. Him that is weak in the faith receive, but not to doubtttu Disputations. See Gal.6.1,2,3. Remember how oft Christ was accused for being a friend or companion to publicans and sinners? and by whom he was so accused? and how oft he shewed lenity, and how seldom severity? and how dreadfully he judgeth rash Judges? and how unmeet it is that the servant should be stricter in keeping out, then the Master is; and that man should pretend to be more righteous than God. Remember also that good Christians must have a great desire of the largeness as well as of the purity of Christ's Church. Of thirty parts which the world may be divided into, nineteen are said to be Pagan-Idolaters, and six parts Mahometans, and but five parts Christians. And of these Christians, when you have counted, the Abaslines, the Greeks, the Papists, of all which (with the other smaller parties, as the Coplies, the Jacobines, &c.) it is hard to say which are the more ignorant and defective; how few are the Reformed Churches! And doth it be seem you with this poor handful to go so near the quick, and to pare away more then Christ alloweth you? One seven years converse with Indians and Turks, would make some men more charitable to weaker common Protestants while they lived. Above all take heed (in the Name of Christ I warn you) that you be not cruel to Christ's Lambs: that you shunt not them out for want of better words. Experience hath ascertained me, that there are Christians that are much with God, powerful in secret grones and frivings, and do understand the substance of the Fundamentals and much more, nay that are very able to help the ignorant, and great promoters of God's work in their places; who yet are not able to give a Minister or understanding friend any considerable account of their faith: Partly through bashfulness, but most through some secret natural unreadiness of speech, and disability to express their mindes. Take heed what you do with poor ignorant men and women that live well, and shew a fear of offending God. He that gently drives and carrieth his Lambs in his arms, will not thank you for shutting them out or
or casting them in the ditch. I know there is need of caution also for avoiding the looser extrem: but I am now speaking to you. Remember one thing more, and again I say remember it: Whether the fearfull Scaudals, Blasphemies and Apostacies of Professors in this age, when many stand fast and fear God, that were accounted but common civil ignorant people, be not a warning and testimony from heaven against our over-valuing meer Gifts and Words, and our under-valuing poor weak Christians, that want them; and yet are as loth to sin as others.

As for the Objection about our denying Church-Government to the people, I answered it in the Explication of the Propositions: We give them the summe of what all moderate men desire, in giving them a Judgement of Discretion, and freedom from all humane inflaving of conscience. If any will needs have them be also Church-Governours by the major Vote, there is no possibility of Union with those that hold such sandy Principles, directly destructive to the very Being of true Political Churches and Government.

The next Objectors that I have to deal with, are our Brethren of the Episcopal Way; whose dissent I am readier to expect then others; not so much from the distance of Principles, as from other accidental disadvantages which I foresee.

The Objections which our vulgar hearers of that Judgement do make, are partly occasioned from custom, partly from the suggestions of Learned men of that Way, who also confirm them in the former. And therefore I must here speak first to the people, and then to those Learned men that prevail with them.

Very many of the people that stick most resolutely to that party and those waiés (of my acquaintance,) are such as we cannot admit to Communion with us, till they shall openly profess their Repentance of their drunkenness, swearing, scorning at Godlineess, &c. which they are notoriously guilty of: These I will not stand to dispute with about Ceremonies, they having greater matters first to dispatch. But I am not so uncharitable or censorious as to imagine, that none are tender conscient' Pious and Judicious, that may yet need satisfaction in the following points. To such therefore I shall first speak.

The Objections which I have, great reason to foresee will be here raised, are these three. 1. That we do in our Agreement in the tenth
Proposition take to our selves a Power which is proper to the Bishops, viz. to name offenders, and call them to Repentance, and require the Church to avoid them: When as in the first Proposition we profess to agree only on the Points that are agreed on by the differing parties. 2. That we are no true Churches, both because we are not Diocesan Churches, and because we have no Bishops, and because that many of us were Ordained without Bishops, and so are no true Ministers, and therefore it is unlawful to acknowledge us as Pastors, or to join with our Churches as Members. 3. That they cannot in conscience join with us, unless they may before-hand be assured, that they may have the Sacrament kneeling, and the Liturgie used as formerly it hath been. I shall answer these three Objections in order.

To the first I answer: 1. They may as well say that Preaching and Pastoral oversight is proper to the Bishop (which some do not think to do) for no Word of God or common reason restrains that Pastor from particular applications, who hath Authority for general ones. Is there greater Authority requisite for speaking to one man, then to a thousand? or for doing that which in some cases every private man may do (tell his Brother of his sin, and tell the Church of him if he reform not) then for the rest of the Ministerial work? If a private man may before others reprove him as a private man, may not I before others reprove him Authoritatively as a Minister? I would know whether it be all personal, open Applications that you forbid a Pastor? or only this one? If all, then you shew us indeed what the fruit of your kind of Episcopacy would be: how it would overthrow the very Office and Work of the Ministry, and not allow a Minister to reprove or exhort a man, as his case requireth. If a man fall a swearing in the Church when I am Preaching, I may not as a Minister rebuke him? I have read of times when Bishops did arrogate Preaching as their sole prerogative (except sometimes when they saw good to permit a Presbyter to Preach extraordinarily:) but I never read of any that forbade them all open personal Applications. I suppose therefore that you will not affirm this. And if I may apply other truths to the consciences of my people, then why not this? Is it because of the nature of the thing? or from any limitation of my Power in God's Word? Prove either if you can. May I not by way of exhortation say to a Drunkard [I intreat you in the Name of Christ to be sober, and forsake your sin?] Why may not I then say [Christ hath threatened damnation to you, except you repent] and [The Church
Church ought not to have Communion with you as a Brother till you do Repent, and You ought not to usurp the Privilege that belongs not to you, and With such as you ought not to eat, and so to require in Christ’s Name obedience to his Laws? Hath Christ bid me Preach one Text of Scripture, and not another? May I require them to obey that command, Heb.10.25. Forsake not the assembling of your selves together and reprove those that disobey it (personally) in not coming to the Assemblies, or seldom? And may I not on the same Authority require them to obey that command, 1 Cor.5.11. But now I have written to you not to keep company, If any man that is called a Brother be a fornicator, or covetous, or an Idolater, or a Railer, or a drunkard, or an extortioner, with such a one no not to eat.] Or that in 2 Tim.1,11. If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him, God speed. For he that biddeth him, God speed, is partaker of his evil deeds.] And that 2 Thes. 3,6,14,15. Now we command you Brethren in the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye Withdraw your selves from every Brother that walketh disorderly, and after the Tradition which he received of us. And if any man obey not our Word by this Epistle, note that man, and have no company With him, that he may be ashamed. Yet count him not as an enemy, but admonish him as a Brother.] May not Ministers require their people in particular cases to obey these precepts? 

2. Nay, may not, nay must not our people obey these precepts whether we require them or not? yea though we forbid them? Else God shall be no God, without the Bishops license. You cannot say therefore that we may not apply these precepts to particular persons and cases, for our people must apply them, or else they cannot obey them. Peruse them and judge so, Rom. 16.17. with many the like.

3. Is it not the doctrine of the Bishops themselves that Presbyters may Rule, Guide, and Oversee the people; but that Bishops must Rule, and Oversee the Presbyters? So that this is the main difference that they make of the Offices in degrees, in point of Jurisdiction, that both are Overseers, but one of the people, the other of Pastors: Why then may not we be allowed the Guidance, Rule and Oversight of our people?

4. They that distinguish between the Key of order and the Key of Jurisdiction, do without question allow the former to the Presbyters. Now the Key of order (as rightly understood, as Spalatin hath largely opened it), comprehendeth all that power whereby we do
immediately work on the conscience, and so is exercised in foro interno, and not directly in externo. Now that which we have agreed on is only so much as belongs to order, or to a Presbyter as the Ambassador of Christ, and his Watchman over the souls of those people; and it is to be no further effectual then they conscientiously submit to it, voluntarily, without external force. It is but our Preaching and applying Gods Word to the consciences of the hearers.

5. It seems they that make this Objection, would have Gods work undone, if there be not Bishops to do it. Men must not be told openly of their sin and danger and duty, nor the Church be told of their duty in avoiding the scandalous, except Bishops do it. Wo then to all those Nations and Churches that have no Bishops, and wo to those Churches where the Bishop will not do it; and specially where he will rather countenance the sinner, and silence or banish the Preacher that would reform them. More shall be said anon to this Objection.

2. To the second Objection (That we are no true Churches or Ministers, &c.) I answer, I. I must here necessarily give notice to all that shall read these Papers, what kind of men they be that I have to deal with in this.

There are in England two sorts of Episcopal Divines. The one sort are Protestants, differing in nothing considerable from the rest of the Reformed Churches, save only in this matter of Church-Government. These (if they be not ignorant, ungodly, negligent, insufficient,) I shall heartily reverence and desire their Union; And many of them the Church hath had, and yet hath, with whom I account myself unworthy to be once named: Such as were Jewell, Davenant, and many more formerly; and such as are A. B. Usher, B. Hall, B. Morton, Dr Sanderson and many more at this day. I am very confident that we have not in our Propositions agreed on any exercise of Discipline, which is not agreeable to the Principles of Protestant Bishops to grant us; nay which Papists do not very many of them allow, where no Bishops are. If therefore any of you that are our hearers, being not able to maintain your own conceits, or objections against us, will fly to the Authority of Episcopal Divines; we must intreat you to go to the Writings of Protestants only; and if you will enquire of any now living, let them be such as our old godly Protestant Bishops were: Or else I must tell you we neither expect their
their conjunction with us, nor shall much be moved by their Judgments.

For there is a second sort of Episcopal Divines of the last edition, and of the growth of about thirty years, who differ from us in greater matters than Episcopacy, being indeed Cassandrian Papists, and levelling all their doctrines to the advancement of the Papall interest; If you will appeal to these Episcopal Divines, we should almost as soon consent to an appeal to Rome.

I must desire you to understand thus much that you may know whom I mean. The French are more moderate Papists than the Spaniards and Italians are: Especially as to the points of the Popes Infallibility, and his power over a General Council; and many of them deny most of his Power over the Churches and Bishops of other Nations. Since the mixture of the English and French blood, there have been strong endeavours afoot to make these two Nations of one Religion, and that must be the moderate Cassandrian Popery. What agitations have been among our Superiors to that end, I will not once presume to meddle with: But (to speak of Scholars whom Scholars may be bolder with as being fitter Judges of their waeis which their Writings do discover) one of the first and most famous Trumpets that founded a retreat to the Christian world, to return (on these terms) to Rome, was H.Grotius, a man of great reading, much Learning, and a mighty Judgement to improve it; but being imprisoned in his Country for his actions for the Arminians in the great Stirs that were then a foot, and having escaped (being carried out in a Trunk) was made the Swedish Ambassador with the King of France. This exasperated Learned man, by his residence in France, did both lie open the more to the reception of impressions from the Jesuites, who were his great familiars, and also had the fairer opportunity among those Papists of the more moderate sort, to prosecute his designs, for the reconciling of both parties (Papists and Protestants) in a Cassandrian Popery. To this work he set himself with all his might, publishing Cassander's Consultations with his Notes; seeking to draw us up to the Council of Trent (but not to the opinions of their private Doctors.) Several Writings between him and Rivett, with passages in his Annotations do shew us what was his Religion. This design had many favourites, of the better sort of the Papists, and the colder and more Ceremonial party of the Protestants. Fran. a Sancti Claræ, alias Davenport (provincia Anglie FF. Minorum Exminister Provincialis, Olim apud Duencenses Lector Theologie
Primarius: Nunc vero ver. Regina magna Britanniae a sacris, &c. saith Th. White in the Dedication of his Instit. Sacr. to him: and yet he lieth in London did by his Writings deeply engage in it; seeking to reconcile the Articles of the Church of England, with the Council of Trent: (for so high we must go as that Council, or no Reconciliation.) How far this design took in England, is easie in a greater measure to discover, by many changes of later times. How far it prevailed with the Bishops and the Kings Chaplains, and other Doctors, I had rather leave to your selves to judge, then take from my word; only I would desire you but impartially to read the Articles that were in the beginning of the Parliament (while L. Digby, L. Faulkland and such others joyned, with them) preferred by the Commons of England against B. Wren, B. Pierce, B. Goodman, with the rest of them; And observe how they all seemed Protestants, as long as the Warre was like to prosper for them; but since that is hopeless, how easily Dr. Vase, Dr. Baily, Dr. Goffe, with many more are turned Papists (of whom the Legenda Ligneae will give you an account:) But some had more wit then these, and think they may do that Party more service by staying in England, under the names of Episcopal Divines, a great deal then they can do by declaring themselves Papists: And therefore they rather choose yet to make use of these greater Advantages: And I confess they have very many and very great: And I take my self bound to proclaim to the Inhabitants of this Nation, this publique warning (that they may escape the danger if yet it be possible:) and to tell them that he is stark blinde that doth not see so strong a design laid for the introduction of Popery, that gives it a strong probability of prevailing, if God do not wonderfully blast it. The first part of the Plot is, by blowing up the sparks of all Errors and Heresies, that our Churches being divided, may become odious, and so men may be prepared for a remove. (The kindling of dissentions and Warres between Protestants, let God and the Authors look after; I will not meddle with that.) The next is an incessant endeavour to infect all persons, especially those in Power, Civil or Military, with the opinion of Libertinism, that all their doctrines may have Toleration and free vent, and their practices a free exercise. They will not yet openly shew themselves till their expected freedom be established: but if once they were sure of it, so that their open dealing would be no hazard to their Toleration, you should have them as busily running into our Pulpits, or challenging the weaker Ministers to Dispute about the truth of our Church and Religion, as any
any Anabaptists do now. For their third Plot is to get down the
Learned, Judicious, Godly, Painfull Ministers; at least to take away
their publique Maintenance; and then they know how great a part
of the people (so impoverished already by Warres and Taxes) will
take him for their Minister that will do it best cheap, and will most
humour them: And then they know that one Jesuite will shame and
silence a hundred such Ministers in disputation, and carry the Coun-
trey before them in many places. And the fourth part of their Plot
is, to hinder all Union of the Learned Godly Ministers, and all ex-
ercise of any Discipline, or maintaining of Church order: that so
they may tell the world, we have no Church, no Government, &c.
and that so by division we may be disabled from opposing them: and
we may not obtain that strength among our selves, nor that interest
in the people, which our Unity and Unanimity would afford us a-
gainst them. And therefore I know they will malice our Union in
this County. The fifth, and not the least part of the Plot is, to keep
afoot a Party of Learned men, who under the name of Episcopal
Divines, may keep an interest in the people, and partly draw them
from Unity, and from obeying their Pastors, by pretending a ne-
cessity of Episcopacy and Ceremonies, and keeping open the breaches
upon that occasion made; and partly may instill into them those
principles which may prepare them for flat Popery. And I confess
its a great advantage that they have for this Work. For 1. Some
of them are men of so much Learning as may deserve much respect.
2. Some Ministers lately put in, are young, weak, and indiscreet,
and fit matter for them to contemn, and modestly to make stepping
stones to their own reputation. 3. The Gentry that did with them
adhere to the late King, are under so much suffering in their Estate,
Reputation, Places of Honour, &c. that no man can wonder if their
mindes be much exasperated, and alienated from those Ministers that
were not of their Party (especially when they have weak injudicious
men to be their Ministers:) Nor should any wonder if they very
much value and prefer those Learned Divines that were of their
side: And so be ready to hear their Judgements before others.
4. And yet more must it needs endear them to the Gentry, in that
they are their fellow-sufferers in the same cause: many of them be-
ing sequestred, and cast out of their places, for the matter of the
Warres: And all men naturally pity the suffering, but especially
their fellow-sufferers. I scarcely know the thing in the world that
more uniteth and endareth men, then suffering together in a cause
which
which they think good. 5. And when these men have secretly in-
snared the Gentry, what a mighty influence the Gentry will have
on their Tenants and poor neighbours, is ease to be judged, both
to draw them first from their Ministers, and next from their Re-
ligions.

So that, alas, it is a poor low game that the other Sects in *England*
are playing in comparison of the Papists. The Plot in a word is this.
The multitude and madness of other Sects must be the means to drive
them from their present station. The Caflandrian Papists under the
name of Episcopal Divines, must be the instruments to draw them
from their present station, and loosen them from their Ministers,
and so to prepare them for the Church of Rome; and then when the
matter is ripe, they must deliver them all up to the Mass-Priests;
and when any publique Disputations are abroad, they must give the
Papists the better, and pass into their Camp.

I do judge it my duty to desires all the people of *England*, espe-
cially the Gentry, to discern the danger that they are in, and beware:
and to be jealous left their discontents and passions should betray
their souls: and so left they do themselves more wrong then all their
enemies ever did them. And do not think that I censure you too
uncharitably, in thinking you in so much danger of Popery. For
you are but men: and it is no easie matter to break through so many
discontents, enticements, prejudices and other great temptations,
which any man may see in your way: I see the nets are strong, and
the fishes most of them weak, and therefore it is easie to prophesie
what is like to become of you, if God do not speedily shew you the
danger. Yea many of the more Learned Gentlemen of your own
party, are lately awakened to see your danger; partly by the num-
ber of them that are already turned Papists, and partly by the indu-
strv of the Papists to pervert the rest: And they do themselves pub-
lish to the world, what a pack of notorious ignorant, silly souls, or
wicked unclean persons, those are that are turned Papists; such as
are no great credit to the Religion that they turn to. See the Au-
thour of *Legenda Lignae, Mr Chisenhall against Dr Vane, Mr Wa-
therhouse for Learning*: all zealous men for Episcopacy; And indeed
this is a great part of the danger, that very many of the Gentry are
to this day, after all the warnings of Gods Judgements, so sensu-
and licentious, so prophane and debaft, spending almost all their
time in drinking, hawking, hunting, bowling, yea swearing; and
other ungodly practices (wasting that precious time in vanity, which
the
the Lord knows they had as great need to redeem for a preparation
for death and judgement, as other men) that it is no wonder if God
in judgement do give them up for a prey to the Papists: That they
that would not reduce their lives to their right belief, should be per-
mitted to reduce their belief to their vicious lives. I can but faithfully
warn you of your danger, and proclaim to you all, that the Gentry
of England that were adherents to the King, are now under so great
temptations, and so great danger of Popery, that if God be not very
mercifull to them, they are gone. He that will deliver men from evil,
will have them pray, Lead us not into temptations, you shall have them
ere long insinuating themselves with you, if you be not fore-armed
and resolved.

And among all others your greatest danger will be from the Popish
Divines, that lurk under the name of Episcopal.

If you ask me how you shall know them to be such. I answer, If
they could be easily and certainly known, there were the les danger
of them. But you may see much in this one thing: All their Writ-
ings or Discourses do carry on the Roman Interest. You may finde
in those of them that write of Doctrinals or Devotion, 1. The plain
footsteps of common Popery. I am loth to name men; but I could
easily shew you a great deal of Popery in divers such Books which I
see much in Gentlemens hands, as written by an Episcopal Doctor.
And those of them that write about Church-Government, do quite
forfake our Protestant Bishops, and carry on those principles, by
which they may prove the Protestant Churches to be no Churches;
nor our Ministers any Ministers; nor our people true Christians:
and which would necessitate us to go to Rome for our Orders;
which we cannot have without being sworn servants to the
Pope.

These are the men that I have now to deal with: for theirs are the
Objections now to be answered.

They say we are no Ministers, 1. Because many were Ordained by
meer Presbyters without Bishops. 2. Others were but the Bishops
Curates, who were the sole Pastors of Churches. And so we have
no Churches neither. For it can be no Politicall organized Church
without Pastors. And therefore our people should not submit to
our Guidance, nor other Ministers associate with us as with
Pastors.

To this I now answer, 1. It is manifest that the contrivers of these
Objections are not Protestants (in this at least.) For 1. They do

Hereby:
hereby at one blow deny all the Ministers of almost all the Protestant Churches to be Ministers at all: For they are none of them Ordained by Bishops, except in England, or very few more, if any. So France, Holland, Scotland, the free Cities, Helvetia, &c. must have no Ministers. Nay the Superintendents of Denmark, Sweden, and some parts of Germany, being themselves but appointed by the Magistrate, and (as I take it) having at first no Ordination by Bishops, no nor themselves pretending to that which in the judgement of our Antagonists, is the Office of a Bishop, it must needs follow that there are no true Ministers in any of the Protestant Churches, but what our own Dominions do afford.

2. Nay hereby they unchurch all those Churches at a blow. For if they are no Ministers, they can be no Organized Churches, no more then we.

3. Hereby they would absolve all the people of the Reformed Religion in France, Holland, Helvetia, Scotland, &c. from all obedience to their Pastors as such.

4. Yea, I think, hereby they would unchristen all the Reformed Christians in all these Nations. For they say (that's their great argument) no man can give that which he never had: but Presbyters never had power to Ordain: Therefore they cannot give it: and Bishops did not give it them. And will it not hold as strongly [Laymen never had power given them to Baptize; therefore they cannot give it to others, or exercise it themselves.] Now if the Ministers of the Reformed Churches be no Ministers, but Lay-men, then prove where any power to Baptize is given them. If these that I dispute with will shew themselves openly to be Papists, and plead that women or Lay-men may Baptize in case of Necessity, I shall desire them to tell me, who gave them that power, and when, and by what expressions? and then we will compare a Presbyters power to Ordain, with a Lay-mans power to Baptize, and try with them, which hath the clearer Commission. In the mean time, it be seems not me to spend time on this Question, while the whole Army of the Learned Protestant Divines (Bishops and others) who have written against the Papists in this point, remain so much unanswered.

5. Yea hereby they would make the Praisers, publique Worship, and Sacramental Administrations proper to the Ministry, to be all meer Nullities: and so God hath no Ministerial service in any of our Churches! O happy Rome! O miserable Reformed Churches, if all or any of this be true.

6. What
6. What if these few Bishops, that are left in England were dead; or what if they die before any other be ordained in their rooms? Why then we must go to some other Churches (say they) for help. But what other Churches can we go to that hath Bishops but Rome? And who knows not that if we would seek to Rome for Orders, that we cannot obtain it without swearing to be true to the Pope, and the doctrine of the Council of Trent, and causing all our charge to be true to them to the death; and this with a Spondeo, Voece ac Trib, si me Deus adjutet & haec sanit Evangelia: as the Trent Creed concludes. Are not these think you zealous Protestants?

7. And if our Princes be of the minde as all Reforming Princes hitherto have been, to forbid all dependance on Rome, and seeking thither for Orders, as accounting it dangerous that their subjects should have so much dependance on foreign Powers; what shall we do for Ordination then?

8. It seems by these men, if these few Bishops were dead without successors, the Church of Christ, at least in England, were extinct. For if Rome be a true Church (which I deny not, without distinction) yet it is easie to prove that we may not lawfully take their Ordination on their terms: and then it seems the Church of England dependeth on these few men for its Being to the worlds end, in all likelihood. O what a rash thing it was to imprison Wren for Excommunicating, Suspending or Depriving, Censuring, Silencing, fifty Godly painfull Ministers in two years in Norwich Diocess, for not reading the Book for Dancing on the Lords daies, For using conceiv’d Prayer before and after Sermon, For not reading the Service at the Altar, and such like: And for expelling three thousand persons with their families into other Lands, by such dealings, with many the like courses! How rashly did they accuse B. Pierce for such like practices, and putting down Ministers and Preaching, till he thanked God that he had not a Lecture in his Diocess, alledging that though there was need of Preaching in the Infancy of the Church, yet now there was no such need; suspending Ministers for Preaching on Market daies; and did so effectually put down all afternoon Sermons on the Lords daies, that he suspended him that Preached but a Funeral Sermon; and put the Minister to Penance that did but explain the Church Catechism, saying that was as bad as Preaching, and charging them that they ask no Questions, nor receive any Answers from the people, but such as were contained in the Catechism in the Service Book; and putting the Church-Wardens to Penance for not Presenting.
Presenting them that did otherwise; yea commanding that the common Service should not be too long, that the people might not be hindered from their Recreations at the Wakes; yea punishing a Minister for Preaching on a Text in Job, of fasting, weeping and mourning, on the Wakes day, telling him his Text was scandalous to the Wakes. (And all these they lay upon the King, as being his Will.) But what should I tell a people of these things that have felt them. Had the Parliament known that it might lie in these mens hands, whether England shall ever (in likelihood) have Ministers more, or whether ever Christ shall have a Church in England more or not; Yea whether ever he shall have any Ministerial Worship, or one person Baptized into Christ; it might have seemed more wis to have let them crucifie the present Church, then extinguish our hopes for ever. Now when honest B. Usher, Hall, and one or two more are dead, the Parliament must go to the Tower to intreat these prisoners, that Christ may once more have a Church in England; but if they prove as dogged as they were wont to be, the Church is extinct, there is no probable remedy; our children cannot be Christened again for ever, because no man without a Bishop can Authorifie a Minister to do it.

9. But suppose we could send to Presbyter John, and prevail with him for some Bishops (when the vast Kingdom of Nubia that was nearer him could not borrow some Preachers to save the life of gasping Christianity, but it was extinct for want of them;) Yet, alas, how is it possible that we in England could be sure that their Bishops were rightly Ordained, having their power from Generation to Generation by a succession of lawfully Ordained Bishops? Yea if we could get some but from Russia or Constantinople, our difficulty were insuperable. But I believe these Objectors would not have us to go so far, but rather stoop to Rome's conditions.

10. But, have not Councils determined, That the Ordination shall be Null which a Bishop makes out of his own Dioces? Concil. Anti-och. Can. 13. & 22. and then our cure is yet more difficult.

11. But what need I tell an English man that these Objectors are not sons of the Church of England, what ever they pretend, when the world knows that the Church of England took him to be a true Minister that was Ordained in France, Holland, Scotland, Geneva, Heidelberg, &c. by meer Presbyters without a Bishop? The world knows that we did not Ordain those again, that were so Ordained; no more then we baptized those again that were there baptized. The world
world knows that we gave them the right hand of Fellowship as true Churches of Christ, when we set light by Rome. And must those now be Sons and Doctors of the Church of England that would persuade the poor people, that they are no Pastors that are not Ordained by Bishops?

12. If yet the matter be not clear, let me intreat you to peruse the Writings of the most zealous defenders of Episcopacy in the Church of England, and see whether they did not defend the truth of those Churches and Ministers callings that have no Bishops; and the Pastorall Offices there performed of Ministers in Guiding their Flocks (though they think it were better if they had Bishops.) I will not send you to Chamier, Parens, Sadeel, or any of our foreign Divines, who in their Writings against Bellarmine and other Papists debate this Question, because they are known to be defenders of their own Churches. Nor will I mention Whitakers, Reigolds, or any the most Learned Doctors of our Universities, who are suspected to be no great friends to Episcopacy: But those that are past all such suspicion I will cite; (yet not many, as not standing with my necessary brevity, and being in a known cafe.)

1. Doctor Field the Learned Dean of Gloucester in his 3. li. of the Church, &c. 39. handleth this very point of purpose against the Papists, whom he brings in thus arguing [By this note it is easie to prove that the Reformed Churches are not the true Churches of God. It can be no Church that hath no Minister: and Cypr. faith, the Church is nothing else but Plebs Episcopo adunata. But among the Protestants there is no Ministry; Therefore no Church.] Dr. Field answers [The minor we deny, &c.] Yea when they further Object, p. 155. [Whatsoever may be said of those places where Bishops did Ordain, yet in many other places none but Presbyters did impose hands, all which Ordinations are clearly void, and so by consequent many of the pretended Reformed Churches, as France, &c. have no Ministry at all.] To this the Doctor answers at large: and distinguishing between 1. Election of the person. 2. Ordination in general to the Ministry. 3. The affigning to a man that portion of Gods people, which he is to take care of, who must be directed by him in things that pertain to the hope of salvation,] he adds [This particular affignation giveth to them that had only the power of order before, the power of Jurisdiction also, over the persons of men.] (So the Presbyters have power of Jurisdiction he thinks.) Next he adds, [p. 157. Whereby it is most evident that that wherein a Bishop ex-
celleth a Presbyter, is not a distinct power of Order, but an eminency and dignity only, specially yielded to one above all the rest of the same Rank for order sake, and to preserve the unity and peace of the Church: Hence it followeth that many things which in some cases Presbyters may lawfully do, are peculiarly referred unto Bishops, as Hierom noteth; Potius ad honorem Sacerdotij, quam ad legis necessitatem; rather for the honour of their Ministry, then the necessity of any law, and therefore we readeth that Presbyters in some places, and at some times did impose hands, and confirm such as were baptized: which when Gregory Bishop of Rome would wholly have forbidden, there was so great exception taken to him for it, that he left it free again. And who knoweth not, that all Presbyters in cases of necessity may absolve and reconcile penitents; a thing in ordinary course appropriated unto Bishops: And why not by the same reason Ordain Presbyters and Deacons in cases of like necessity? for seeing the cause why they are forbidden to do these acts is, because to Bishops ordinarily the care of all Churches is committed, and to them in all reason the Ordination of such as must serve in the Church pertaineth, that have the chief care of the Church, and have Churches wherein to employ them; which only Bishops have as long as they retain their standing; and not Presbyters, being but Assistants to Bishops in their Churches. If they become enemies to God and true Religion, in case of such necessity, as the care of Government of the Church is devolved to the Presbyters remaining Catholique, and being of a better spirit: so the duty of Ordaining such as are to assist or succeed them in the Work of the Ministry, pertains to them likewise. For if the power of Order, and Authority to intermeddle in things pertaining to Gods service, be the same in all Presbyters, and that they be limited in the execution of it, only for order sake, so that in case of necessity every of them may baptize and confirm them whom they have baptized, absolve and reconcile penitents, and do all those other acts, which regularly are appropriated unto the Bishop alone; there is no reason to be given, but that (in case of necessity, wherein all Bishops were extinguished by death, or being fallen into here-sie, should refuse to Ordain any to serve God in his true Worship) Presbyters as they may do all other acts, whatsoever special challenge Bishops in ordinary course make unto them, might do this also.

Who then dare condemn all those worthy Ministers of God that were ordained by Presbyters in sundry Churches of the world at such times
times as Bishops in those parts where they lived opposed themselves against the truth of God, and persecuted such as professed it? Surely the best Learned in the Church of Rome, in former times durst not pronounce all Ordinations of this nature to be void. For not only Arnaeianus a very Learned and worthy Bishop, but as it appears by Alexander of Hales, many Learned men in his time and before, were of opinion that in some cases, and at some times, Presbyters may give Orders, and that their Ordinations are of force, though to do so, not being urged by extremum necessity, cannot be excused from over-great boldness and presumption: neither should it seem so strange to our adversaries that the power of Ordination should at some times be yielded unto Presbyters, seeing their Chorepiscopi, suffragans or titular Bishops that live in the Diocess and Churches of other Bishops, and are no Bishops according to the old course of Discipline, do daily in the Romish Church both Confirm children and give Orders.

All that may be alleged out of Fathers for proof of the contrary, may be reduced to two heads. For first, whereas they make all such Ordinations void as are made by Presbyters, it is to be understood according to the strictness of the Canons in use in their time, and not absolutely in the nature of the thing; which appears in that they likewise make all Ordinations sine titulo to be void: all Ordinations of Bishops, ordained by fewer then three Bishops with the Metropolitane: all Ordinations of Presbyters by Bishops out of their own Churches without special leave: Whereas I am well assured the Romaniists will not pronounce any of these to be void, though the parties so doing are not excusable from all fault. Secondly, Their sayings are to be understood regularly not without exception of some special cases that may fall out.

Thus then we see the Objection, which our adversaries took to be unanswerable, is abundantly answered out of the grounds of their own Schoolmen, the opinion of many singularly learned amongst them, and their own daily practice, in that Chorepiscopi or Suffragans, as they call them, being not Bishops, but only Presbyters whatsoever they pretend, and forbidden by all old Canons to meddle in Ordination, yet do daily with good allowance of the Roman Church, Ordain Presbyters and Deacons, confirm (with imposition of hands) those that are baptized, and do all other Episcopal acts whiles their great Bishops, Lord it like Princes in all temporal case and worldly bravery.
(I will adde his Answer to the next Objection, because it is to the same purpose with theirs that now tell us we are not lawfull Ministers, we are wrongfully put into other mens places by Sequestrators: Thus therefore Dr Field proceedeth) [The next thing they Object against us is, that our first Ministers, what Authority soever they had that Ordained them, yet had no lawfull Ordination, because they were not Ordained and placed in void places, but intruded into Churches that had lawfull Bishops at the time of those pretended Ordinations; and consequently, did not succeed but incroach upon other mens right. To this we answer, that the Church is left void, either by the death, resignation, deprivation, or the peoples defertion and forsaking him that did precede: in some places, our first Bishops and Pastors found Churches void by death, in some by voluntary relinquishment, in some by deprivation, and in some by desertion, in that the people, or at least that part of the people that adhered to the Catholique verity who have power to choose their Pastor, to admit the worthy and refuse the unworthy, did forsake the former that were Wolves and not Pastors, and submitted themselves to those of a better spirit. Of the three first kindes of voidance there can be no question; of this fourth there may: and therefore I will prove it by sufficient authority and strength of reason.

Cyprian, Cecilius, Polycarpus, and other Bishops writing to the Clergy, and people of the Churches in Spain, whereof Basilides and Maris atis were Bishops, who fell in time of persecution, denied the Faith, and defiled themselves with idolatry, perswade them to separate themselves from those Bishops, assuring them that the people being holy, Religious, fearing God, and obeying his Laws, may and ought to separate themselves from impious and wicked Bishops, and not to communicate with them in the matters of Gods service, Quando ipsa plebs maximè habeat potestatem, vel eligendi dignos sacerdotes vel indignos recusandi; that is, seeing the people have authority to choose the worthy and refuse the unworthy. And Occam to the same purpose faith on this sort, Si Papa & maximè celebres Episcopi incidunt in heresin, ad Catholicos devolutam est potestatem omnibus judicandi; If the Pope and the principal Bishops of the Christian world do fall to Herezie, the power of all Ecclesiastical judgement is devolved to the inferiour Clergy and people remaining Catholique.

This opinion of Cyprian and the rest, if our adversaries shall dislike or except against, may easily be confirmed by demonstration of reason:
reason: For if it do fall out, that the Bishops, and a great part of the people fall into Error, Herezie and Superstitian, I think our adveraries will not deny, but that the rest are bound to maintain and uphold the ancient verity; who being not so many, nor so mightye, as to be able to eject those wicked ones by a formall course of judiciall proceeding, what other thing is there left unto them, but either to consent to their impieties, which they may not do, or to separate themselves, which is the thing our adveraries except against in the people of our time. Now having separated themselves from their former suppos’d and pretended Pastors, what remaineth, but that they make choise of new to be Ordained and set over them; if not by the concurrence of such and so many, as the strictnesse of the Canon doth ordinarily require to concurre in Ordinations, yet by such as in cases of necelssity, by all rules of equity are warranted to perform the same.] Thus far Dr Field.

I finde transcribing will make these Papers more tedious then I intended, and therefore I will forbear most of the rest, which else I would adjoyn.

2. The same Vindication of the Reformed Churches, and the Ordination of their Ministers without Bishops, you may finde in that Learned Godly man, B. Downe, and that in his very Writings for Bishops, the strongest for Episcopacy that ever I saw (not excepting the late ones) and very passionate against the opposers of Episcopacy. See his Consecr. Serm. and Defence of it, li.3. c.4. pag. 108. In the last he writes thus: [Out of a Christian and charitable desire to preserve the credit of such Reformed Churches as have no Bishops, I endeavoured to prevent the Objections of Papists, (mark who are the Objectors) who reason thus against them: The right of Ordination being peculiar to Bishops, it followeth, that where is no Bishop there is no Ordination: Where is no Ordination there are no Ministers: Where are no Ministers, there is no Church. I answer’d that although ordinary right of Ordination belongeth to Bishops in the judgement of the ancient Church; that yet it was not to be understood, as so appropriating it to them, as that extraordinariely, and in case of necessity it might not be lawfull for Presbyters to Ordain; and much less teaching absolutely a Nullity of the Ordination which is performed without a Bishop, which Answer I confirmed by divers Reasons (see them.) Whereunto I now adde, that there seemeth to be the like reasons for the Imposition of Hands, in Confirmation of the baptized, in the reconciliation of publique penitents, as in the Ordina-
Ordination of Ministers. But although the two former were re
ered as well as the third to the Bishop, yet extraordinarily, in the
case of Necessity, and in the want or absence of the Bishop, the
ancient Church held it lawfull for Ministers to Impose hands either
for the Confirming of parties baptized, or for reconciliation of the
penitents. The former is testified by Ambrose in Eph.4. & Augustine
qu. ex Vet. & No.Test. mixt. q.101. The later by Cyprian, l.3.Ép.17.
§2. And the Popish Writers themselves do teach that the Pope may
give license to him that is not a Bishop, to Ordain: so that he to whom
such license is given, have those orders himself, which he would
give to another. Summa Angelic.ord. §2. If therefore by the Popes
license a Presbyter may Ordain Presbyters, much better may a com-
pany of Presbyters, to whom in the Want of a Bishop the charge of the
Church is devolved, be authorized thereto by Necessity, which as they
say, hath no Law.] So far B. Downame.

3. B. Jewell in his Defence of the Apol. (authorized to be kept in
all Churches ) Part 2. p.131. [Neither doth the Church of England
depend on them whom you so often call Apostates, as if our Church
were no Church without them. They are no Apostates Mr H. &c.
Notwithstanding if there were not one, neither of them, nor of us,
left alive, yet would not therefore the whole Church of England
flee to Lovaine. Tertullian faith, Nonne & Laici Sacerdotes sumus?
Scriptum est, Regnum quoque & Sacerdotes Deo & Patri suhos fecit:
Differentiam inter ordinem & plebem constituit Ecclesia Authoritas,
& honos per ordinis confessum sanctificatus à Deo. Ubì Ecclesiastici or-
dinis non est confessus, & offert, & tingit Sacerdos qui est ibi solus. Sed
& ubi tres sunt, Ecclesia est, licet Laici.] See more of Bishop Jewels
1. and his Serm. on Hag.1. and against their doctrine of succession,

4. Learned Sacavia, de divers. Ministr. gradib. cap.2.pag.10,11.

5. Bishop Alley in his poor mans Library, Praelef.6. & Praelef.3.
p.95,96.

6. Bishop Pilkinton in his Treat. of the burning of Pauls Church,
and on Hag.c.1. ver.1,2,3. to 14. c.2. v.1. to 11. and on Abdaas or
Obadiah v.7,8.

7. Bishop Bridges for Supremacy, pag.359, to 364.

8. Bishop Bilson in his Difference between Christian subjection
233,234.

9. Alex.
9. Alex. Novell Dean of Pauls, in his Reproof of Dormans Proof, 
fol. 43, 44, 45.
10. Grotius himself in his li. de Imperio sum. postea. circa sacra, cap. 11. p. 336. faith, that by the precept of Gods Law nothing is on either side determined, as to those Church-Offices, which some Reformed Churches use, and others use not. And having laid down divers Propositions in favour of Episcopacy, he adds these following in favour of Presbytery, as consistent with the former.

1. Penuria virorum, &c. 2. Causa hujus consilii esse potuit longa atque inveterata jam planè Episcopalis officii depravatio: (Vide ulta.) At prosecto nunquam tantos ab Apostolorum ævo ad illa tempora processus ambitio Ecclesiasticca fecerat, quantum ab isis seculis ad patrim nostrorum memoriam, ut jam nisi abscessa parte caesarìa, morbus vix sanari posse videatur, &c. Quid quod & nomen & eminentia Episcopalis eorum culpa quibus obigerat, omnem sui reverentiam periderat, & in odium venerat plebis, cui etiam erranti interdum mos est gerendas? 3. Causa addi poteat, quod infestissimis temporibus, magistri veritatis nomine, invisa non culpam tarnam ambitionis, sed & sufficienìam omnum amoliri debuerant; quod cum sublata Episcopalì dignitate sollicité curaverint, ne sic quidem tamen calamìniam effugerint: Quid non audituri, si doctrine mutatio conjuncta fuisset cum majoris gradus adpetione? Adjicam unam insuper causam cur initio repurgationis non admodum necessarius fuerit Episcopatus. Excitarat Deus praestantes viros, summo ingenio, summa eruditione, nec minore tam apud suis, quam apud vicinos authoritate pollentes, paucos quidem numero, sed qui plurimis negotiis substantiis pares essent: horum summa apud omnes exsimia, facile supplievit quod ab Episcopatu deferat. Et (si cum Zanchio verum volumus agnoscre) reipha nulli magis Episcopatì fuere, quam illi insi quorum (quamvis hoc non agentium) auutoritas addoppugnandum, usque Episcopatum valuit, &c.] Et p.367. [Exercitium ergo clavi- um, & jus absolvendi penitentes ex omnium patrum sententia solis com- petunt Sacerdotibus, hoc est, Presbyteris verbi & Sacramentorum de- positariis.] Yea in favour of Lay-Elders he afferret (having argued them not to be of Divine Institution, yet) 1. That they may be lawfully instituted by Soveraigns, or by the Church on their permission. 2. That it may be proved by Scripture that this Institution is not displeasing to God. 3. That there are examples in pious Antiquity, either of this same way, or one very near it. 4. That it is no contemptible benefit, that by these Elders may be received. But these to exercise their Office with several cautions: 1. Not claiming In- stitution by Divine precept. 2. Not usurping any of the power of the Keyes, nor of Excommunication, further then Excommunication belongeth to the people (executively.) 3. That the men be not unmeet. 4. Exercising no externall Jurisdiction but by publique Law. 5. Standing as mutable. Thus far Grotius.

To all these let me add two Episcopal Gentlemen, that you may see the difference between Episcopal Protestants and Episcopal secret Cassandrian Papists.

The
(61)

The eleventh shall be Mr Chisenhall a Gentleman that lately answered Dr Yarm (a Chaplain of the Kings lately turned Papist.) That he is no friend to Presbytery you may be out of doubt by his whole Book; and in particular by these discreet gentle terms which he gives to the Presbyterian Church of Geneva, pag. 12. [Such an upstart youngling, that wind-egg of a tumult, which being bradden under a Toad of France, is become a staring Cockatrice, and thinks to center the world within the compass of his contagious den, dairting poyson upon whom he first espies; as experience tells us how he glancing upon the poor Scot, has given him such a deadly wound that he will scarce ever recover it, &c.] Is not this Gentleman zealous enough against Presbytery? But yet he is no Papist: Pag. 129. he faith [It is not absolutely necessary that Bishops Ordain Bishops. For what if all the Bishops should dye so near at one time, that none were left Ordained by them? Shall not the Presbytery make Bishops? They have Right to the Keys; which are called Claves Ecclesiæ, non Episcoporum: and they are the remaining Pillars of the Church, and certainly may Confer the Order of Bishop on others: and that the rather because the Councils forbid Bishops of another Province to ordain, in a Forreign Province. And though it may seem strange to some that Ministers which are subordinate should Ordain Bishops; and so conferre Superior Orders; it is not (if rightly examined) contradictory to Reason: For in this first Ordination of Priests and Deacons, they are infra Ordines magores, which Orders are called Holy and Sacramentall, and are the highest Orders: Witness Pope Urban Dec. Dist. 60. sum. sac. Ro. Eccles. 226. As for the Order of Bishops it is no more then a Priest as to the Holy and Sacramentall Order only: More excellent in respect of the order of Government, Which is rather of humane then Divine Right: For as it is Divine it is no more then what every Priest hath by the Sacramentall Order: but as it is humane it is transcendent in relation to Discipline: and therefore the Presbytery may agree to Ordain one over them to Govern them in Ecclesiastical Rites, as the people may choose a Prince to Govern in Civil affairs. Hence it was that the Apostles sent John to Ephesus, &c.] So far Mr Chisenhall.

12. I will adde also the Lord Digby's words in that notable Judicial Letter to Sr K. Digby, pag. 118. [He that would reduce the Church now to the form of Government in the most Primitive times, should not take, in my opinion, the best nor wisest course; I am sure not the safest: For he would be found pecking towards the Presbytery, M
of Scotland; which, for my part, I believe in point of Government hath a greater resemblance then either yours or ours, to the first age of Christ's Church, and yet is never a whit the better for it; since it was a form not chosen for the best, but imposed by adversity and oppression; which in the beginning forc't the Church from what it wiffht, to what it might; not suffering that dignity and state Ecclesiasticall, which rightly belong'd unto it, to manifest it self to the world: and which sooon afterwards upon the leat lucida intervalla thone forth so gloriously in the happier, as well as more Monarchicall condition of Episcopacy: of which way of Government I am so well perswaded, that I think it pity, it was not made betimes an Article of the Scottish Catechism, that Bishops are pure Divino. But as it is a true Maxime in nature, Corruptio optimi pessima, so it holds likewise in Government both Civil and Ecclesiasticall, &c.] So far the Lord Digby: Whose words I recite not for his Judgement against the Antiquity of Episcopacy (for I now disclaim disputing on that point:) but a majore, if Presbytery be likest to the Primitive Government, then at least those may be now true Churches that are without Episcopacy, and those true Ministers that are Ordained without them, and true Ordinances that are administered by such Presbyters.

Nor do I take the L. Digby's Reason for mens varying of Primitive forms of Government to be of solidity or safety. Nor do I alledge any of these fore-mentioned Author's as being of their opinion in the whole, nor as if they were with me of the highest Authority. But to evince the full consent of the Episcopall party of Protestants, calling themselves The Church of England; to be downright for the Truth of Ministry and Ordinances where there is no Episcopacy, nor Ordination by any but meer Presbyters: And to shew you that Rome hath alway argued for the contrary, and used the same Objections, which I am now answering, and that I answer now but on the grounds of the Episcopal Protestants.

13. The Judgement of Learned By Davenant you may see in his Determinat. Qu. 42. pag. 191, 192. approving of the Ordination of Presbyters in cafe of Necessity, and in speciall when Bishops fall into heresies, and refuse to ordain Orthodox Pastors, but will ordain only such as will partake with them in their faction and error; or when they turn combined Enemies to the truth: And hereupon he vindicates the Forreign Churches Ordinations without Bishops.

14. Dr. Prideaux our last By of Worcester in Fasie. Cont. de discipl. Eccles. p. 249. faith, Presbyterum Presbyteros ordinare possit; preser-
tim desicientibus Episcopis, concedit cum magistro sententiarum sanior
pars Scholafticorum; ut patet ad sent. l.4. Diff. 25. 2. Episcopatum,
retinent tales Ecclefie (viz. transmarine) licet non per manum unius
Monarchicæ, sed Aristocraticè per multitos administratum. 3. Modera
tores & superintendentes ipforum analogice sunt apudiplos Episcopi, &
authority (ut contendunt) ordinandi pollent cum fratibus;] And Orat.
8. de vocat. Ministr. p.77. he faith, that [those that were baptized of
Hereticks themselves are truly baptized, and those that are ordained
by them are truly ordained.]

15. Bp Andrews also (as I remember, for I have not the Book
now by me) in his Epiftles to Molinaeus, goes the same way.

16. See also how directly our Objectors imitate the Jesuite that
disputeth against Dr. Potter, Chap.6. § 20. 21. 22. 23. And see Chil
lingworths full Anfwer to him, too long to transcribe; Some of his
Queftions are thefe, pag. 360. [Whether all thofe Proteftants that
conceive the diſtinction between Priests and Bifhops, not to be of di
vine Institution, be fchifmaticall and heretical for thinking fo? Whet
her your form of ordaining Bifhops and Priests be elfential to a true
Church? &c. Whether in laying that the true Church cannot sub
fift without undoubted true Bifhops and Priests, you have not over
thrown the truth of your own Church? Wherein I have proved it
plainly Imppofible, that any man fhould be fo much as morally cer
tain either of his own Priesthood, or any other mans? Lastly, Whet
her any one kind of these external Forms and Orders and Govern
ment, be fo neceffary to the being of a Church, but that they may
not be divers in divers places? and that a good and peaceable Chi
ftian may and ought to submit himself to the Government of the place
where he lives, whatsoever he be? &c.]

Much more might be added out of many Authors to prove that
the Doctrine of the old Epifcopall Proteftants is not contradicted
by any thing in our Agreement, but by the Objectors is directly
opposed.

But I know some will marveil that I beftow fo many words in fo
plain a cafe, and trouble the Reader and my felf with fuch frivolous
Objections, which deserve not a ferious Anfwer (for some have told
me all this) But they muft know that I have Reafons of weight for
what I do. They are men of no contemptible Parts, though of Po
pift inclinations that manage these Objections, and make a great
matter of them; and they are many of them well-meaning men, and
of no contemptible Understandings, who through accidental advan
tages,
rages, are taken with them. And if liberty of Sects and Separations be publickly granted and confirmed to all, you shall soon finde that the Party that I am dealing with, will soon by their numbers obscure all other Parties that now trouble our Peace (except the Papists.)

Having therefore shewed that the Consent of Protestant Bishops is against them, I will give you some further discovery of their designes; only adding here that saying of Musculus (not as his, but because) cited by Grosius, de Imperio Sum. potest, c. 10. pag. 322, 323. [Pasteurem Christianum de Vocatione sua sollicitum esse non debe, neque ambigere quin Christiana ac legitima sit sua Vocation, ubi ad Evangelium predicandum a pio Magistratu aut Principe vocatus est.] Though I know this speech must be understood cum grano salis, some other requisites being here supposed as implied.

13. It may easily appear whether the Objectors be greater friends to Rome, then to our old Episcopall Divines, by the tendency of their present plot: For they would have all the people take us for no Ministers, and our Churches for no Churches, and so all Gods worship be neglected in publick where no Bishops or their Missionaries are. And so when all others are discredited and turned out, the Papists may freely enter, there being none but these few faithfull friends of their own to keep them out, which how well they will do you may by these conjectures.

14. The Objectors do openly back the Papists in the Argument of succession as a proper note of a true Church, against the stream of Protestants that have fully confuted them, both Bishops and others. It were in vain for me to fall on this dispute with these Doctors, as long as so many Volumes against Bellarmin are unanswered. De Sublime faith, In externa successionem quam & hereticis habeatur & Orthodoci Non habent, nihil est momenti, lib. de Eccles. cap. 18. fol. 123. pag. 2. Read more largely By Jewell Defence of the Apol. par. 2. pag. 131, 132. and in other places. But it were endless to cite all that joyn with us in this against the Popish necessity of succession: and it is needless as to those that have read the writings of our English Bishops and other Divines, who must needs know already how fully they speak to this point.

15. But it is a higher charge then Popery, that these Episcopall Doctors that I now speak of, are liable to: For my part, I see not how they can be excused from unchurching, if not unchristianing all the people of Christ on the whole earth; or at least leaving it utter-
ly uncertain, whether Christ hath ever a Church, or ever a baptized Christian on the earth? For according to them, no Church is a true Church without Ministers (and it is true of an organized political Church,) and no man is a Minister that is not Ordained by a Bishop, because meer Presbyters have no Power to Ordain; and no man is a Bishop that is not Ordained by a Bishop; and this must be a true Bishop, lawfully called, and not deprived again of his power; and this must be Ordained by a former Bishop, and he by a former, and so the succession must be followed to the Apostles. Now I would desire these seekers (for such they are) to resolve me these few doubts.

1. Can all the poor Christians in our Churches in faith submit to your own Ministry, or to any other mans on earth, as being true Ministers of Christ Authorized to Baptize, Administer the Supper, Guide the Church? &c. Can they know that the line of your succession hath been uninterrupted from the Apostles daies till now?

2. Nay, can your selves or any the learned at Cardinals at Rome, or Bishops on earth know that your successions have not been interrupted? Is Church-History so clear, full and infallible in this? Suppose that by the advantage of the eminency of Rome (being the Imperial Seat, and so populous), that they could have such a Certainty of History, Hath every true Church or Bishop or Presbyter in the world so too? If so, I confess Historians have plaid their parts better, both for fulness and faithfulness, then ever I dreamed of.

3. Do you not deserve ill at the hands of all Gods Churches, and God himself, to bring all poor Christians to such an uncertainty as this, whether they have true Baptism, Ministry, Worship, &c. and to leave all Ministers at such a lots that no one man on earth (much less all) can act in Faith? How dare they adventure on a Calling which no man living can assure them that they are lawfully called to? and how should they comfortably go on in the works of it?

4. Must not all these following things concurre before you can know that you are a Minister on your own grounds? 1. You must be sure that he that Ordained you, was Ordained himself by a Bishop. 2. You must be sure that this Bishops own Ordination was such as was not void by the Canon : (that is, that it had not as great a defect as the Ordination of meer Presbyters which you say is Null.) And here what a lots are you at when some Councils allow that which another condemns: Some do make Null those Ordinations which others allow of. Particularly, you must be sure that he came not in by Simony (a hard matter:) that he was not a Heretick, or erroneous in the Fun-
damentals: that he was not Ordained by a Bishop without the reach of his own Jurisdiction (else many Canons Null it:) that he was not a man through ignorance or wickedness utterly uncapable of the Office: that he was chosen by the Clergy over whom he was to be Bishop (and not only by a Chapter or the King:) Yea that the people themselves had their voices in the Election, or were called to Consent (according to Cyprian and the elder times;) and that the people be present, and have liberty to make their exceptions, according to later times: with many the like. 3. You must be certain that all the Bishops successively from the Apostles times, by whom you draw your claim, were thus Ordained: For one Nullity breaks the whole chain, and nulleth all that follow, as you suppose. 4. You must be sure that never a one of all these Bishops did lose his power again by Herefie, wickedness or other means, before he Ordained the next. 5. You must be certain that the Bishop had intentionem Ordinandi (if you be right Papists indeed.) 6. You must know who was the Apostle that was the root of your own succession; which is a greater matter then to know what Apostle did first convert the Nation.

And do you indeed know all these things? Is it indeed so certain whether it were Joseph of Arimathea, or Simon Zelotes, or any such man, that first converted England? Nay do you know the Names of your Predecessors before the time of Augustine the Monk? And if you know not who the men were, much less do you know that they were every man of them truly Ordained. If you have curranter History of these things then is yet openly known, why do you not produce it? When the very general Question, Whether Bishops were put in the places of the Flamins, and Archflamins, is so uncertainly determined by History, that about thirty Historians affirm it, and yet Bishop Usher, Jewell, Godwin, Dr Sutcliffe, Sr H. Spelman, deny it: I think waking men will hardly affirm a Certainty of any History of their own succession by an uninterrupted series of truly Ordained lawfull Bishops to the Apostle that Ordained the first Bishop. Nay it's well known, that a great part of the Christian world is Uncertain what particular Apostle did first convert their particular Countries: which yet were it known, would go but a little way toward the resolving our doubt.

But perhaps some will say, It is not necessary that I prove my succession, let others disprove it that question it. I answer, 1. That Argument may serve to stop the mouth of some base Questionists; In foro externo humano it may have some force; But will that serve before
before God? Either you are a true Pastor or not. If you are not, it
is not the difficulty of discovery or of eviction that will make you
one: If all the Baptism, and other Ministerial acts that you have
performed, are Null, it is not mens inability to prove them Null,
that will make them Valid. 2. That should, methinks, be but small
satisfaction to your own Conscience neither: For Conscience will
expect that you prove your Authority, and not only that others
cannot disprove it. For it is Gods judgement and not mans, to which
you must stand or fall. And therefore Conscience must needs put
you to resolve this Question, How know you that you are a true
Minister? and so, How know you that your succession hath been
uninterrupted, from an Apostle, in point of lawfull Ordination?
3. But if you think it be enough to Conscience, that you know
nothing to the contrary; or that you think you have an uninter-
ruptedit succession; then why may not this serve turn as well for
others? Those that think Bishops to be a humane Institution and
unlawfull, do think themselves more rightly Ordained then you;
and therefore if thinking will serve turn, why may it not serve their
turn? 4. And for our people, if it be enough to satisfie their Con-
scences that Sacraments and other our Ministerial Administrations
are no Nullities, because they think so, or because they cannot dis-
prove our claim, then why must they not on that ground submit to
them that were Ordained without Bishops, when they cannot dis-
prove their claim? 5. Nay why should people trouble themselves to
know whether men be Ordained at all or no? When Thinking must
and will serve turn, and a true discovery is impossible. For though
you can shew your Orders, yet you cannot shew all the succession of
Orders from the Apostle to your Ordainer. I think that man that
dare affirm that any one Pastor on earth can know that he is a true
Pastor, (if a succession of right Ordination uninterrupted be necessa-
ry to it, and if want of that make the Ordination a Nullity,) is sick
of the disease that Fesbus suspected in Paul, and is elevated to farre on
the wings of Pride and Learning, that he is quite overgone Humility
and Reason.

5. But yet this is not all. Do not these mens grounds leave it cer-
tain, that Christ hath no true Church or Ministry, or Ordinances, or
Baptized Christians in England, nay in all the Western Churches,
and perhaps not in the whole world? And then see whether these
Popish Divines must not prove Seekers.

For the Greek Church it is well known how oft the succession of
their Patriarch hath been interrupted, as to right Ordination; those being thrust in that had no call thereto: and so all the Ordinations that did flow down from them must needs be Null. And there is as little probability of an uninterrupted succession of right Ordination in the Ethiopian Churches, and those scattered rude Christians in Egypt, Palestine, &c. Bellarmine faith (de Notis Eccles. l.4. cap.8. p. (mibi) 312. Non posse ostendiri in Ecclesiarum a Graecarum certam successionem: Nam 1. Fatetur Calvinus in Asia, Egypto & proinde Anti-

And of the adherents to the Pope in Africa, and Asia he faith, [Non posse quidem ostendere successionem continum Episcoporum suorum particularium, sed posse ostendere successionem continunm Episcoporum universalium, qui sunt Romani Episcopi, quibus illi subjectos se esse fatentur.] So that you see in Bellarmine's Judgement what case the rest of the world is in, except the Romanists. And yet the successive right Ordination is a matter of more apparent impossibility to be proved, then the succession that Bellarmine speaks of.

Let us therefore come nearer home and see, Whether it be not certain beyond all doubt, upon the grounds of Bellarmine and our Popish Doctors, that there is no true Church, Ministry or Ministerial administrations, in this Western part of the world? To begin at home, it is most certain, 1. That according to many ancient Ca-
nons (which are their Laws) our English Bishops of late times were incapable of ordaining; For they lost their Authority, by in-

For neglect of instructing their Flocks (most or many of them) Can. Apost. 51. and many more: For non-residence: For unjust silencing and suspending Ministers, and destroying the Preaching of the word, suppressing Learned able Teachers, and maintaining or permitting multitudes of silly souls that could but read and multitudes of drunken wicked liyers. How many Canons do depose Bishoms for these! Yet I know we had some very Learned, Pious, Revere-
rend men. 2. But then even these, with all the rest were Ordained by such as had no Authority (according to the doctrine of these Objectors, consequentially) For the Popish Bishops who Ordained in the daies of Hen.8.H.7. and many Ages before, had no power of Ordination. This I prove in that they received their Ordination from the Pope, who had no Authority to Ordain them. To say that England had Bishops before Augustine, is nothing to the business of Ordination, as long as it is undeniable that the English Bishops and Clergy did enslave themselves to the Pope, and profest their subjection to him, and to receive and hold their Authority from him. So that if the Pope had no Power to give Orders, then they were no Bishops (according to the Objectors rule.) Now that the Pope hath no Authority to Ordain, shall be made evident; by shewing that the succession of lawfull Bishops hath been interrupted at Rome, and so none since (on their own grounds) can be a true Bishop. 1. I will not undertake to maintain that the Pope is Antichrift, professing my weakness and ignorance of those Prophetical Scriptures, to be so great, that I dare not be confident in my interpretations of them. But yet our English Protestant Bishops have commonly been confident of it, and maintained it: and Bishop Downames Book de Antichristo, deserves consideration: and if that hold then the case is clear. 2. But however, that it is certain that multitudes of Popes have been such as were utterly incapable of the Office of a Bishop, and power of making Bishops, is evident to any that hath read Pauls Epistles to Timothy and Titus, and the old Canons and the Histories of the Popes lives. Pope Liberius subcribed to the Arians Confession in the Council of Sirmium [Libenti animo suscepit in nullo contradicen] and to that Councils condemnation of Athanasius. Vid. Binnium Tom. i. Conc. part. 1. p.470,480,422. & Baron. anno 357. §. 9. & 344. §. 3,4,5. & Bellarm. l. 4. de Pontif. c. 9. Pope Honorius in two General Councils was condemned for a Heretick. Vid. Bin. Conc. 5. Oecum. Pope Stephen 6. and Sergius 1. did judge Pope Formosus incapable of Ordaining, when they Decreed that those whom he Ordained, should be Ordained again. Vid. Sigebert. Chron. p.74. anno 902. Reade but what Platina faith of them in Vit. Greg. 7. Urban. 7. Alexand. 3. Alex. 6. John 13. Job. 22. & 23. Some were Sorcerers, some Idolaters, some jellted at Christiannity it self: some Arians, Nestorians, Monothelites, Montanists, denied the souls immortality: besides their infamous Whoredoms, Tyranny, Murders, Poyfoning their Predecessors, Buying the Popedom, &e. But I had rather give you this in other
men's words, as by them applied to the Argument in hand. Bishop Jewell. Defen. Apolog. part. 2. p. 131. c. 5. Divis. 1. faith, [I trust you will not think it ill if I a little touch the like in the Bishops of Rome, that thereby we may be the better able to see some of the branches of your succession: Therefore shortly to say, you know that Pope Marcellinus committed Idolatry: that Pope Silvest. 2. was a Conjurer, and gave himself whole body and soul to the Devil, and by the Devil's procurement was made Pope: That Pope Zosimus, for ambition and claim of Government corrupted the holy Council of Nice: That Pope Liberius was an Arian heretick: That Pope Leo, as appeareth by the Legend, was also an Arian: That Pope Celestine was a Nestorian heretick: Pope Honorius a Monothelitite heretick: Pope John 22. was reproved by Germain and the School of Paris for an heretick, &c. And to leave Dame Joane, &c. This is Mr H.'s holy succession! Though faith fail, yet succession must hold: For unto such succession God hath bound the holy Ghost. For lack of this succession, for that in our Seas in the Churches of England we finde not so many Idolaters, Necromancers, Hereticks, Advouterers, Church-robbers, Perjured persons, Mankillers, Renegates, Monsters, Scribes and Pharisees, as we may easily finde in the Church of Rome, therefore I trow Mr H. faith, we have no succession, no Bishops, we have no Church at all. But St. Paul faith [Faith cometh (not by succession, but) by hearing, and hearing cometh (not of Legacy or Inheritance from Bishop to Bishop, but) of the Word of God.] So far Jewell.

That truly Noble Lord Du Pressis faith, in Treat. of the Ch. c. 11. p. 362. &c. [Examining the Election of the Bishops of the Romish Church, a man shall hardly finde one that may be called a Bishop that can hold proof against the Canons Apostolical or Ecclesiastical, either in that which concerneth lawfull Calling or the due exercise of it; Not of Calling; for where is the Election, or the Examination of life and of manners? Where is not (contrariwise) either only favour, or meer Simony? and yet the Canons are plain [That such Institutions of Bishops are void of themselves, and all those likewise void that they bestow upon others.] And, I pray you, when Pope Engenius 4. is deposed by the Oecumenical Council of Basill, and pronounced a Heretick and Schismatick, and all his adherents likewise, and yet retaineth the Papall Authority against the Judgement of that Council, where are the Cardinals and Bishops communica-
ing with one excommunicated, instituted by one destituted, receiv-
ving of him who was deprived of his Calling, a Calling which he could not give? and transfusing it to others, which consequently could not have it themselves. And where is there then (according to their Canons, and according to their own Decrees) so much as one Bishop, or one Priest, since all that time, &c. Not the Bishop of Rome himself created by the creatures of Eugenius, or by those whom from time to time they have created: seeing the Law tells us, that Quod initio vitiofum est, non potest trahit temporis convalescere, &c. (see further.) So far Du Plessis.

Nay were there nothing against the Bishops of Rome but their claiming the Title of Universal Bishops, their own Pope Gregory will pronounce (Epist. 80.) that it is no other thing then to fall from the Faith: and (Epist. 188.) it is Apostacy: and (Ep. 78.) it portended Antichrist: (yea surpasseth his pride, Ep. 80.)

Reade Dr Prideaux Lect. ii. de Antichristo, &c. And Sutcliffe fully.

And whether the Reign of Pope Ioan was of no truth, or force to interrupt the succession, let it rest on the credit of that great number of Historians that report it.

If any man will say, that the Ordination of such as these forementioned Popes, is of more validity then of an Assembly of the most Learned Godly Presbyterers, I think them not worthy any further confutation: Yet I desire them to regard these following words of Learned Dr. Hammond in his Defence of the Lord Falkland, pag. 64. [I ask you whether it be not true what his Lordship saith, that a Pope chosen by Simony, is ipso facto no Pope? You (durst not I conceive, because you) did not before deny it: and if now you will take more courage, let your minde be known, and we shall not doubt to bring as Clasick Authors as your selves against you. If it be true, then is your answer of no validity, because of no truth: For either that infallibility, or what ever other power, must be annexed to him as a man (which he may be indeed though he be not Pope) or under some other relation, which infallibly belongs to him (neither of which I conceive you will affirm, for then ten thousand to one, some other will communicate with him in that claim) or else he must be Pope, when he is ipso facto no Pope; or else that power must be annexed to him by some body, that may think him Pope, when he is not, and then either God must run the Error, or that power be given him from some others. For that God should know him to be no Pope, and yet give that power of Infallibility to him (for if you
speak of any other Power it is not pertinent) as long as he is peaceably received, must first conclude that a No-Pope may be Infallible. And secondly, that whosoever is so received by the Church, is so: which unless there be some promise of Gods to assure me that he hath promised it to the Churches blinde reception, will for ought I yet see, conclude again, that either the Chair or the peoples error gives him that prerogative.] Apply this reason to their Ordination, and you need no more in answer to your Objection. See further Dr. Hammond pag. 66, 67.

So that it is too evident, not only that there is no certainty to be had in the Roman Church (and consequently in any that received their power from them) that there is any one true Bishop, Pastor or Ministerial Administration, if succession of lawful Ordination be necessary to the Being of these, but also it is certain that there is no Bishop or Ministry, and so no Church and Ordinances; which is a Conclusion so notoriously false and abominable, that we may know what to judge of the premises whence it is inferred.

By this time therefore I hope it is apparent that our Ministers Calling is not therefore Null, because they are Ordained by meer Presbyters. And that they that would by such accusations entice people from their Pastors to Rome, if they follow on the work according to their Principles, must bring them at last to be of no Church. Add to this what I have said in the Preface to the second Part of my Book of Rest, and you will see that at long running the Principles of Popery do lead to flat Infidelity.

Bellarmine confesseth (I. 3. de Eccles. c. 10.) that Non habemus certitudinem nisi Moralem, quod isti sint Veri Episcopi. (He was loth to speak out and say the plain truth, that we can have no proper Morall Certainty at all, no nor probability.) But what then must solve this sore? why we may know that Alignis saltim sunt Veri: alioqui Deus Ecclesiam deseruisset.] True: but therefore it follows that a succession of right Ordination (as you maintain) is not necessary to such a knowledge. And then how shall it be known by the Lords Flock which be these true Pastors? Why he tells us Certi sunt us certitudine infallibili, quod isti quos videmus sint Veri Episcopi & Pastores nostri: Nam ab hoc non requiritur, nec sordes, nec character Ordinis, nec legitima electio, sed solum ut habeantur protalibus ab Ecclesia.] I pray you mark that all this is but quod Christi locum tenent, & quod debemus illis Obedientiam: But for this second (Quod habeant potestatem Ordinis & Jurisdictionis) poor Bellarmine leaves the Christian world
world at a lost; as if it were a thing not to be known. 2. And he durst not say, that God bindeth a people to obey him as being in Christ's place, who hath not the power of Order and Jurisdiction. But this is all [Eos non esse quidem in se veros Episcopos; tamen done pratalibus habeantur ab Ecclesia, deherv illius obedientiam, cum conscientia eadem erronea obliget.] So that is but the Obligation of an erring Conscience, and not of God. But wiser men then Bellarmine say, Conscience hath no proper Sovereignty, or Legislative power, and therefore may ligare, but not obligare, we being co ipso momento bound both to judge more truly, and lay by that errour, and also to practice the contrary. 3. Observe, I pray you, that the upshot of all is, that this is the whole that's requisite: [Solum sit habeantur pratalibus ab Ecclesia] and so I hope if the Church judge men Ordained without Bishops to be true Pastors, you have Bellarmine testimony that they owe them obedience, as to men that stand in Christ's place. But I have been too long about this Section.

16. In the time of the Arian prevalency, when, as the Papists confess scarce five Bishops could be found that were not turned Ari- ans, was there not then an interruption of sucession in point of right Ordinations? and was all Null both then and since?

17. I have known in the Bishops daies more then one or two idle ignorant Readers, that feigned their Orders, and made the people believe that they were Ordained by the Bishop, and continued many a year in Administration of both Sacraments: and yet when it was discovered, it was not taken for Null which they had all this while done. Why then should Presbyters Ordination be Null?

18. It was not necessary to the Priesthood before Christ, that there were an uninterrupted succession of right Ordination: For the Priests in Christ's time were such as had no right to it; not of the right line (which had been long before interrupted:) they bought the Priest- hood for Money: and as many judge, were annual and two at a time (though not equal:) Yet Christ requireth submission to them as Priests. I am sorry that we must be put to use the same Arguments with these men, as we have done against the old Separatists so long.

But some will Object, That all this doth only prove, that in case of Necesitit Presbyters may Ordain, and their Ordination is not Null; But those cannot plead such Necesitit that have disobediently put down Bishops themselves.
To this I Answer: 1. Most Ministers of any long standing were
Ordained by Bishops, and therefore will have no need of any of this
Defence that I have used.

2. The Churches have never the least Necessity of Pastors and Or-
dinances, notwithstanding the faults of their Pastors.

3. I know of few or none of our Association that can be charged
with taking down Bishops: I know none so liable to such a charge
as my self, who yet am ready to give an account to any Brother that
is offended; and I believe that they ought to rebuke me personally
and hear my answer, before they withdraw from me, or censtore me;
much more so many others for my sake.

4. I do not know of any that can be charged higher (as against
Episcopacy) than for taking it down so far as the Covenant takes it
down. But the Covenant doth not take down all Episcopacy; but
only the concatenation of Archbishops, Bishops, Chancellours, &c.
which were then in England. To prove this 1. The words suffice,
which can be no further extended then to the kind of Episcopacy.
2. See Mr. Coleman's Explication of it to the Lords house, upon which
they took it, as in that sense.

Besides, we have not in this County (any where that I know of)
once offered the Covenant to any of our people (except those that
were in the Garrisons or Armies:). See further Mr. Prince's Speech
in Parliament for an Agreement on the late King's last terms.

5. The late Bishops, even in the judgement of all moderate men
of their own party that ever I spoke with, did very many of them de-
serve to be put down, and more. Reade the Articles against wren,
Pierce, Goodman, Laud, &c.

6. We do in the very first Article of our Agreement, disclaim a
present engaging our selves for any party, as such: or against any:
and therefore we cannot in any Justice be disclaimed as a party that
are confederate against Episcopacy: When we only desire a unani-
mous agreement in practice, so far as we are already agreed in Judg-
ment, that our discord or strangeness may neither hinder our further
edification, nor yet deprive the Church of God's Ordinances, or of
the beauty, strength, and other benefits of Union.

But perhaps it will be said, that We have no such Necessity, either
of Ordination without Bishops, or of private agreements to Govern
our Churches without them: For either we have Bishops, or may
have when we will.
To which I Answer: 1. Whether we have Bishops or no, we must.
Govern the Churches committed to our charge, so far as belongs to
Presbyters: and we have agreed on no more.
2. I know not of any Bishop we have in this County (nor in ma-
ny near us:) and therefore how can any seek to them whom they
know not, either for Ordination or Government? If any man will
come among us, and prove himself to be our Bishop rightly called;
he shall finde that we will be ready (I hope) to yield him as much
obedience as Gods Word commands us.
3. We know but very few Diocefan Bishops living in the Land,
whereof one is a Bishop of another Land, two or three at a very
great distance, none of them Bishops of this Dioeces: some (I think)
in the Tower, where we cannot come at them; and by their impeach-
ments, suppose them uncapable of Ordaining: Therefore we are un-
capable of making use of these.
4. We are all Ordained already, and we cannot be new-Ordained
again, without 1. Incurring the sentence of deprivation, according
to the Can.Apost. 67: which requires that he be Deposed who seeketh
another Ordination, being already Ordained. 2. Or without un-
Churching all or most of Christs Churches, and Degrading his Mi-
nisters, by taking our Ordination for Null, as hath been shewed.
And we do not go about our selves by this Agreement to meddle with
Ordination.
5. This Objection suppogeth, either that we are convinced that
Diocefan Episcopacy, is the only lawful Government of the Church;
or else that we may be convinced of it when we will; or else that
Diocefan Episcopacy is such a Fundamentall, that he that beleeveth
it not to be Gods only way of Church-Government, (though he be
never so willing and diligent to know the truth, yet) must be avoid-
ed, and separated from. But the two former suppositions we know
to be falle, and the third no Protestant takes for a Truth. For 1. Pro-
testants have taken the Creed, Lords Prayer and ten Command-
ments, for a sufficient teft of Christian Doctrine, so far as to discern
who are Christians and to be communicated with; at least taking
them with that Explication which an ordinary Believer may easil-
y and certainly finde out, in the rest of the Scriptures. They take those
to be no Fundamentals, which so many hundreds of men, yea the
most Learned and Godly on earth, cannot yet agree in, or finde out
the sense of. 2. Protestants do not believe that all the Protestant
Churches except England and Ireland (no nor any one for want of
Episco-
Episcopacy) are to be excommunicated, or separated from. The Objectors must therefore remember, that we are not all of a minde about Episcopacy, and therefore cannot yet set it up, because we must not do that which we judge to be against Gods Word. But must we therefore separate or leave all undone? and give up our Flocks to rape and ruine?

If they say that men of such erroneous principles, if they cannot be rectified, are bound to give up the Ministrv to others of better judgements.

I Answer: 1. Shew me but where those men are, in so full a number as may supply the Churches necessities, but so farre as that I and such as I may consciently surcease, without the Churches loss; and I here promise that I will joyfully give up my Office, when ever any such fitter man shall be called to my place. And I think the rest of my Brethren will do the like. But we live in the open world, where we have opportunity to know men, as well as others: and we cannot see any such plentifull choice of Able, Pious men to supply all our Places if we shou'd give them up. And either the late Bishops knew of none such; or else they took the drunken Readers (that could scarce yet have a Legit to save their necks, if they needed it) to be fitter men then we to edifie the Flocks.

2. It seems these Objectors are of the same minde as the late Prelates, and would deprive and silence us all that are not convinced of the Rightfulness of Episcopacy, if it were in their power. For if they think that we may not be Associated or Communicated with as Ministers, unless we will set up Episcopacy; it seems they would authoritatively remove us, if they could, though we yet do nothing against them.

3. Methinks, modest humble men, conscious of the frailty and fallibility of their own understandings, should not be so confident in a Point so difficult; or at least should not be so unmercifully censorious to their Brethren, as to cal? off all that cannot see into a case so difficult so far as they, (suppose they see themselves.) If they think it is of no great difficulty then they are yet more unchristianly censorious, to think that so many Learned, Judicious, Godly Divines as since the Reformation have been against Episcopacy in France, Holland, Helvetia, Germany, Scotland, yea in England, should all be so wicked, as to shut their eyes against so easie a Truth, this is a hard judgement for humble men to pass. We must intreat them to suppose that as we have read many of their Writings for Episcopacy, so we have
have read many against it: And among such Probabilities brought on both sides by such Learned men, we take it not for such an easy matter to be certain of the right, as some confident men affirm it to be. I know that many heap up arguments and bring us long rolls of Authorities for Episcopacy. And I know that Getsem, Bucerus, Beza, Altarum Damasenianum, Parker, Baines, Salmasius, Blondelius, Prin (in his Catalogue of Writers against Bishops, and in his History of Bishops, Part 2. Ch. 3. and unbishoping of Timothy and Titus.) Dr. Reignolds, and others, do give us as long a train of Arguments and Authorities on the other side. For our parts, we are some of one minde (it's likely) in this, and some of another; and it is utterly against my purpose to speak on either side; but, methinks all those men that have without prejudice read the Authors that I have mentioned (especially Bucerus, Parker, and Blondelius, and Salmasius,) yea though they have read all that ever was writ on the other side, should be so apprehensive of a difficulty in the business, as to be moderate and modest in the censure of their Brethren, and not to degrade or excommunicate all that differ from them.

But some will Object, If there be as great a Necessity of Preaching the Word, as you mention, yet while Bishops are absent, or you cannot have them for Ordination and Jurisdiction, you should only Preach or instruct people in charity, as private men, but not undertake the work of the Ministry, what necessity forever there be.

I Answer: 1. The Church of Christ is little beholden to such Objectors, that would rather the Church should never have Ministers or Ministerial administrations, then have them without Bishops. 2. Do you think that private men may publiquely Preach the Word, and that constantly, according to the Churches necessities? why then may they not as well administer Sacraments. The Apostles had as special a Commission to Preach as to administer Sacraments. 3. Then if it be proved that succession of right Ordination is interrupted, so that no man can be found that hath had such a succession from an Apostle, and so is authorized to Ordain; it seems you would have Christ have no Ministers nor governed Church on earth any more, till he send new Apostles. Or if the Preachers in New-England could convert all the Indians to the faith, and could not have a Bishop to Ordain them Ministers, you would have these Converts be without Ministers, Sacraments, Government, and Ministerial Churches to the worlds end. 4. We were many of us Ordained long before the Bishops
Bishops were down: and must we give up our Charges because they are down?

_Obj._ But you may not Rule or exercise Discipline without them.

_Answ._ This is answered already. Further. 1. We do not exercise any Rule or Discipline that moderate Episcopal men do claim to be proper to the Bishop. We have only resolved to do the acknowledged duty of Presbyters. 2. But for my part I make no question but Presbyters may and must Rule their Congregations, by all the acts of Christ's Discipline; even Excommunication and Absolution. 1. Hierome excepted only Ordination as the Bishops prerogative (what time soever he spoke of.) 2. Ministers are called Rectors and Pastors of their Congregations, by Law, and by Divines. 3. In their Ordination the Bishops said to them _Receive the holy Ghost, whose sins ye do Remit they are Remitted, whose sins ye do Retain, they are Retained._ 4. Almost all Episcopal Divines that I know of, do fully confess it. So Bishop Downham Defence of Consecrat. Serm. l.3. c.4. p.105. gives Deacons a power of Preaching and Baptizing, and Presbyters, moreover of administering the Lords Supper, and remitting and retaining mens sins. Yea Bishop Usher in his Answer to the Jesuites Chal. pag. 133. faith _In the days not only of Cyprian, but Alcuinus also (who living 800 years after Christ) the Reconciliation of Penitents was not held to be such a proper Office of the Priest, but that a Deacon in his absence was allowed to perform the same._ The ordinary course that was held herein, according to the form of the Ancient Canons, is thus laid down by the Fathers of the third Council of Toledo: That the Priest should first suspend him that repented of his fault from the Communion, and make him to have often recourse unto Imposition of hands among the rest of the Penitents; then when he had fulfilled the time of his satisfaction, as the consideration of the Priest did approve of it, he should restore him to the Communion.) So Usher. It were easie to shew the concurrent Judgements of Episcopal Protestants for Presbyters Governing their Flocks; so be it. 1. That they contradict not the Bishop. 2. And that they allow the Bishop to Govern the Presbyters. But it would be tedious and needless. 5. Almost all Episcopal Divines that I know of (except one or two new ones of these times) do expound all these following Texts of Scripture, as spoken of Presbyters, Acts 20.28. Heb. 13.7,17,24. 1 Thes. 5.12,13. Tit. 1.5,6,7. 1 Tim. 3.2,3,4. 1 Pet. 5.2,3,4. And so do the Fathers expound them (though I say not all of them, _tantum de Presbyteris._) See Prins Catalogue p.1,2,3.
and History of PreL. Part 2. p. 315, 316, 317, &c. And for those that of late expound them otherwise, I doubt not but it is easy to discover their mistake, and withall how deadly a blow their interpretation giveth to their own Cause: but that I am resolved now to forbear such Disputes. 6. Church-Government by Pastors is but Directive, by expounding and applying Gods Word, and not Coercive by external Force. And if a Presbyter may not Govern directly, then he may not Teach, and then he hath nothing to do. Bellarm. distinguisheth of interior Jurisdiction ad populum Christianum regendum in foro interiori Conscientia: and exterior Jurisdiction ad eundem populum regendum in foro exteriori: and he cites Abulensis Defens. Part 2. c. 63. saying that the former power of Jurisdiction is conferred by God immediately on every Priest in their Ordination: (Bellarm. de Pontif. l. 4. c. 22.) Spalatensis hath largely shewed that the proper Ministerial Jurisdiction is exercised on Conscience: and lib. 5. de Rep. Eccl. c. 12. he shews that the Presbyter without the Bishop may to bind and loose, and keep from the Sacrament or admit to it: which he oft shews elsewhere, as to that interior power which is only on Conscience. Yea Cardinal Casanus, de Concord. Cathol. l. 2. c. 13. faith plainly, Omnes Episcopi & forte etiam Presbyteri, equalis sunt popestatis quoad Jurisdictionem; licet non executionis: quod quidem exercitium executivum, sub certis positivis clauditur & restringitur, &c. unde cessante causa statutii illius, tunc cessant illa iura posita. Though for my part, I think the term Jurisdiction is a great deal too big to be properly applicable to any Ecclesiastical Ministerial Government. Grotius faith well, de Imperio sum. pot. c. 8. p. 209, 210. Quod autem quærunt nonnulli, habeatne Ecclesia Legislativam potestatem, id ex his quæ superius à nobis explicata sunt facile dissolvitur. Nam lege divina non habet; Tò νομοσκόλιον ἀνέγειρε τὸς σαυρόν, & σαρκοδοτὸν non est νῦν ἥραλς, ut ante citavimus: quare quæ ante Imperatores Christianos in Synodis conscripta sunt, ad Ordinem aut Ornatum facientia. Leges non vocantur, sed Canones, habentque aut solam Consilii vim, ut in his quæ singulos magis spectant quam universos, aut obligant per modum parli volentes, & volentes eriæ parentiores ex necessitate determinantis, ac praëinde ex lege naturali, non ex humano aliquo Imperio.] Yea a further power there is to give such Directions which Gods Law obligeth men to obey, but this is scarce properly called Jurisdiction. 7. As for those that say the Bishops are the sole Pastors, and the power of Presbyters is but delegate from them, and therefore they may do nothing without them, all Scripture that describe the Office of Presbyters doth
Though fully contradict them. The same God that set in his Church Prophets, Apostles, Evangelists, did also set Pastors and Teachers: and he will require an account of them, of the discharge of their Trust. If the Objectors doctrine were true, and we had none of us Curam Animarum, it were a glad doctrine to Presbyters, who might at judgement cast all on the Bishop, and a sad doctrine to Bishops, that must answer for all. And what wise man would then be a Diocesan Bishop when he must take the Charge of many thousand souls, that must wholly be committed to others instruction, and he himself shall never see their faces, nor hear their names. See this conceit of the Objectors fully confirmed by Spalatensis (no rigid Prote- ftrant) de Republ. Eccles. 1.2.c.9. 8. Papists themselves confess that when there is no Bishop the Government lieth on the Presbyters. 9. Who knows not (the Bishops confessing it) that in Cyprians time, and according to several Canons, the Presbyters joined with the Bishop in Ordination and Jurisdiction? And if it were a Bishop with his Presbytery that did Ordain and Govern, then it is evident that the employment is not alien to the Presbyters place, nor above it: though they might not do it solely, because of the Bishops precedency, yet when there is no such President, it lieth all on them; see Concil. Carthag. 4. Can. 3 & 22. yea Can. 23. it is Decreed that Episcopus nullius causae audiat absque presentia clericorum suorum, aliquin irrita eit sententia Episci- copi, nisi Clericorum presentia confirmetur. And for the Bishops power over Presbyters, it was so limited that the same Council ordains, Can. 29. that if a Bishop shall charge a crime on a Clergy man, or Lay man, he shall be put to prove it at a Synod. And Can. 30. If the Judges of the Church gave sentence in his absence, whose cause was tried, the sentence shall be void, and the Judges shall also answer at a Synod for their fact.] And Can. 34. A Bishop sitting was not to suffer a Presbyter to stand.] And Can. 35. The Bishop was to sit higher in the Church, but at home let him know that he is a Colleague of the Presbyters.] And Can. 37. The Deacon must know himself to be a Minister or Servant, as of the Bishop, so of the Presbyter.] Yea Can. 68. It is decreed that [Ex penitentibus (quaevisc sit bonus clericus) non ordinetur. Si per ignorantiam Episcopi factum fuerit, Depetatur a Clero quia se ordinationis tempore non prodidit suisse peni- tentem. Si autem scirens Episcopus ordinaverit talem, etiam ipse ab Episcopatus sui ordinandi dumaxer potestate privatur.] Here you see that one that is unjustly Ordained by the Bishop may be Deposed by the Clergy:
Clergy; And why may they not Ordain without a Bishop, as well as
Depose without him? At least they that may Depose a Clerk without
him, may reject or cast out an open offender of the people without
him. And in the second Council of Carth. Can.10. The cause
of a Presbyter in criminals, was to be heard by six Bishops, and not
less. And in the first Conc. Carth. a Presbyter is to be reproved of
six Bishops, Can.11. and a Deacon by three. And afterward when
Bishops yet grew higher it was Decreed in Conc. Carthag.3. (con-
firmed in the sixth general Council) that a Presbyter reconcile not
a Penitent without consulting with the Bishop, except the Bishop be
absent, or necessity constrain: So that in both those cases he might,
though he had a Bishop over him. Yea it seems Deacons had some
Ruling power in the Church: For the Council of Elipert, Can.77.
decree that [Siquid Dicacorn Regens plebem, sine Epifico vel Preby-
tero, aliquos baptizaverit; Epificopus eos per benedictionem, pfenpire
of Necessity a Layman may baptize. And can the Objectors prove
that Lay-men have in Scripture more power given them to baptize,
then Presbyters to Ordain or Govern the Church? 11. The 98.
Canon of the fourth Conc. of Carthage, decreeth, That a Lay-man
shall not dare to Teach, the Clergy being present, except they desire
him.] Whereby it appears that in their absence, or at their desire,
he might. Now I would know whether a Lay man have any better
authority for such Teaching, then Presbyters have for Ordaining
and Government? 12. That Presbyters have Votes in Councils
(which is the greater) our Protestant Divines at large have proved
against the Papists. See Dr Sutlive de Concil. cap.8. so very many
more. 13. The Episcopal Divines do affirm that the Apostles
themselves having planted Churches, and Ordained Presbyters in
them, did retain the Episcopal power in their own hands. Now I
would fain know, when Paul is so long in Ephesus and the adjoyning
parts of Asia (above three years) and so long at Rome &c. Who
did Govern the Churches that while, from which he was so far and
so long absent? Were they ungoverned? or did another Bishop
Govern them? Or rather did the Presbyters, whom the holy Ghost
had made their Bishops or Overseers? And have not Presbyters now
the same Office? 14. I would know, if a Presbyter, as such, may
not Ordain or Rule, whether to enable him thereto, and make him
a Bishop, he must have a further Ordination? If no: then it seems,
that the first Ordination which made him but a meer Presbyter, gave
him
him the power, though the presence of his Superior might hinder the execution: If he must be Ordained Bishop, I desire some proof of it out of the Bible: Where is there either precept or president, for Ordaining any man a Bishop, that was before Ordained a Presbyter? If a Captain of a Troop, or Colonel of a Regiment, either die or be absent, the Lieutenant of the Troop, or Lieutenant Colonel of the Regiment, needs no new Commission or Authority for the Commanding of that Troop or Regiment, till another Captain or Colonel shall be chosen.

I must entreat the Reader to remember, that I am all this while necessitated to go upon the Grounds which the Episcopal Divines will own, and to cite only those Authors or Canons which are of force with them, because I am only proving that there is nothing in our Worcestershire Agreement that is contrary to their principles, or that must necessarily exclude a Protestant Episcopal Divine from our Associations. And therefore to argue against any of their opinions, would be contrary to my scope; And to have cited Calvin, Beza, Chamier, Parnus, Musenius, or any of those multitudes of foreign Divines that are known to be against them, would have been labour in vain; and so it would have been to have cited Reynolds, Whitakers, Dr Humphrey, and such like at home, who are some known to be against them, and some no fast friends to them.

If any after all this should require an account of my own judgement about the necessity of Ordination, I say, I am not now about such a businesse, nor do I account it sseasonable to say any more then this: 1. God hath determined that every Church shall have a Pastor or Pastors. 2. And he hath stated the nature of their office and degree of their power. 3. And he hath described the persons that he will have to be the Officers by their requisite qualifications. All this is done in his Laws already. 4. There is nothing therefore left to be done but to determine which are the individual persons that are fittest according to God's description. This God himself also will do, but hath not tied himself to one way in doing it: In generall, some sign of God's will that this is the man must be had; At first in calling the Apostles his own immediate nomination was the sign. Now the most notable sign is the most eminent unquestionable Qualification of the person, which when God conferreth so notably or discernably, that man must be taken as chosen by God, and they that reject him do sin: These Qualifications lie both in Abilities, Willingnesse, Conveniency of habitation, or other externals and interest in the people; and if God
God bow their minde to consent, there is the fuller signification of his will; yet left any by intrusion should abuse the Church, God hath made the Pastors and Overseers, Judges of mens fitnesse; or the ordinary discerners of it, for the guidance of the Church in their consent. But then if these Judges or Discerners take a man to be fit (and so ordain him) who is utterly unfit, their ordination is ipso facto null, as being against Gods will; for God gave them power only to ordain those that were so and so qualified, and forbade them to ordain others. Also if the Qualification and fitnesse of the person be eminent; the people are bound to see Gods choice, and to accept that man of themselves without Ordination rather then an insufficient man ordained. For as Cyprian faith, Plebs obsequens praeceptis Domini- cis & Deum metuens, a peccatore præposito separare se debet, nec se ad sac- rilegi sacerdotes sacrificia miscere: quando ipsa maximè habeat possessionem vel eligendi dignos sacerdotes, vel indignos recusandi; Quod & ipsum videmus de divina autoritate descendere, ut sacerdotes plebe presenta, sub omnium oculis deligatur, & dignus atque idemus publico judicio ac testimonio comprobetur, &c. Et si ordinatio iusta & legítima quæ omnium suffragio & judicio fuerit examinata.]

That which especially note is the first words, that God leaves neither Bishops at liberty who to ordain, nor people whom to choose, but hath so described to them the persons, that if they grossly erre, their action is null: and therefore the people themselves are bound to cast off a wicked, or utterly unfit Pastor, though all the Bishops in the world command them to receive them (as in the Arrians time some did) And on the contrary they are bound to choose the fittest against the Bishops minde, if he would thrust an unfit one upon them. And in such a case there is sufficient signification of Gods will that [This should be the man] and then want of Ordination cannot null his calling, if he had none at all: For where there is no place for controversy there is no need of a Judge: And where God eminently qualifieth one man, and leaves another utterly unfit, there should be no controversy which should be the man. And that Judgement which is committed to Ordainers is limited, and it is directed by Gods Laws, which it may not passe or contradict. If it do notoriously, the same Law commands the people not to obey man before God. Also this Power is given to certain ends: and if it be used against those ends, so that either the ends or that means must be forsaken, it is easie to see that it is means and not the ends. For the means are not alwayes the same, God having store if any one fail. Especially the means is of positive
morality, and the ends of natural morality: For when two duties come together, and both cannot be chosen, the choosing of the lesser (which must give place to the greater) is a sin: and Positives are lesser (ceteris paribus) then Naturals: And the substantials of Positives more necessary then the Circumstantial: It is of flat necessity that the Church be taught and guided, and God publiquely worshipped: It is necessary that there be Ministers for that use. It is necessary that these men be godly, able and willing. It is fit that able Pastors be Judges who these be, left unfit men creep in by deluding the people. But this is but in order to the former as the end. If therefore a Bishop or Pastor, or whoever shall appoint over a people an ungodly man, or an insufficient, this appointment is ipso facto null; and obligeth not the people: Nay, God hath already obliged them to worship him publiquely, &c. and therefore they are bound to choose a man unordained to this work rather then not perform it: and in so doing they obey God in choosing him whom God hath designed, and he is a true Pastor. For as Cyprian faith; (Ubis sup. Epist. 68. p. 200, 201.) with the whole Synod; [Desiderio vestro non tam nostra consilia quam divina precepta respondent, quibus jampridem mandaturs vocet coelesti, & Dei legem prescrivit, quos & quales operet deservire altari, & sacrificia divina celebrare, &c. Quae cum pradicta & manifesta sint nobis, preceptis divinis necessae est obsequia nostra deserviunt; nec personam in ejusmodi rebus accipere, aut aliquid cuiquam largiri potest humana indulgentia, ubi intercedit & legem tribuit divina prescrip- ptio.] So that in truth God doth all in conveying the Ministerial power (as Spalatensis proves of the very Magisterial) yea, he doth by his description and qualifications choose the person, and only require men to accept him whom he hath designed, by discerning and observing the signs of his Will in the nomination. And mark, that seeing all that God leaves to man is no more; therefore Ordination and Election do not so much differ as some think; both being but the Ministerial determination of the person: And therefore it being proved easily that Overseers of the Church are the stated Ordainers, it follows that they are the Principal Choosers; unless you will cross Scripture in making Ordination to be but a meer empty Ceremony. The people indeed must (neceffitate naturali ad finem) consent; but that's not Election strictly. Or if they first propound the man, yet they do not Determine of him Authoritatively: that is the Church-Officers or Governours part: But if he crosses Gods Word palpably by male-administration, the people have Judicium discretionis (as Davenant
Davenant hath well proved, de judice cont.) and must discern their own duty, and not partake in a Pastors sin, nor obey him before God, so that this is neither to give the people any Authoritative determining choice, nor to exempt them from the Authoritative determining choice of their guides, except where their miscarriage makes it null: Much lesse to make themselves Church-Governours: No more then he makes an Army self-governours, that when they finde their Commanders Traitors, and fee they would deliver them up to the Enemy, doth tell them they ought to forfaie those Commanders in obedience to their Sovereign; and obey the next that is trusty, or (if none be so) choose another till they have further orders: Nay, it is hard trusting the guidance of that man again that hath once betrayed us and the Church: And therefore those Bishops in England that set up Drunkards and sottish Readers, and cast out such as Ames, Parker, Bains, Bradshaw, Brightman, with multitudes, such as England was not worthy of; yea, that cast out the conformable so fast, as if they had presently been destroying the Preaching of the Gospel, I say, these have so apparently falsified their trust, that (if we were fully resolved for Bishops, yet) we cannot submit to them for Ordination or jurisdiction. The Concil. Reginen. decreed [Ut pervers Ordinatores nullis denud ordinationibus intersint] Where then shall we have a Bishop to ordain of the old accused Tribe? Also they decreed [De remotione ejus quem ordinare perperam duo presumpe-runt.]

But then who shall be encouraged or allowed publiquely to preach without disturbance, of this the Magistrate is the Judge. Of the businesse of Election, see Grotius very right de Imperioiun. Pot. cap. 10. specially pag. 239. Ne Plebi invite Pastor obtrudatur, & simul salvo summis potestatibus juris rescindendi electiones, quid autem in Ecclesia aut Reipublica perniciem erratum sit. As David, Solomon, &c. did exercise such power: By all this it may be discerned that our Churches, Ministers, and Administrations, cannot by Papists or Seekers be justly questioned for want of succeffion of right Ordination; no, not though they had not had so much as a Presbyter at first to ordain them. And yet we maintain the usefulness and need of just Ordination. But I have been farre longer then I intended upon this Point.

The last Objection that I am to answer is this; Many of our people will not joyn with us, except they may have all Administrations as formerly,
formerly, according to the Common Prayer-Book; especially except they may kneel at the Receiving of the Lords Supper. And some dividing discontented Divines do encourage them in that opinion and way.

To these I answer. 1. We have not in our Agreement medled with those things, but leave every Minister to his own judgement in Circumstantialls, only desiring that we may agree as farre as may be, and therefore that we will hear each others reasons; So that some that do associate with us do constantly deliver the Lords Supper to the people kneeling; who think it most suitable to the state of their flocks.

2. I beleevethere is no example of such a course of choosing Pastors in any age of the Church, for the people to agree with them before-hand to do as they would have them in every gesture or other circumstance, or else they will not own them or communicate with them.

3. It is contrary to the office of Pastors and duties of people. For they are to choose a Pastor to guide them, and not to be guided by them. Yet we acknowledge the people must not follow a Pastor in known sin. But then they must manifest it to be sin, Therefore I adde.

4. There is no Pastor among us but will be ready to give an account, and offer satisfaction to any of his people, concerning any miscarriage or male-administration. For we have engaged our selves to be so accountable before our Brethren of the Association. And if our people do rest on the judgement of other men, we shall be ready to debate the case with any man that they shall bring: Either to receive satisfaction, or to give satisfaction.

5. How impossible is it according to these mens principles to keep our Churches in Unity? For when many parties be of many mindes, and some will have praiser on the Books, and others without, some will have one way of administration and some another, a Minister cannot please all: Either therefore they must yield that he be their guide in their worshiping of God, as to Circumstantialls, or else they must break in peeces about every circumstantial difference.

6. Would you submit if all the Bishops had advised or required you to forbear kneeling at the Sacrament? If not, it seems you think it necessary of it self: If you would, then it seems you take it for indifferent: And should any for indifferent things reject the guidance of their present Teachers, and the communion of their Brethren, and the Ordinances of God?
think there is no Pastor of our Associations but will be glad to condescend as far as conscience and duty will permit, for the satisfying of any that are truly conscientious, and therefore I doubt not but by speech or action they will easily satisfy them, when there is particular occasion: And more particularly, as some apprehend a necessity of sitting, because of the example of the Apostles, and other Reasons; and others think kneeling necessary for Reverence: I doubt not but all of us shall be willing to yield to the middle gesture of standing to any that desire to receive; what further yielding may be, I leave to every Minister to determine, according to the weight of the scruples of his people.

But if any will yet so insist on kneeling at the receiving of the Lords Supper, as that they will not joyn with Minister or people, except they may have assurance before-hand to receive it, I shall give them my thoughts of their way in these few Questions:

Q. 1. Do not such make themselves or their leaders (on whose Authority they take up these conceits) to be wiser than the Lord Jesus and his Apostles? Christ thought it not necessary either to deliver it to his Disciples kneeling, nor yet to command that it should be so delivered. And these men it seems do judge it necessary.

Obj. Christ did not command all things necessary, but left some to the command of the Church.

Answ. Things of a standing necessity which ought to be practised by his Church ordinarily in all ages, Christ hath commanded. But things that vary according to the variation of times, places, persons, &c. he hath determined only in general, and left the special determination to Church-Governours, to be varied as occasion requires; (As what time the Sermon shall begin, how long it shall be, on what Text, where the Congregation shall meet, &c.) Now I would know whether kneeling in the act of receiving have any necessity now which it had not formerly, even 1500. or 1600. years ago: Do any bring any new reason of its necessity? I know of none. The common reason is [We cannot serve God too reverently] And was not that reason as forcible then as now? both when Christ was visibly present, and afterward when the Church for many 100. years was possessed with as great a reverence of God as the highest pretenders now are.

Q. 2. Doth it not imply a deniall of Scripture-sufficiency to be the perfect rule of Faith and Life? the great point that differenceth the Reformed Churches from the Papists. For though it belong not.
to the Rule (the Word of God) to determine of particular circumstances, which either need no determination or are to be determined variously according to the variation of occasions; (and therefore must not be fixedly determined by humane Laws;) yet doth it undeniably belong to the perfection of a Law to leave as little undetermined as may be, which needs determination; and therefore to determine of that which is of standing necessity: And who can give any reason why Christ should not have commanded kneeling at the Sacrament as well as a Council or Bishop, if it be a matter so ordinarily necessary as is pretended?

2. 3. Do not these men make themselves wiser then all the Churches of Christ for many hundred years after Christ? For it is certain, that for so long the Church used not to receive kneeling; Proved, 1. In that for a long time the Sacrament was received with their Love-Feasts conjunctly. 2. For longer time the Churches would not so much as kneel in prayer on the Lords Day; much lesse in receiving the Sacrament. Yea, they accounted it a hainous offence to kneel in prayer, and made many Canons against it in severall ages. But some object, that as they did not receive kneeling, so they did not receive sitting: For it was standing, and standing was then a prayer-gesture, and therefore we must receive it in our prayer-gesture now.

Anf. 1. Will not standing now satisfie the Consciencs of these men, when they think that all the Primitive Churches did but both pray and receive so? 2. When will these men prove what they affirm, that it was standing and not sitting that was the gesture then used in Receiving? Why, they say, because it was standing that was then commanded in the publique worship. Anf. But they should prove that it was in all worship: and not in Prayer and Praises only. How come so many Canons about the Order of Presbyters, Deacons, &c. sitting? Indeed they did keep the Lords day as a day of thanksgiving, as being in commemoration of the greatest mercy that the world hath received, even Redemption by Christ: And therefore partly in commemoration of his Resurrection, partly to avoid all signs of dejection (which were thought unfit on daies of Thanksgiving) they commanded standing in Prayer (not at Sacrament) as judging sitting too un reverence, and kneeling unsuitable to the solemnity and rejoicing of the day: so that it was in opposition to kneeling that standing in Prayer was required. And therefore the same Councils forbade Fastings on the Lords day as a hainous sin, and many Fathers made it a mark of the true Churches and Christians.
not to fast on those days: yea and Synods did Anathematize them that then fasted: Ignatius his severe censure against such is well known. And therefore they called the Lords days, the Churches Festivals: And therefore also they forbid kneeling on any week day between Easter and Pentecost, which were Festival seasons. So that our Objectors will never prove that they Received standing: Or if they could, will it follow that it was because that was the Prayer-gesture? I cannot stay to cite many Authors. Only thus much. 1. It appears by their Love-Feasts, at which they fast, that they did not stand in all the service of that day. 2. Justin Martyr faith, Apol.2. [After this we all Rise and offer Prayers, &c.] And is it not plain then that they fast before they rose? and that standing was but the Prayer-gesture in stead of kneeling? 3. The injunction is expressly [for standing, and not kneeling] as opposite. I can shew them where it's said [Die Dominico jejunium nefas dicimus; vel de Geniculis adorare, &c.] Tertull. (if it be his) de Coron. Milit. cap.38. Let them shew the like against sitting at the Sacrament.

But what if this had been so? Had it not been as good an Argument to say, Standing was their Hearing-gesture: and sitting is ours: therefore we must Receive sitting because it is our Hearing-gesture. And is it not a better Argument then either to say [Sitting was their eating Gesture (and among them where Christ administered it, a homelier sitting then ours is:) and therefore we must take it in our Eating or Feasting gesture: as it's certain the Primitive Christians did.] It is therefore frequently by the Fathers called [a Feast.] Tertull. (ad Uxorem li.2. c.4.) calls it [Convivium Dominicum.] Yet will not we urge this better Argument to prove sitting Necessary (but give them that desire it leave to stand:) much less should they urge a plain sophisme for the Necessity of Kneeling.

Quest.4. Do not these men destroy their own Cause, when they would prove the Necessity of Kneeling, from a Necessity of Conformity to the Universal Church? Nay doth not this Argument shew a Popish heart? For it seems they take not all or any of the Reformed Churches of France, Holland, Germany, Scotland, &c. who Receive sitting or standing, to be any part of the Universal Church. 2. If they take not the Primitive Church for many hundred years to be any part of the Universal Church, then they are worse than Papists. If they do, then may not we better argue [The Primitive Church did not Kneel in Receiving; therefore we must not] then they can argue [The Church of later times did Kneel in Receiving: therefore we
we must:] For even the Papists in matter of Tradition, do give precedence to the first Churches, and do make the present Church but the preserver and deliverer of the Traditions of the former. Is it not plain therefore that there is something else then the Authority of the first Churches that moves these men; when they cannot be ignorant that Christ and his Apostles and the Church for many hundred years did practice the contrary? Yea they that have written for Kneeling, maintain that there was never any command for it (to the people) nor not in the Church of Rome; but that they suffered it to come in as a custom silently, that they might not be observed to contradict the old Canons against Kneeling on the Lords daies. Even as low as Chrysostome's time, it is but [An Adoration of Christ at the Sacrament] that they prove. And who denieth that? We will pray to him before we Receive: Adoration and Kneeling are not all one: and Adoration by Kneeling is not all one with the doing this in the act of Receiving.

**Quest. 5.** Do not these men make themselves wiser then all the Bishops and Conformists in England, who did ever in their Writings and Disputings, maintain our Ceremonies to be things indifferrent? And now they will esteem them so Necessary, that they will turn their back on Gods Ordinances, and become Separatists for them?

**Quest. 6.** Is it not the more inexcusable for these men to turn Separatists, and that on so small an occasion, as for a Ceremony or Gesture: in that they have both lived in an Age wherein they have so fully seen the mischiefs of Separation: and also have themselves spoke so much against Separatists as they have done? Yea and still do; while themselves become the great Separatists, and to do but reproach themselves.

**Obj.** It is not we that Separate: but they that deny us the Sacrament Kneeling are the Cause.

**Ans.** So all the Separatists say. It is not long of them; and pretend that they are necessitated to it. But who is to be the Guide of sacred Actions? Minister or People? What if we should deny to give it to them that fit? Would you think that we gave them just occasion to Separate? Judge by former times. And yet they have more shew of reason to say so. Besides, I have not seen any put away for Kneeling. But if they may approach the Table and take it with the rest, in what Gesture they please, yet this will not satisifie them unless also it be put into their hands. Though it is undeniable
that Christ did deliver it to them all generally, and not to each man's hands, when yet he might more conveniently do it, when they were but twelve. And Clements Alexander. (Stromat. l.7.) faith [Also the Eucharist, when some, as the manner is, have divided it, they permit every one of the people to take a part of it: For to an accurate and perfect choosing or refusing (a man's). Conscience is best.] I adde therefore,

Quest. 7. Is it not enough that they refuse themselves to be guided by their Guides in their own Gesture, but they must also needs Guide the Action of the Minister himself, or else they will separate? Should not he, at least, have the same liberty to administer according to his Conscience, as they expect in Receiving according to theirs? If his Conscience tell him, that he should deliver it but to the company conjunctly as Christ did, and their Conscience tell them they should take it Kneeling; why should not he be as much the guide of his own Actions, as they of theirs? If it were a duty to put it into their hands, it is his duty and not theirs; and therefore the not doing it, would be his sin and not theirs: and what need their Conscience therefore drive them from the Ordinance? else we must needs break all in pieces: For if we put it into every man's hands, then they that think we should do otherwise must depart.

Quest. 8. Do not they that would make more duties and sins, then God hath made, forget that they have enough to do? already, and that they are wont to think it too much that God himself hath commanded them? and that they will leave themselves at last more unexcusable for the neglect of the duties of Gods prescribing, when they could adde so much more?

Quest. 9. Should we not in doubtfull cases take the safer side? And is it not safer to do as Christ and his Apostles and his Church for many hundred years did, then to follow the novelties of later times? Is it not certain that where there is no Law, there is no transgression? and I know of no Law binding us to Receive kneeling: therefore for my part I cannot fear that Christ will condemn me for following his own, his Apostles and his Churches example, when he neuer gave me a word to the contrary.

Obj. If Christ's example bind to fit, then you must also imitate him in doing it in an upper room, and but to twelve, &c.

Ans. 1. This Objection is nothing to our Question. For we be not affirming that sitting is Necessary, but that it is certainly lawfull, and that Kneeling is not such a duty, as that men should refuse Communion
union with a Church for want of it. 2. Both the known Reasons of the thing, and the after practices of the Church, do assure us that Christ's administering in an upper room, and but to twelve, and not to women, were all occasionall and mutable; and the Churches did otherwise: But for aFeasting gesture there is no such proof.

Obj. But we are bound by the Canons of the Church which are still in force.

Anf. 1. Scripture is the Churches sufficient Rule, and the perfect Law of God. 2. Those things that Scripture hath left to occasionall determination, no Councils must make standing Laws for to bind at all times. For if such Laws had been fit, God would have made them. 3. It is the present Guides of the Church that are upon the place, and see the occasions, that must determine such Circumstantials as are of mutable determination. And former Church-Governours can no more take away the power of the present, then they can deprive them of their Office; it being essentiaall to the Office of every Pastor to be a Guide or Ruler of his Flock. 4. If you think that all Church-Canons (yea though it be General Councils) bind, then you are bound to Contradictories: for one Council hath oft crossed another. And Papists themselves disclaim many things enjoined by Canons. The 16. Canon of the 4. Counc. of Carthage, requires Ministers not to reade the Books of Heathens: Doth this bind now? Many the like might be mentioned. 5. If you will needs take your selves bound by Canons, I pray you tell me whether the Canons of a few Bishops in England of late, should bind against the Canons and constant practice of the Primitive Church, and of the Apostles themselves? They forbide Kneeling on the Lords day, and the Apostles practised sitting at Sacrament; and either our late Canons are Null for contradicting the former which were of greater authority; or else neither are binding. 6. According to their own grounds, our Bishops had no power to make Canons, both because they were no Bishops, for want of a successfull true Ordination, and because they had made themselves uncapable. Even the matter of our Bishops Election, according to many Canons, made them uncapable of ever being Bishops more. The fourth Can. Concil. Aurelian. Decrees, not only that the Clergy and people must consent, but that if their consent were but forced (or they inclined) by the oppression of those in power, that Bishop should be deposed for ever, as coming in more by violence then by lawfull Decree.] Now how our English Bishops came in, I had rather their friend Grotius should tell them then
then I (though we all know that neither Clergy nor people had any hand in it, but a little ceremonious formality of the Chapter) de
Imperscum. potest. cap. 10. pag. 319. [At posteriores et tota eleclio Regi redditia. Hodie penes Capitula Imago est eleclionis: vis tota penes Re
gem. Nam vacante Episcopatu, Rex cum codicillis, licentiam eligendi continentibus, simul transmittit nomen ejus quem eligi cupiat.] About
which he cites Burghill, Bilson, &c.

1. The Doctrine of Grotius against a Legislative Power in the Church, you heard before. The Doctrine of the Church of England you may finde, Artic 6. & Art. 22. The words are these [Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation: so that what-foever is not read therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not to be required of any man, that it should be believed as an Article of the faith, or to be thought requisite or necessary to salvation.] And
Art. 22. [When (General Councils) be gathered together, for as
much as they be an Assembly of men whereof all be not governed with the Spirit and Word of God, they may erre, and sometime have erred, even in things pertaining unto God: Wherefore things ordained by them, as necessary to salvation, have neither strength nor authority, unless it may be declared, that they be taken out of holy Scripture.]

It were tedious to cite what Protestant Episcopall Divines say to
this point. I will only cite one, Dr Sutlive de Concil. l.2.c.3. Where
he laies down this Position, [Non omnia conciliorum decreta de sacris
Ecclesiæ ministris, & eorum Officis Ecclesiæque Ceremoniis & Ritibus,
Christianos necessario ligare.] Prob. 1. Non ligant que novas insti-
tuant Dei colendi formulas, &c. At in actis Conciliorum multa sunt
ejus generis decreta. Quis ergo Christianus contra Christiana libertatis
leges esse obligari sit? 2. Non ligant, idque multo magis, que repug-
nant verbo Dei, &c. 3. Non erant imponenda leges onerosæ super servicis
Christianorum, Mat. 11. Act. 15. Hujusmodi ergo onerosas leges excuti
posse, nemo non videt. 4. Christianus nos liberavit á servitute traditionum &
legum humanarum, &c. Hujusmodi plura conciliorum sanctonibus firmantur.
5. Omnia in Ecclesiæ ad edificationem fieri debent. Si ergo aliqua
Conciliorum statuta scandaloso sunt Christianis, tolli debent. Si laqueum,
imicium conscientiis, dissolvenda sunt. Si inutilia esse-deprehenduntur,
& minime decoras, abjicienda. Necque sane dabium est quin Ecclesiæ Ro-
manæ Canones de Ceremoniis, & Ecclesiæ Ministrorum celibatu, &
hujusmodi, valde sint captiosi & onerosi & inutiles. 6. Mores Ecclesiæ
Christianæ ostendunt omnia Canonum decreta licet alioqui justa non sem-
(94)

per ligare. Atque hoc ex multorum legum enumeratione videre licet. (See the instances.) 7. Patres Ecclesiae non omnia Conciliorum statuta pariter servabant. (See the proofs.) 8. Ipsa Synagogetamana, licet alios ad statutorum iurum observationem astringere cupiat; priscorum tamen Conciliorum statuta non servat. 9. Ratio docet, mutanda esse vel quae non decent, vel non profunt, vel qua onerosa & captiosa esse incipiant, &c.] So far Dr. Sutlive. Much more might be said to this Objection. Some will marvell that I say so much to these men. Let such know that I am not of their minde that despise all the Episcopall men, as fitter to be rejected then united with. Many of them are Godly and Learned and Judicious, and deserve the chiefeft room in our Associations. I was desirous also to save the ignorant from the danger which I foresee.

Left any should misinterpret what I have here said, against these Popish Objectors, I here profess, 1. That it is far from my intent to raise any jealousies of any pious Episcopall Divines, as if they were Popish. I speak of no other, but that late Generation of Calandrian, Grotian Papists, who think they can do Rome more service under the name of Protestants, by drawing men to Traditions and Divisions, then if they should declare themselves French Papists. I have partly told you how to know them. They will dispute as zealously as a Protestant against the Popes Infallibility, and his being above a General Council, but they can consent to his Primacy, and most of his Doctrines, especially against the perfection and sufficiency of the Scripture.

2. I do not speak against mens seeking a Reconciliation with Rome, on just and honest terms. I think it one of the happiest works in the world, could it be accomplished: And I think the French are the only people to be first dealt with to that end. And I long to see providence to turn things about, as that there might be a Council first of these two Nations for the attempting of such a work. And I am past doubt, that it would be the happiest way to pull down Antichrist (if the Pope be he) that hath been yet of late undertaken. But, if ever such a thing be accomplished, it must be by Uniting in one Creed, as containing all things sufficient to salvation; which must be wholly taken out of Scripture, and not such as the Trent Confession is: Upon which Agreement they may openly acknowledge each other for Brethren and true Churches, without compelling each other to Uniformity in the lesser matters, but bearing with each other differences.
tences. I with England such Rulers as will faithfully prosecute such a Pacifick enterprise, without sinfull compliance, and betraying of the Truth. Though I confess, when I consider their Principles and Practices, I am afraid Bishop Hall is in the right, that There's no Peace with Rome: Yet no fears must hinder men from any just and necessary Enterprize.

3. I solemnly profess that I have no desire by this our Associating, to advance any parties, or carnall Interests; but meerly that all godly, faithfull, Orthodox Ministers, may join together, to guide their Flocks in these licentious daies, left through our Divisions they be made a Prey. And also that so much of Discipline may be Unanimously exercised as we are all agreed in, left our Congregations be a reproach through their pollutions; and men should forget the true nature of Christianity, and we have all laid waft, or overgrown with weeds, while the hedge lieth down. Nor do I pretend to an ability of assuining the world, whether Episcopacy, Presbytery or what else is the right way of Government: though I am more persuaded every day, that the Truth must be gathered from the several parties, who each of them hold a part of it in peculiar. But my conceits in these matters, I have no call to open to the world yet, which I perceive not likely much to regard them, as perhaps they do not deserve it.

Lastly, Understand that it is not only those that differ in Government that we desire should Unite with us; but also those that differ in Doctrines, so they be such as can heartily subscribe our Profession, and will manage their differences in Peace and Love. I need not name any parties, seeing it is discernable by our Agreement, whom we do intend.

Only let all know, That the Able, Godly, Faithfull and Peaceable of all these parts, we heartily desire to unite with as Brethren; but the Insufficient, Ungodly, Unfaithfull, Unpeaceable, we do disclaim, of what Opinion, Side or Party soever they be.

I shall conclude with this humble Request to all my Brethren in the Ministry, In the Name of our great Lord and Master, that they would forget all former injuries and differences so far, as presently to address themselves to seek Peace and Reconciliation: And to that end that they would here and in all Countreys presently enter into some fraternal Associations; and there meekly and self-denyingly to set themselves with one heart and soul to carry on Christ's work so far.
far as we are agreed. Why Sirs, have not Independents, Presbyterians, Episcopal, &c. One God, One Christ, One Spirit, One Creed, One Scripture, One hope of everlasting life? Are our disagreements so great that we may not live together in love, and close in fraternal union and amity? Are we not of one Religion? Do we differ in fundamentals or substantials? Will not conscience worry us? Will not Posterity curse us; if by our divisions we betray the Gospel into the hands of the Enemies? And if by our mutually envyings and jealousies and perverse zeal for our several conceits, we should keep open the breach for all heresies and wickedness to enter, and make a prey of our poor peoples souls: Brethren, you see other bonds are loofed, Satan will make his advantage of these daies of Licentiousnesse: Let us straiten the bond of Christian Unity and Love, and help each other against the powers of hell, and joyn our Forces against our common Enemy. Have you not had yet time and means enough to observe how God hath been offended with your unpeaceable proceedings; seeking to oppress and subdue each other by force, rather then to win each other by love and Evidence of truth? The Episcopal party when they were up, making that sad havoc of the Church by the persecution of their brethren, which this land is like to lament yet longer: The Presbyterians when they were up, seeking their ejection too rashly, without sufficient means of satisfaction; What should I rip up the faults of others which the Sun hath seen, and the world rings of? Truly Brethren I speak it that we may all be humbled, and go weeping together in seeking the Lord with our faces Zion-ward, saying, Come, let us joyn our selves to the Lord in a perpetuall Covenant that shall not be forgotten, Jer. 50.4, 5, 6. I would not open our shame, were it not necessary to our humiliation and reformation: But the world knows it already. As God tells us of it, so the railing, malicious, insulting enemies tell us of it. Have not some of you led the way in secret or open vilifying, deriding, contemning and aspersing your brethren, that thereby you, even you, have been the means of raising those calumnies that you cannot alay; and have put those words into the mouths of the wicked, which they daily belch forth to the pleasing of the devil, the grieving of all lovers of holinesse and peace, and the undoing of their own souls, so bitterly and scornfully have used the name of an Independent, that the most Reverend, and Learned, and godly of that way, do with the multitude lie under such contempt, that they are the leffe capable of successful serving God in their places; so reproachfully and con-
temptuously have others used the name of a Presbyterian, that they have raised by it that scorn in the multitude of seduced ones, which will prove a snare to many a soul, and which these Churches may have cause to bewail while there is a tongue to mention it. Yea, some have ventured into the Throne of God to search the hearts of a Nation, and in such auditories, and with such language to proclaim their pretended discoveries, as I am ashamed to express; and when they have done to print it, that there may not be wanting a witness of their sin. Alas, it is past denial, that you have occasioned those hellish reproaches, which the Satanical Mercuries do daily proclaim in the ears of the world; So that a man of another Nation cannot read the reports of Civill or Military affairs in England, or Scotland, but he must read it intermixed with the Accutations, Reproaches, and Slanders of the Brethren. I will not now go so near the quick, as to meddle with matters of blood, even the blood of confessed Saints, in which we little thought ten years ago, that such should have had a hand, as have openly owned it to God and men: Only I will say, These things must sit close to some mens consciences: But this I would seriously have you consider, whether the fearfull danger that the Gospel and Christian cause is in this day, be not principally occasioned by your divisions, emulations and contentions? And if it should fall out (which God prevent) that Academies and Ministry be cast down, that Popery be let in, that the power of godinesse be swallowed up by schismes and prophanesse; Will not your names be the first in the curse? Who knows not that the divisions of the Pastors leade the people into divisions? yea, and that they are as backward yet almost any to heal them? In all this I exclude not my self; Though I can truly say, that I alway loved peace, and hated cenfurious dividing; yet I unfeignedly bewail (and confesse my sin before God and the world) that I did love the one and hate the other no more, that ever I did so much against peace and no more for it. O Brethren, it's we that leade the way to division that must find the retreat, and jointly leade the way to reconciliation. We have no other way left to heal our wounded consciences, and hide our sin and shame (under Jesus Christ:) We have no other way to revive the hopes of the Churches, now they seem to be ready to gasp their last; nor yet to rescue the souls of our poor people who are some of them ready to turn Papists, as soon as liberty hath opened the door wide enough for the Priests and Jesuites to be familiar among them; and the rest of them are ready to think all Religion to be uncertain, or vain, while

Q 3 they
they see so many. In the name of God Brethren, return, and speedily and zealously return to Unity and Peace: Send abroad to one another, and stir up the dull, and invite the backward, and draw on the prejudiced and negligent to this work. Alas Brethren, it is greater, more difficult, and more blessed work; then to be done with idle wishing and sitting still. Have you forgotten your Masters sheep-mark? 

*By this shall all men know that ye are my Disciples if ye love one another:* Have you forgotten the Spirits charge, *If it be possible as much as in you lieth, live peaceably with all men, And Follow peace with all men? To receive it when it's thrust upon you is not following it, and yet happy England, if all would do so: Alas, that ever men, that men that make so much conscience of praying, hearing, reading, Sacraments, should make no more conscience of their duties for the peace of the Church? When Christ hath so frequently, so plainly, so piercingly inculcated, Love, Peace, over and over, as he hath done, and yet that Christians, yea, Ministers do so strangely overlook them; and read them as if they read them not: When the Lord hath placed so much of the very nature of Christianity in it, and made it so necessary to our very salvation, that yet we should passe it over so lightly, and with so little observation: O what hypocrisy! what self-condemning is it for to cry out of the divisions and schisms of the times, as most do, and when we have done to sit still when we should endeavour to heal them, and when we that have made the breach should make it up. Division and want of love is a sin that all men are ready to blame in others, and exclaim of in the generall: and yet that we should be so deeply guilty our selves, as if we had not run far enough in the guilt already: Alas Brethren, are not the effects of our sinne before our eyes which way ever we look? into City, Countrey, into Parliament that late was, and into the Army, into men of all sorts and degrees? and is it not time to return? Again therefore, I beseech you make out after Union and Reconciliation. And to that end get all together, and keep constant meetings in Associations. Most jealousies and jarrings are occasioned by strangeness and distance; When you hear men spoken evil of, and do not hear them speak for themselves. Familiarity would much further the cure of differences: Devils and wicked men can agree in evil doing, and goe hand in hand in sin; and shall not we unite in the work of God? What, we! that look to live in heaven together, and there to be employed all in one blessed work of praising the living and most blessed God? Will it do you good then to remember your strangeness and differences
tions now? For my part I daily look death in the face, and live in a constant expectation of my change, and therefore have the better advantage to be faithfull to my conscience, and I must needs profess that when I look back upon my life I have more comfort in the least means that ever I used for the Churches peace, then in all my most zealous contentious Engagements. I am confident Brethren, you scarce know the work that will more comfort you in the review, then to be speedy and diligent in the using of your wit, strength, power and interest for the Union and Reformation of these distracted Churches: Shall it be said (alas, too truly) that Separatists will ride and run and lay out all their pains unweariedly to divide the Church, and that we will not do half so much to heal it and unite it? Our office is to be builders, and building is conjoining, and demolishing and destroying is dividing. I confess it is a work of exceeding difficulty, to bring even the belt to be of one minde: We are of such various intellectual complexions and fatures, and all so imperfect in knowledge, and they that do know are so unable to convey their knowledge to their prejudiced, unstedied, unprepared brethren, or to make such impression on other mens understandings, as is necessary to their conviction, that it is no wonder if Agreement be a difficult thing. Besides, mistakes once received do so infinate into the very will, and do so strangely multiply, and engage men before they are aware to maintain them, and error (as all sin) is of such a deceitfull nature, seeming to be the best when it is the worst, and alwaies coming under the pretence of its contrary, and the great deceiver is so skilfull and diligent, to set out his wares to the best advantage, that it is no wonder if the Churches Teachers be perverted. Besides this, men are of such difference in the strength of their natural parts, and also do so differ in the advantages of improving them, and some study so hard and some so little, that it is no wonder if there be almost as many mindes as men. Some also have such passions to pervert their understandings, and some have such strong temptations and carnall interests, and so many false hearts are ready to creep into the best Assemblies, that it is no wonder if dividing be easier then uniting. Yea, (which is the core of all our misery) there is in most of us so much pride and false estimation of our own conceotions, that it is not the smallest difficulty to convince us of our ignorance, and to make us know how little we know; yea, such proud spirits will quarrell with the light, because it came not originally from their candle; and let the choicest discoveries be sent from heaven to them, they will cons
contemn them because they are brought them by another mans hand; and if the only way of Agreement be propounded by another, they will cavill or dissent, or envy it because themselves were not the motioners or authors. There is no agreement with those men where pride is unmortified: For be they never so unable or unwilling to do the work themselves, yet will they hinder another in doing it. But Brethren, the more difficult this work of agreement is, the more industriously and resolvedly should we set our selves to seek it. Difficulties that amount not to Impossibilities, should quicken and not discourage, where the work is of necessity as ours is. I seriously profess that I often wonder how men, learned men, godly men, can maintain so much seeming peace with God, and their own consciences, who do so little for the Churches peace: and how they can ever hope to die in peace that study no more to live in peace? If without holiness here there be no hope of holiness or happiness hereafter, how can there be any hopes of everlasting peace to those that do not here value and pursue peace? What! Preachers of the Gospel? and yet forget their Masters name! [The King of Salem, the Prince of Peace,] and forget the Gospels nature and title [to be, The message of Peace;] and forget their own office which is to be [The Messengers of Peace.] and forget the title of that way which they must preach [The way of Peace;] and forget that it is the description of the wicked [The way of peace they have not known; and to forget that it is their curse [There is no peace to the Wicked; and to forget that great benediction of our Lord, [Blessed are the Peace-makers,] yea, and to forget the tenour of our finall sentence [They shall enter into Peace;] and the nature of our everlasting inheritance, what absurdities are all these? how inconsistent with that calling which we profess and do pretend to?

But I know there is none of us such enemies to peace, but we would be content to have it so it be upon our own terms; If all men will take up their opinions, and stoop to their wils, what men so wicked but would yield to peace? But is that seeking for it, and denying our selves for it, and closing in Christ, the common center? All that I will say more to you, shall be in these following Prognosticks, which do also intimate the impediments and difficulties, and do point out our own duties.

In generall, I am confident if this be Gods season for the restoring of his Church, it will be his season also for the uniting of his people: And let all the dividers know, that they labour in vain while they think
think to restore the Church by any other means then the loving, amicable cloiture of the members: Nay, they demolish and destroy, while they dream that they are building; Sion is not built by the Babel-confusions, If God divide our Language he will blast our work.

More particularly I do foretell you that (for the way to peace)

1. Whenever God means to restore and build his Church in peace, he will open the eyes of his people to see the necessity, excellency, and glory of peace, and give them such deep apprehensions of this, that they will wonder that they were before so blinded as to overlook it.

2. He will (to that end) make them read more seriously and with observation those Texts of Scripture, which before they flipt over and felt no force or favour in: so that they shall wonder how they could so overlook such serious precepts, and such clear discoveries of their Masters will: such as 1 Cor. 1. 10, 11. &c. and 3. 3, 4. Rom. 16. 17, 18. Phil. 3. 15, 16. 1 Thes. 5. 13, 14, 15. specially Rom. 15. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. and 14. 1. &c. Jam. 3. 17, 18. 1 Cor. 12. 12. &c. Mat. 5. 9. Gal. 6. 1. Rom. 12. 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18. to the end. O that these few verses of this Chapter were but conscientiously practised even by the eminent Leaders of the Flock of Christ.

3. When God will do this great work, he will wonderfully convince his people of the sinfulness of their divisions, and of that perverse emulation and zeal which they were wont to entitle God himself to, and to glory in as a part of their chiefest duty: They shall no more reproach one another, and lie vilifying their Brethren behind their backs, and one say [It's all long of these Independents,] and another [This we may thank the Presbyterians for,] and a third [The Prelaticall Conformists did all this: But they shall see that we were all too blame, and every man shall acknowledge his unpeaceable miscarriages, and heartily lament them before the Lord, and loathe themselves for all their emulations.

4. Yea, when God will do this work, he will make his people feel an indispensible obligation lying on them, to seek peace, and pursue it; so that they shall be no more able to rest with quiet consciences till they have sent to one another, confessed their miscarriages, and desired reconciliation and constant Associations for the unanimous carrying on the work of Christ, then now they can rest in peace, of conscience without Preaching, Praying, or any other duty.

5. Yea, God will possesss them with such a Love to Peace, and
such a fervent Zeale for it, that they shall set themselves with all their might to obtain it; and they that now can hardly be drawn to accept of it when it is thrust into their hands, shall then follow it as thirstily and importunately, as the most zealous dividers are now set on the propagation of their opinions, or rather as the most zealous godly Preacher doth thirst after the winning and saving of souls: And as the zealous Reformers in Luther's daies were set against Popery, and the zealous Non-Conformits in Queen Elizabeth and King James's daies, and also before this late Parliament were set against Bishops and Ceremonies, so that they restlessly prosecuted their work till it was accomplished, so shall the Restorers of the Church be as zealously set for the Reconciling of differences, and the union and association of Pastors and of Churches.

6. Yea God will raise in his people such deep apprehensions of the hainous wickedness of dividing principles and practices (which are now accounted acts of piety) that they shall not make a light matter of them any more: But Christians shall think and speak of Divisions and Emulations, and breaking into parties, as now they think and speak of Theft, Whoredom, Murder, or such like.

7. Yea God will cause his people to detest the very Names of Division, and lay them by as occasions and badges of our disagreement. And I think Epiphanius and Austin's and others long Lists of Heresies will not be in so good esteem as they are at this day. For though the schisme will be more abhorred, yet it will not be every such difference in Judgement, as some of theirs, that will be taken for a sufficient ground to call a man a Heretick.

8. Moreover, when God will restore his Church, he will give meek and humble spirits to his people, and take down much of that pride which now causeth and continueth our Divisions: Those proud men that now value their Reputation and carnall interets before the Churches Unity, and Reformation; that so value their own understandings, that they think contemnuously of other mens; shall then be low in their own eyes, and prefer their Brethren before themselves. The pride of Christians, especially of Ministers, is now the main impediment to our Union: This cursed sin makes men look with an envious eye at every Brother that is esteemed above them, and (as they think) doth cloud them in the eyes of the people: It makes Ministers seek after applause, and makes them impatient of slighting and disesteem. And while they are striving who shall have the greater party, they are engaged in Division before they are aware: For-
getting that (while they think they are labouring for Christ) they do but fish for themselves, and draw men from Christ by drawing them from Unity. It is this pride that makes men so froward in carrying on any work of God, that unless themselves may have the glory of it, or it may be done their way, they will quarrel and break it all in pieces: as if they had rather Christ had no Church, then themselves should be denied an honourable station in it: or as if they had rather Christ's work should be undone, then done without them, or contrary to their concicts. God will turn this devilish distemper into humility and self-denial, when his work shall be done. He will make his people base in their own eyes, and glad to be sighted, vilified and laid by, so it might but conduce to the Unity and Peace of the Church, and the furthering of Reformation. As Clemens Roman. ad Corinth. faith, pag.69 He therefore that is strong, mercifull, full of charity among you, let him pay, [If it be for me, that Seditious, Contention and Divisions arise, I will depart, I'le be gone whither you will; I will do what the people command me, so be it that the Flock of Christ may live in Peace with those Presbyters that are set over them.] He that shall do this, will win himself much honour in the Lord; and every place will gladly receive him.]

9. Yea God will cause men to abhorre that cenforiousness of their Brethren, and those secret desires to destroy their reputations, which are the fruit of this Pride. So that they who now are questioning every man's sincerity that doth not please them, and making the worit of every man's actions and speeches, shall then cover men's infirmities by that charity which thinketh not and speaketh not evil, which envieth not, and is not puffed up: And they shall be so conscious of their own faults and frailties, as that it shall constrain them to tenderness and compassion on their Brethren, and to judge the best till they know the worst; and they shall learn to hear a cenfurer and backbiter with as much indignation as now they hear a swearer or a liar.

10. Yea God will take them off from all their engagements to parties, and let them perceive that the very names of parties are a dishonour to the Church; and that Christians should not think of a party, but as a man thinks of his wounds; with smart and sorrow.

11. Also when this blessed work of healing shall be wrought, God will shew his people the sinfulness of that zeal for inferior particular opinions (true or false) which makes them think that they ought to do many things against the Churches Unity and Peace. He
will shew them that it is a perverse zeal which chooseth the propagation of a smaller point, before the edification of the body, and the propagation of the substance of the Christian faith; which by that course is apparently hindered.

12. Yea God will open their eyes to see the difficulties of those lower Controversies which they insisted on, till their high confidence in their opinions be abated, so as that they shall pity themselves and the rest of mankind, for our unavoidable darkness and weakness; and not contemn, cast off, or divide from those that differ from them.

13. For God will let men see that it is the substance of Christianity that Christians must Center and Unite in; and he will teach them to take those for Brethren that hold that substance, though they differ in several inferior things.

14. And God will teach his people to be hereafter less cruel and proud, then to impose new Articles of faith upon their Brethren; and to put their own Interpretations into their Creed: He will teach men to be more mercifull to the Church then to load her with Canons and Constitutions of men, containing unnecessary dividing determinations; and seeking to force all to their obedience.

15. For whenever God intendeth Peace and Unity to his Churches, he will cause men freely to give his Word the honour of its sufficiency, and to take it for a perfect Rule of Faith and Worship; as that which hath left nothing undetermined which was fit for a stated univerfall determination: And therefore men shall see the vanity, yea the sinfulness of mens undertaking to determine by Canons what God thought not fit to determine in his Laws: except only for the occasional determining of that in particular which God hath determined only in generall, and directed man by his Rules how to determine in special: which therefore must not be by a fixed universal Determination (for then God would have done it himself) but by a temporary determination, to be changed as occasions shall require; and therefore in most things to be left to the particular Church-guides, who are upon the place, and employed in the work. Also God will teach men to take the Scripture for sufficient in matter of Belief: and to screw men no higher, not adding their supernumerary Articles, as the Council of Trent, no nor putting a word among their Fundamentals as necessary which is not in the Scripture. What hope of Union when there is no Uniting Rule or Center agreed on? And can the Papists, or any other over-doing zealots, imagine, that ever
ever Gods univerfall Church will agree upon any Rule or Center as sufficient besides the Scripture? or ever depart from its sufficiency?

16. Lastly, If God intend Peace, he will (likely) fit his provi-"dences to advantage it. He will give preparing seasons and accommodations. Three great disadvantages to the Churches Peace and Unity, are these that follow. 1. Times of Warre; when mens ears are filled with a contrary sound, and their minds alienated, exasperated, and filled with jealousies. If men do think that in any for-

...
were hardened, you thought you had a speedier way to settlement, then by satisfying Diffenters, and, condescending to those Brethren, whom you were readier to contemn. But now God hath either laid you all under hatches together, or left you no assurance of your carnal advantages. Those Martyrs could agree in the Prison, and at the stake, that differed about Ceremonies in their prosperity. If God give you not hearts to hearken to this counsel, and Agree now; I shall expect to hear that you are brought much lower, and conjoinèd in that misery where you shall be forced to agree; and then you will look back on your proud Divisions with shame and sorrow.

I do therefore in the Name of Christ intreat, not only the people of this Congregation to Unite; but all the Godly, Able Minitters in this County, to Associate with us; of what Party foever they have been. And I do let them know, that we are not so fetled in our present Opinions or Waies; but that if they see any thing amiss in our Agreement or our courses, we shall be ready to hear any thing that can be said for our Information and alteration. And if the zeal for their own Parties and Waies should keep them off, let me advise them to be more zealous for the welfare of the Church in general, and to take heed least our divisions do prepare our people for Popery, or fasten them in ungodliness; and I dare assure them, That if Episcopacy, Presbytery or Independency, &c. be indeed the Way of God, then is no Way in the World so likely to set it up, as the Uniting and loving Association of the Pastors; where all things may be gently and amicably debated.

And I desire that our Brethren in other Counties would take the same course: Not that I dare urge them to unite just on the terms of our Propositions or Profession, if they have better before them. Yet I will say this: That I admire Gods good providence in facilitating our consent herein, so happily in this County: and that it will be found, upon trial, a matter of great difficulty, to bring even Wise and Godly men to agree on the drawing up of Forms: and I seriously protest, that if I had known where to have found but this much done to our hands, I would not have consented that any of us should have attempted to draw up a new and different Modell; but have the more gladly received it, because the Union would have been more full. But as soon as we see our own weaknesses or mistakes Corrected by any more perfect Way of our Brethren abroad, we shall accept their Instructions, and Correct them our selves. In the mean time, we shall rather do thus, then nothing.

Finitur Mai 2o 1653o.

Postscript.
Am urged to add to what is written, a few words of Advice to the People of those Congregations whose Ministers refuse to Associate. Either such Ministers are Insufficient or Scandalous, or they are (or seem) Able and Faithfull. If the former, I advise all conscientable people to endeavour speedily to cast them out, and not think of joyning them with us who cannot receive them. I know some will plead compassion to them; but it's cruel compassion, which for fear of bringing a man's family to poverty, will both connive at his proceeding in such hainous guilt, and at the starving, and everlasting damnation of men's souls. The devil loves such mercy as this is. If indeed you pity such, help them, if you can, to a sight of their sin, in undertaking so high a Calling, and so great a Charge, which they are so unfit for: that they may break off their sin by Repentance, and betake themselves to a work that they are fitter for. _Obj._ But may not Ministers, as well as others, be forborn upon their Repentance? _Anf._ 1. Repentance will not cure their Insufficiency. 2. It must be a very notable Repentance that must at all (much less suddenly) readmit a scandalous person into the Ministry. In the Primitive Churches, after hainous sinning, they would admit him to the Ministry no more, were he never so penitent, though they would admit him to Communion. However, let him be cast out of the Ministry, and Repent then; and if he manifest such Repentance as may satisfy the Church, let them then take him in again, there or elsewhere: But shall he therefore be trusted in his forfeited Office, where he may wrong men's souls, because when he is questioned, he pretendeth Repentance? _Obj._ But how can any other conscientably receive his sequestred maintenance, when by Law it is his? _Anf._ Is it not given him only as Pastor, for the Work of Christ, and the service of the Church? If there be 200l _per annum_ allowed to each City for a publick Physician, and some ignorant Empericks get into the place, who kill more then they cure, were not he cruelly mercifull that would have these men continue to the murdering
dering of poor people whom they pretend to cure? and were not he wickedly and hypocritically just, that would say, No man else may take the stipend, it belongs to these? If an ignorant man that is wholly unacquainted with Seafaring, should get to be the Pilot of a Ship of Warre, or of richest lading, would any be so madly merciful or just, as to let him alone to the drowning of himself and all that are with him, for fear of putting him out of his place, or giving his maintenance to another? I will give such titular Pastor's better advice: and that is, That they would lament day and night, as long as they live, the heavy guilt of the blood or damnation of souls which they have incurred, and that so far as they are able, they would make the Church restitution of the Tithes which for so many years they have so unjustly received; it being, before God, but plain Robbery; and one of the most hatefull kindes of Robbery that can be imagined; to starve and destroy mens souls, and then to take hire for it. But enough of them.

2. But if the Ministers that refuse to Associate cannot be proved Insufficient, or of wicked lives, then I would advise all their Peaceable Godly people, to joyn together, and desire their Pastor to Associate with his Brethren for a Unanimous carrying on the Work of God. If he yet refuse, he will no doubt, give some reason of it: Which if he do, his people may do well to desire him, to meet once, at least, with the Associated Ministers, and give in his Reasons to them. This they should desire; both Because the people may there hear both sides speak together, and so be the better able to judge, whether his Reasons for Dissenting be sufficient or not: and 2. Because Christianity and common charity bindes that Dissenting Brother to manifest to the rest what he judgeth to be their Error, and so great an Errorr that he dare not Associate with them. And it is not a sudden appearance, and slight casting in some superficial Reasons, that must satisfie his Conscience, or satisfie his people: but it must be a fair and full Debate of the whole business; such as may be apt or sufficient for a manifestation of the Truth. If after this the dissenting Pastor will not yet Associate; the People (having been present and heard the Debate) may be the better able to judge, whether the grounds of his Dissenting be tolerable or intollerable; and accordingly they may know how to carry themselves to him. Where note, that I can give no people a particular direction before hand, that will fully reach all such cases; seeing they are so diversifyed by circumstances. And therefore I would have all such people as have a Minister
Minister that declineth Union and Association with his Brethren, to
desire the Advice of that Association of faithfull Ministers who are
next him; who will be best able to advise them when the case is
known: In the mean time, common Reason requires that People
should hear and obey such a Pastor with more jealousy then if he
were in Union with his Brethren. 1. Because the judgement of one
man is not to be valued before the Judgement of many as Godly;
unless it be fully manifest that he is of more painfull studies, and a
stronger Judgement then all those are. 2. Christ doth so plainly and
pressingly require Unanimity, Accord, and Association of Brethren,
that he that will refuse this so plain and great a duty, may well be
suspected the more in the rest of his Doctrine. 3. It is more
probable that that man means to play the Pope and tyrannize over the
Flock, and make himself Lord of Gods heritage,who will do all alone,
singularly or on his own head; then he that doth all in Unity, and is
ready to give an account of all his doings to the rest of his Brethren;
and to hear what they can say against him.

But perhaps you will ask, What if we cannot get our Pastor so
much as to come to the Associated Ministers to give in his Reasons of
Dissent? I answer, Then try whether he will entertain a Debate
with some one or two that they shall send to him. If he will not do
that neither, it is too probable, that he is so Proud or Ignorant, as
that a People should be jealous how they trust him with the guidance
of their souls. But yet I would not have such rashly to reject him, but
first advise with the next Associated Ministers.

Quest. But how shall we judge, if he do come in, whether his
Reasons be of weight or not? Ans. Partly by what you hear replied
to them (and therefore do not content your selves to hear them
from himself alone) and partly by the evidence that they carry. He
that will prove it his duty not to Associate, must prove that there is
some sin which that Association would engage him to. If there be
any such sin, it is either something unlawful to be subscribed in our
Agreement; or something to be necessarily done in practice. Hear
him therefore manifesting and proving either of these. I can foresee
the vain cavils that some are like to use, by the experience I have
long had of the Separatists arguings. First, Perhaps they will tell you
we have such and such bad Ministers among us in our Association;
and here they will aggravate all the faults of such as they except a-
gainst, as if they were notoriously graceless. To this I would desire
the Hearers to return these Answers. 1. That we have agreed to
reject
reject from our Society all that are of known Insufficiency, or Ungodliness, or Unfaithfulness in the main work. And if any one get in among us, that is guilty of any scandal, which we were never sufficiently acquainted with, we judge it no more our fault, then it is the fault of a Church that an Hypocrite is in it, or a sinner that none accuseth. 2. We had rather of the two erre in judging too favourably, and permitting some in our society that are less fit, then in judging unrighteously, and rejecting the faithful servant of Christ. No Society hath all the members of equal integrity, and beyond exception. 3. Desire those Brethren that Object this but to search their hearts and waies, and remember what may be said against themselves, and cast the beam first out of their own eye; at least to censure, as humble men, that are sensible of their own miscarriages and imperfections; and how much allowance the best must have, that they may pass for current. 4. Tell them this, which I think, may give them full satisfaction: If they have any charge against any member of our Association, let them bring it in, and they shall be fully heard, and we will reject all whom they shall prove fit to be rejected. Can they desire more? Will men of any Conscience or face of common honesty, let fly at men behind their backs, and not bring in their charge to their faces, and hear them speak for themselves: Yea and withdraw from a Society meekly because of the presence of such, whom they never accused to that Society? Would they be thus dealt by themselves? If we have bad members, might not their presence who are better, do more then their absence to remove them, or hinder them from doing any hurt? 5. Take heed left out of your own mouthes you be condemned; while you acknowledge that even bad men are forwarder to Reformation and Unity than you.

They will perhaps further tell you, that we do but make a shew of Reformation, and we leave all or many ungodly ones still in our Churches; they are even common Parish-Churches, composed of the common multitude, as they were before.

Anf. This I have answered sufficiently already: Further I say, 1. No mans mis-practice is any reasonable cause of excepting against our Agreement: The Propositions which we subscribe do exclude as many as I can finde any Scripture warrant for excluding. If the Objectors deny this, let them give their reasons against the Propositions, and not against any mans practising contrary to them. Would any wise man say, I will not subscribe Propositions for Reformation,
mation, because such a man will not reform exactly that doth subscribe them? As if he should say, I will not consent to the Law against swearing, because such a Justice doth not punish Swearers.

2. Before they withdraw for any man's personal fault (in permitting unfit members in his Congregation) they must admonish that person and convince him of his fault, yea, and convince that association of their fault in not casting him off, or else why should they divide from an Assembly for one man's male-administration? Or if all be guilty, they must be dealt with as in case of other sins, before they be rejected. If I know some of the Congregation all way that admit unfit persons into their Churches, shall I for that refuse communion with them and others of that way.

3. We are not to reject any member from our Church-communion that desires it, without sufficient cause produced against them. Let these Objectors therefore name the particular persons who have been proved unfit, and yet been retained; and not for shame, speak of our retaining Parishes, multitudes, the ignorant, the ungodly, &c. in general, when they name no particulars. As if we must therefore condemn and punish men as ungodly, without any accusation, merely because they are many, or because such men clamour out general reproaches: The multitude of members is one part of the honour of Christ's Churches, as the purity is another.

These Objections I therefore here answer, that people may know, they are not sufficient to warrant any Minister to withdraw from Unity. And again I do advise all godly people to consider, that it concerneth them to know the reasons of their Ministers' dissent, and to be well satisfied in them: For else 1. They may be guilty of encouraging and following him in a Division. 2. It is the Churches as well as the Pastors that must be linked together by these Associations, and therefore seeing it is by the Pastors that they must (principally) preserve that Union and correspondence, the withdrawing of the Pastors, tendeth to the dividing of the Churches themselves. 3. They cannot safely trust their souls under a dividing Pastor. And let them but observe when all pretences are taken off, whether with many these prove not the true causes of withdrawing? 1. Some men are conscious of so much ignorance, that they will not joy in with Ministers, where there is like to be any trial of their parts, for fear of being shamed upon the disclosing of their weaknesses: In a Pulpit they may possibly seem some body; but they will not endure a closer trial. These men would do well to learn, that Christian honour is not got.
as other honour is, by contesting or subtilly contriving for it: but by an open and humble confessing of weaknesses: He that will needs be greatest, shall be least: and he shall be greatest that will be the lowest and servant of all. He that will save his honour shall lose it: Pride is the greatest shame among Christians. For my part I value the youngest learner that is humble and diligent, above a hundred of these clofe hypocritickall Rabbies, that have nothing but big looks and contempt of others, to cover their ignorance.

2. Others you shall find, that will withdraw and divide in mere pride of their own supposed godliness, and censoriousness of others, as unworthy of their fellowship: These are the worst of all: So contrary is it to the true nature of Christianity to be proud and censorious, and to say to our Brother, Stand by; I am more holy than thou! What though our Master more rebuked and blame then pride and censoriousness? There is no obscurity in those plain commands: Judge not, that ye be not judged: Who art thou that judgest another man's servant? to his own Master be standeth or faileth: Why dost thou judge thy Brother? or why dost thou set at nought thy Brother? We shall all stand before the judgement seat of Christ. Let us not therefore judge one another any more, &c. Rom. 14.4, 10, 13. see Gal. 6.1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

If these men be godly indeed, they will be so humbly conscious of their own unworthiness and great imperfections, that they will be readier to draw back on that account, and say, I am not worthy to be Associated with Christ's Ministers: rather then to say, Such a one is not worthy to joyn with me: (except he will come and prove him indeed one fit to be rejected.) And truly in my experience, they prove none of the best men themselves, nor furtheft from exception, who are so ready to condemn their Brethren as ungodly. How oft have I heard one man accusing his Brethren as men void of grace, or thus and thus faulty: and within a few daies, heard others as deeply accusing him, for pride or coveteousness, or ignorant, careless Preaching, and negligent, disorderly, rash, empty performance of God's work; as a man that doth but disgrace the work of Preaching, and make men loath God's Word, through his ill managing of it. Thus frequently do I hear men accused on both parts: Alas, that men conscious of their own weaknesses, should not forbear such vilifying of their Brethren! Perhaps one may excell in judgement or solidity, and another may excell in zeal and diligence: Must each therefore despise or reject the other? He is a rare man that is generally excellent.

3. Others
3. Others you will finde will divide, meerly to fit themselves to parties, or to serve a thriving side, against the unity of the Church: These Pastors, if known, are unfit to be owned.

4. Others will hold off, for fear of displeasing their ungodly Parishioners, by this exercize of Discipline that we have agreed on: especially if their maintenance lie in the people's hands: These servants of Mammon are unfit for Christ's service. I confess it is a great temptation to men that have a Family to maintaine, to cast themselves on a way that may lose their Maintenance. But is he fit to teach others the doctrine of Christianity, Self-denial, taking up the Cross, parting with things present for the hopes of future, &c. who will openly contradict it all himself?

Quest. But put case that the people are satisfied of the Ministers Reasons for withdrawing?

Anf. Both he and they must faithfully propound those Reasons to the Associated Brethren: 1. Else how can we that erre be rectified? 2. If they hear not both sides speak, they may easily be deluded, and satisfied in their sin.

But a greater difficulty occurs, than any of these. What if a Congregation have the choice of their Pastor, and they cannot agree in choosing, but one party will have one man, and another party will have another? How will your Union be carried on, when the people cannot agree about their Teachers? Anf. I confess I foresee a fatal calamity like to befall the generality of the Churches in this point, if God do not wonderfully prevent it. For I finde it such a difficulty to have many men of one minde (even of the best) that I can hardly expect that ever the people should long agree in the choice of their Ministers: especially if they have divers propounded that may seem fit. For the Ancient experienced, or meeker sort of Christians will be for a man of Solidity, Judgement and Peace: The younger and the more rash, unexperienced Preffors, will rather incline to a man of Zeal, who is inclined to Divide, and under pretence of further Reformation, to fall into unwarrantable separating waies. And usually, such unexperienced people are untractable, and will have their way, be it never so wrong. For passion quite perverts their judgement: and that passion is often indulged rather than suspected, because it goes under the name of Zeal. You will have also carnall superstitious persons, setting in for a man of their own stamp, to humour them; and so how many parties may there be? Especially if publique Maintenance be taken down, and people allowed to main-
tain whom they please; then most great Congregations will be (in all likelihood) divided into two or three parties. Or if men grossly erroneous, and intollerable, should by Rulers be put in the publique Place, and so the best people forced to separate (which I strongly fear) in all these cases — Union will be difficult. Yea, if people grow into a dislike of their Pastors; and one part would cast him off, and the other would continue him: Or if there should be two Ministers together, and part of the people should cleave to one, and part to the other. What now should be done in all these cases? I answer, It is not hard to tell what should be done: but it’s hard to bring even godly men to do it. I will premisse this Prognostick, That I have little hope when I have said all, to prevail with either the wilfull, self-conceited superstitious party, or the rash youth, whose Zeal doth carry them beyond all sober, considerate, judicious proceedings. But for the sake of the rest I will tell them what must be done.

I. First it must be Resolved on, That the Church must not be divided. And therefore in all debates, keep that Resolution firm. And that Minister or party that is for Dividing, do but discover a strong ground of suspicion, that their Cause is the worst. All true Pastors and Christians will be so tender of the Churches Unity, that they will try every preventing course, and wait and suffer much before they will yield to the Division of a Church. Obj. But if we must either consent to an unfit Pastor, or Divide, it is not long of us, but of the rest. Answ. There are several degrees of fitness and unfitness: If he be one that is utterly incompetent and intollerable, then you must use all right means to keep him out: and if you cannot prevail, you must further do, as I shall anon acquaint you more fully. But if he be one that is competently fit, though with many imperfections, you must do your best to have a better, but rather accept of him then Divide. The Reason is plain: God hath flatly commanded Unity, and forbidden Division: but he hath no where forbidden the Accepting of a weaker competent Pastor, to prevent such division. God hath not yet provided enough for every Church of the Abler sort, (alas, how few are they in comparison of the rest that yet are honest and tolerable!) If therefore all the weaker must be cast off, then the farre greatest part of the Churches must be unchurched, or be without any Pastors.

This therefore being first Resolved on, That the Church must not divide, you must secondly take this as certain, that God hath not put it in the power of the people alone, to determine who shall be their Pastors, except
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except in case of Necessity, where his ordinary way of Determination doth fail.

This is so fully proved by many others in Writing already, and it is so contrary to my intended brevity to insist on such points, that I shall say but little.

Observe carefully the difference between Election, Determination and Consent: Choosing or Electing, sometime signifies only. The first Nomination of one person of divers that be offered, though yet there may be no Power finally to determine, whether that Person shall stand. Sometime it signifies the said Nomination with Determination also. To Determine is Authoritatively and finally to decide the case, and set down, who the man shall be. To Consent, is but to be Willing to have that man who is Elected or Determined of.

Now I affirm 1. God's Word hath left it undecided, whether the people shall be the Electors, so as first to nominate the man that shall be their Minister, or not. The Apostles chose two for Judas room, and left God to take one by Lot. The Apostles required the Church at Jerusalem to choose seven men for Deacons, as supposing them acquainted with their lives; and, as being loth to put any upon them, in that Office especially, which medled with money matters. But for Elders (for all the shew from Acts. 14.23.) there is no command or any thing equivalent, that the people have the Nomination.

2. The Power of Authoritative determining who the man shall be, is clearly in Scripture denied to the people. For it is appropriated to the Church-Rulers, under the name of Ordaining. For used, Tit. 1.5. Acts. 6.3, &c. signifies an Authoritative appointment, which is not a mere useless Ceremony (as some make Ordination to be, that necessitate the Ordainer to lay hands on him whom the people Elect) but comprehendeth the Determination that this must be the man. For my part I believe that it is the Church-Guides or Ordainers that have the sole Authoritative Determination, and the people have the full and free judgement of Discretion, to judge whether the Ordainer have rightly determined, or not. But if that should be otherwise, yet still it is evident that ordinarily the Ordainers have a Negative voice; and that the Church cannot take to themselves a Minister without them: Or else it would follow, either the Church-Rulers must Ordain whomsoever the people nominated (which is not to be imagined) Or that the people may take them Ministers unordained (where Ordainers may be had) which is as vain a conceit. 

Note
Note also, that it is not only to the Office of the Ministry in General that Ordination is Necessary; but also to the fixing of Ministers to particular Charges. The Apostles Ordained the seven Deacons, as appropriate to the Church of Jerusalem: and Ordained them Elders in every Church, Acts 14.23. and commanded Titus to Ordain Elders in every City, Tit. 1.5.

Observe also, that though there be some controversies whether this power belong to a fixed Bishop, or General Minister, as the Apostles, or to a Presbytery, or to a single Minister of that same Church (if there be any left;) yet all are agreed that it belongs not to the People. Conclude of this therefore that the People (alone at least) cannot justly determine who shall be their Pastor.

3. Yet the Determiners or Ordainers must have the peoples Consent, ordinarily. Because the Ministeriall power compels not to obedience by outward violence: And therefore Consent is of natural Necessity to the peoples actual obedience. If a man set a Steward over his Family, the rest of the servants are bound to obey him, whether they chose him or no: but yet because they cannot be made to obey him against their Wills, a wise Master will chuse such a one (if fit) whom the servants will soonest consent to: So if a man be to send his sons to the University, he will not tell them that it is in their own power to choose themselves a Tutor; but himself will do that; and command them to obey him. But yet because they can never learn against their wils, therefore he will not (ordinarily) force them to a Tutor whom they will not consent to, if others may be had: (Though perhaps he may urge them to consent by some sharp words or dealings.) So that the Ordainers should please the people as far as may stand with their welfare, and no further.

III. Thirdly, That when a Church is at variance about the choice of a Pastor, or determining who shall be the man, they are bound to seek the advice and determination of Church-Guides: For seeing it belongs to them to Determine, whether there be difference or no, (by Ordaining) they must especially be sought to when there is a difference.

4. If the Ordainers or Ministers determine of a fit man, you must stand to the Determination, though perhaps another might be more fit. If the man by them determined of, be utterly incompetent, you must first prove it to them; and (if that serve not) appeal to some more General Assembly, or seek further to men more unquestionably Judicious and faithfull then they are.

5. If
5. If the people will not thus be satisfied, the refused Minister must remember his duty, and not offer, without order and authority, to make himself the head of a dividing company.

6. If he will not obey, he is to be admonished by the Pastors of that Association, and to be Avoided and Rejected, if he be obstinate.

7. If any passionate part of the Church will stick to that man, the rest that fear God must admonish them, and if they be obstinate, avoid them, according to Rom. 16.17. Now I beseech you, Brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences, contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned, and avoid them: For they, that are such, serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own bellies: and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple. I have seen this verified in the case of some that I durst not so have thought of in the beginning. Poor inconsiderate, unexperienced Christians little know what they do, when they take part with dividers, and encourage them in division. They do but strengthen their own snares. Such men fish most for themselves, even when they think themselves they be more zealous for Christ than others.

8. Were there no other remedy, rather then the Church should divide, they should (after solemn seeking God) let God himself determine it by a Lot, as Matthias was chosen.

If you once fall a dividing, you will give the wonder part such an example, that they will presently choose themselves Teachers that will please them, and leave but few to hear or maintain a pious Ministry.

8. If the Church-Guides be so corrupted, that they all conspire to force on the people unsound, insufficient or ungodly men, then the people may reject them (as Cyprian adviseth them) of their own accord; as being left destitute of Christ's orderly Remedy.

9. What hath been here said of the first case, may suffice to determine the other cases. If a people have two Ministers, and some would adhere to one and reject the other, and the rest adhere to him; and refuse obedience to the former, in this case they should all take the advice of the neighbour Associated Pastors: For, though it be disputed, whether such Associated Ministers have any Regent Authority over a neighbour Church; yet all agree that they should be consulted and heard in order to Unity; and that's enough to the business in hand. If they can prove their Ministers fit to be ejected, let them there prove it. All Christians are bound to be accountable to their
their Brethren, in such offensive actions, as have a face of division or disobedience. If both the Pastors in question be approved of, then the Associated Ministers should advise the people to lay aside their carnal sinful contentions (which the Church of Corinth was so plainly chid for) and to close with both. 1. Because two Ministers are far fitter to Guide a Church (specially if great) then any one alone: Yea should one of them be: but weak, and the other more able: a weak hand will afford some help. 2. It is the Scripture way to have more Elders then one, and if they reject their Pastors, and supply the room with private men, they will, likely, have weaker then they reject. 3. It is not in the peoples power to reject one that is already their Teacher: except when he is utterly intolerable, and all orderly means for his ejection do fail. Prove from Scripture that any people may else reject or depose their Minister. 4. Much less may a lefter part of a Church do it, when the greater dissenteth: no nor a greater, because it tendeth to division.

If the people are unruly and will not agree; the neighbour Ministers must admonish both the said Pastors, and charge them in Christ's Name that they avoid Divisions, and that themselves do heartily and lovingly close and entertain no motion to division from the people: and that will break the peoples dividing purposes, if the Pastors be but resolutely against it, and do not secretly foment it (as commonly they do:) If either of the Pastors be resolved for Division, and reject this admonition; the godly people are bound to suspect that man, and to admonish him, and not fide with him: seeing it is usually the true mother that would not have the child divided: and an ill sign when men draw Parties and Disciples after them. And the neighbour Ministers are to admonish such a man, and proceed with him as he receiveth or rejecteth the admonition. Many differences in Judgement and Practice must be tollerated among Brethren to prevent dividing: but dividing it self is not to be tollerated: (except where the caufe is just; which must be a great necessity.) What should be done with those particular persons, that will own but one of the Pastors, and yet will joynt with the whole body of the Church, which acknowledgeth both, I will not now attempt to advise; because it will be fittest to do it according to the quality of the persons, their reasons, their carriage in the business, &c. all which may much vary the case.

If it appear, that the people reject or disown a Minister for private grudges, or for crossing them in their opinions or old customs
in things unnecessary, or worse, those people must be the more sharply dealt with. Much more, if it be for crossing them in their sin, or telling them the truth. But in case a Minister have by weakness or passionate speeches, or neglect of his duty, given just offence to his people, yet the fault be not such as to cast him out: then the neighbour Ministers must advise him, humbly to acknowledge to the people his weakness or miscarriage, and to promise his faithfull endeavours to reform: and if any persons remain passionately unreconcilable to him, they must be the more born with (so they drive not to a division) because he gave them so much occasion of offence. No humble man can violently prosecute another, for being too violent against his faults: but will rather submit to it, as Gods afflicting, humbling, reforming rod. And it's two to one, but after some experience of his more holy, harmless, diligent behaviour, those very people will own him, that did disclaim him.

Lastly, If all remedies fail, let one of the Pastors depart, and say, Let him take the living childe undivided: And the better man will likely be the readiest to do it; according to that I before cited out of Clem. Roman. ad Corinth.

Let none wonder that I speak so much on this subject: For if the Scripture were conscientably observed, men would take Church-division for a greater sinne than Adultery or Theft. Mutinies and Divisions do more infallibly destroy an Army, then almost any other fault, or weakness: and therefore all Generals punish Mutineers with death, as well as flat Traytors. I confess ten or twelve years ago, I wondered oft to finde both Scripture, and almost all the voluminous Writings of the Fathers in every age, to be so filled with exclamations and argumentations against Church-dividers and Hereticks: But now I know a little better the reason of it; and how prone, even Godly, Zealous men (especially young unexperienced Christians) are to it, and of what desperate consequence it is. Our Union is our strength and beauty: Commonly they that Divide for the bringing in of any inferiour Truth or Practice, do but destroy that Truth and Piety that was there before. I like not him that will cure the Headach by cutting the Throat. No Master, no Law, no Profession was ever more mercifull, gentle, meek, more for Unity, Love and Concord, then the Master, Law and Profession of Christians. O that the Lord would speedily arise, and stirre up in all his people in the world, so mighty a Zeal for Unity
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and
and Sanctity, that those blessed Twins might conjunctly flourish, which thrive so ill when they are divided: and that the true Saints of Christ may once taste that sweetness which such a blessed State of the Church would afford! However, the friends of Peace and Holiness shall taste of it, Read James 1.13, to the end. 1 Cor. 1. & 3, Heb.12.14.

FINIS.